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Abstract 

The majority of capital commitments to private equity funds are sourced from developed 

markets, predominantly the United States. Inevitably, private equity investments made in non-

developed markets are generally a form of a foreign investment. The dissertation later argues 

that it should be denoted as financial foreign direct investment (FFD), distinguishing it from 

traditional FDI. Examining how FFDI is another expression of FDI enables the research to 

explore the underlying implication on decision making strategies and locational determinants of 

considering a foreign market. The research finds three main differentiators, motive of 

investment, stakeholders and duration. Effectively, the differentiators result in different deal 

selection, post-investment strategies and performance measurement.   
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Chapter 1: Introduction & Problem Formulation 
The purpose of this study is to examine the complexity faced by private equity funds when 

venturing into frontier markets, thus adopting an exploratory approach. General consensus 

suggests that emerging and frontier markets, hereafter referred to collectively as non-

developed markets, constitute business and investment environments that generically pose 

higher risk relative to developed markets (Klonowski 2011, Appelbaum and Batt 2012, Bishop 

2012, Chaudhuri and Mukhopadhyay 2014).  

The first noticeable wave of private equity capital allocation towards non-developed markets 

took place in the 1990s. By the late 1990s, the underperformance of this first generation of 

funds clearly demonstrated that the industry’s proven investment methodologies for developed 

economies do not set the precedent for successful replication in non-developed markets. This 

indicated vast differences between developed and non-developed markets that should not be 

underestimated, requiring a modification in the implementation process (Leeds and Sunderland 

2003, Leeds 2015). 

Despite the concerns raised by the first generation of private equity funds into non-developed 

markets, investor interest demonstrated persistence. Beyond benefits such as diversification 

(Hymer 1960, Kang and Johansson 2000), scholars and practitioners have argued that 

generically factors intrinsic to non-developed markets such as higher growth rates and larger 

market sizes attract investors (Bandera and White 1968, Lunn 1980, Bishop 2012). The 

perseverance of optimistic capital raising activity through the years verifies this notion shown in 

appendix 1: in 2018, private equity funds investing in non-developed markets raised US$ 90 

billion which significantly surpassed ‘Western Europe’ and ‘Other Developed Markets’ 

combined, but remained second behind the industry’s pioneering market, the United States, 

which raised US$ 235 billion.   

The optimism in sentiment confirmed by momentous capital raising activity solidifies the merit 

of an explorative study the concept of private equity fund investing in non-developed markets. 

Furthermore, Cumming and Zhang (2016) review the scientific examination and demonstrate a 
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substantial growth in academic interest since the year 2000, following in quick succession of the 

first generation of funds referenced above. 

The majority of capital commitments in the private equity industry are sourced from developed 

markets (Agmon and Messica 2009, Talmor and Vasvari 2011, Leeds 2015), predominantly the 

United States. Inevitably, private equity investments made in non-developed markets, 

particularly frontier ones as they have less local private equity operators than emerging 

markets, are generally a form of a foreign investment. 

The risks of investing in frontier markets are derived from the inherent absence of building 

blocks that proved essential for the success of the private equity industry in developed markets, 

which typically pivot around political certainty, certified financial legislation, judicial 

accountability, efficient financial markets, and ethical practice (Leeds 2015). The risk of 

investment is further amplified when considered from the context of a foreign investment, 

where the liability of foreignness (LOF) and cost of doing business abroad (CDBA) entail 

supplementary challenges in conducting business (Hymer 1960).  

In correspondence with this research paper’ exploratory pursuit, a step backwards that draws 

upon the abundant literature on foreign investment could therefore be of significance for the 

evolution of the topic, which paves the structure for the research question below.  

1.1 Research Question (RQ) 

Private equity fund investing is, in general, a young topic. It has been evolving in practice since 

the 1980s (Appelbaum and Batt 2012) and since then, scientific examination of its 

fundamentals, performance, and economic impact, exhibited rapid evolution including 

influential studies such as Berger and Udell (1998) Black and Gilson (1998), Kaplan and Schoar 

(2005), Phalippou and Gottschalg (2008), and Bernstein, Lerner et al. (2016). However, 

inconsistency in the terminology of private equity and its sub-categories remains to create 

confusion between scholars, practitioners and data providers (Fraser-Sampson 2011). 

In the context of this research, the attempt is to decrease the opaque relationship between the 

practitioners (in this case, private equity fund managers investing in non-developed markets) 
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and scholars of foreign direct investment. The underlying objective is to explore how clarifying 

the confusion could affect strategic decision making. 

RQ: How does foreign private equity investing compare to traditional foreign 

direct investment theory and what are the implications? – A holistic case-study of 

Egypt.  

The research thus benchmarks the construct of private equity to the well-established theory of 

foreign investment constituting two main pillars known as Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) and 

Foreign Portfolio Investment (FPI). 

The sub-questions outlined below will aim to examine the scientific findings of the research 

question through a case-study of the Egyptian market. The sub-questions therefore follow the 

investment phases and respective considerations of a private equity fund. Finally, Egypt is 

classified as a frontier market in the context of this research (see delimitation on country 

classification). 

1.2 Sub-Questions (SQs) 

While the research question above addresses the overall foreign investment theory, the 

undertaking of the comparative analysis specifically draws upon cross-border mergers and 

acquisitions (M&A) when addressing the motives and determinants, as it is the mode of FDI 

entry that bears the largest resemblance to private equity investing.  

Private equity investors are known for their capability of navigating risky environments to yield 

financial returns through their hands-on approach in the post-investment phase (Klonowski 

2011, Talmor and Vasvari 2011, Leeds 2015). The strategies considered and implemented are in 

junction with the objectives and subsequent target companies of the fund, which will become 

clearer in section 2.2.  

Sub-Question 1: 
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The first question is concerned with the pre-investment stage of a private equity fund, and 

compares it to the pre-investment stage of a cross-border M&A – based on the motives and 

determinants.  

How do the distinctive characteristics of a private equity fund, during the stage of deal 

selection and valuation, affect the locational determinants when considering a frontier 

market? 

Sub-question 2: 

The second question explores the various post-investment strategies of a private equity fund, 

and compares it to the post-investment stage of a cross-border M&A – affected by the 

aforementioned motives and determinants.  

How do the distinctive characteristics of a private equity fund affect the post-

investment value-creation strategies undertaken with the portfolio companies in the frontier 

market? 

Sub-question 3: 

Thirdly, private equity investments are characterized to have an exit and liquidation stage. This 

stage is integral to the performance of the investments and a consideration that is relatively 

less substantial in cross-border M&A. The feasibility of the preferred private equity exits are 

examined and alternative strategies for frontier markets, characterized by inefficient capital 

markets (Leeds and Sunderland 2003, Emerging Money 2012), are explored. 

What should Private Equity fund managers consider regarding the exits of their 

portfolio companies in the context of frontier markets?  

1.3 Delimitations A 

Country Classification 

Countries around the world have been found to be classified under different categories based 

on different analytical variables, depending on which source is undertaking the classification 

(IMF 2015, Jones 2018, Russel 2019). The financial exchange, Nasdaq, will govern the country 
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classification of this research to ensure that all countries selected are correctly classified and 

comparable. In the context of Nasdaq, the world is segmented into three categories: 

developed, emerging, and frontier markets (Emerging Money 2012). 

Frontier Markets 

The inconsistent data and limited academic literature available for frontier markets is a 

restriction on this paper, relative to a paper written on developed markets or emerging 

markets.  Justified by the fact that “frontier markets are emerging markets, but not all emerging 

markets are frontier markets” (Emerging Money 2012) information found on emerging markets 

will therefore be considered appropriate for frontier markets, unless explicitly stated otherwise. 

A good example of this is that the Emerging Market Private Equity Association (EMPEA), a 

recurring data source in this research, groups all emerging and frontier markets in one segment 

(appendix 1). 

Scope of the Private Equity Fund 

This research is concerned with private equity funds that are mandated to invest in only one 

location (i.e. one country) that is foreign to the private equity fund managers (and investors).  

This is not only a essential in scoping study academically to enable more focused discussions 

and concise conclusions, but it is also merited in practice based on the insights revealed from 

the exploratory interview with Mr. Torben Kjaer. The interview was semi-structured one. Mr. 

Kjaer is a seasoned GP, with extensive experience. The strongest relevance is his experience at 

BankInvest’s Private Equity New Markets where he was a partner in the raising and managing of 

funds from Denmark that invest in Frontier Markets (Vietnam & Egypt primarily). 

Quotes from Mr. Kjaer on raising capital that supports the first delimitation: 

“…you have dedicated teams in funds. Pension funds like to know exactly what they invest in. If 

you spread it over too many different countries and industries, then they cannot control their 

exposure.”  

Therefore, when he referred to the PENM funds and what he learnt from his experience, he 

says: “Now, they go into Vietnam exclusive fund, they know all that money is exposed to 
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Vietnam. These financial institutions are more and more regulated by the financial authority, so 

they need to know their risk on industries, on countries and so on. So, it is not possible to have 

an Egypt-Vietnam fund. Not today. Very difficult to raise money.”  

The Vast Private Equity Asset Class 

The industry includes numerous categories. However, they can be narrowed down to four main 

types of funds: Buyouts (BO), Venture Capital (VC), Development Capital (DC) and Growth 

Capital (GC). This delineation is derived from Fraser-Sampson (2011) and chosen to govern the 

analysis of this research as a method to alleviate the confusion around the asset class and 

provide a consistent progression throughout the research. The conceptualization provided by 

Fraser-Sampson (2011) is regarded as the most coherent and structured as it uses the product 

life cycle (PLC) model as well as the BCG model to distinguish the types of companies that the 

funds target, and the subsequent strategies and objectives. This is crucial for the RQ of this 

research as the aim is to understand the decision making implications of private equity in the 

context of frontier markets. Even then, there are still some challenges faced due to the 

terminological inconsistency in referring to the subcategories across various regions, 

practitioners and scholars, as outlined in appendix 3. The research overcomes this by narrowing 

the scope of the study further. 

Complete Exclusion 

Fund specialities such as mezzanine and distressed are excluded from the scope of this 

research.  

Delimitation within the four main types of funds 

In the bracket of the four main funds, the emphasis is largely directed towards SMEs as the 

target/portfolio companies. The research does not discredit the fact that various companies, 

such as well-established companies, also face difficulties in acquiring external capital. However, 

this research focuses on the financing gap in the private sector, which is more linked to SMEs 

specifically, as they are often characterized as high risk for conventional sources of capital 

(Leeds and Sunderland 2003, Leeds 2015). Furthermore, the study is motivated by the recurring 

sentiment that the private sector and the enhancement of SMEs within it can have a significant 

contribution on the growth and prosperity of the overall economy (Berger and Udell 1998, 
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Leeds and Sunderland 2003, Beck, Demirguc-Kunt et al. 2005, Leeds 2015, Marmullaku 2015). 

Also see Appendices 4 and 5. Therefore, within the bracket of the four funds, there is yet 

another set of delimitations that must be outlined. 

BO funds incorporate numerous types of funds. The roll-up model is included, which will be 

explained in the literature review, at which point further delimitation will be implemented once 

the topic is clearly explained. However, at this stage, the excluded types are: mezzanine funds, 

full- distressed funds (in need of a full financial restructure), Take-Private funds, PIPE and 

Secondary BOs.  

The reader is to note that a second delimitation segment will be included at the end of the 

literature review: Delimitation B. 

Data 

The companies operating in the private sector and the private equity funds themselves are not 

obliged to disclose information, especially not to the same level that listed companies have to 

adhere to. Furthermore, frontier markets – and in this case Egypt – are frontier for various 

reasons, including inefficient and inconsistent data collection and presentation. This created 

significant limitations for this research paper. However, it has been mitigated through the use 

of qualitative interviews, which coincide with the exploratory nature of this study. The 

interviews are with industry elites as will be shown in the methodology section.  

The best approach in overcoming this barrier in future research is to undertake a case study of 

a company or a fund in order to be able to dig further into the details of the undertaking. In the 

context of this current research, however, the exploratory nature justifies the holistic approach 

implemented. 
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Chapter 2: Literature Review 
This segment commences by covering the major components of the foreign investment theory 

(FDI and FPI) and then takes a closer look at cross-border M&A (section 2.1). Subsequently, the 

aim is to outline and explain the relatively young yet highly complex topic of private equity 

funds (section 2.2). The next section digs deeper into the literature that analyses private equity 

funds investing in non-developed markets (section 2.3). Finally, a conclusive section to the 

literature review is presented with the objective to better clarify how private equity funds 

investing in non-developed markets compare to traditional foreign investment theory.  

2.1 Foreign Investment Theory 

In his seminal work on “The International Operations of National Firms: A Study of Direct 

Foreign Investment”, (Hymer 1960) emphasizes the usefulness of understanding Foreign  

Portfolio Investment (FPI), not because FPI-related factors explain FDI activity; however, they 

prove crucial considerations in the assessment of FDI. Therefore, the theory of FPI is explained 

first, and later applied in the theory of FDI.  

2.1.1 Foreign Portfolio Investment (FPI) 

Defining FPI 

FPI refers to investments made by an investor residing in one country investing into liquid 

financial assets of a foreign country, typically stocks or bonds. The investment is undertaken for 

a financial return with no direct contact to the management of the company (including legal 

and ownership control). Capital injected through FPI is often referred to as ‘hot money’ since it 

can be taken out of the market at any time by these investors (Chuhan, Perez-Quiros et al. 

1996, Chaudhuri and Mukhopadhyay 2014). 

The Theory of FPI 

Hymer (1960) sets out to explain the behaviour of capital flow among countries under the 

theory of portfolio investment by presenting three factors: risk, uncertainty, and barriers to 

movement. Prior to incrementally studying how each factor affects capital flow, the study 

considers a “naïve” scenario in which these three factors did not exist in order to underline that 

the “basis of the theory of portfolio investment is in the interest rate”. In this scenario, Hymer 

highlights that capital would flow towards countries with higher interest rates, as investors seek 
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to maximize their profit by investing where returns are highest and that this trend would persist 

until interest rates equalize globally. In supporting his claim that FPI variables can affect FDI 

behaviour, Hymer (1960) draws upon MNE activity in the 1950s (the decade leading up to his 

seminal publication). Table 1.3 – appendix 4, shows the balance sheet of Standard Oil Company, 

which accounted for the largest share of American direct investment – accountable for 5%. In 

their balance sheet, Total Assets were equally distributed, Liabilities were mostly registered 

abroad, and Marketable Securities and Cash were mostly registered in the U.S. – indicating that 

interest rates were higher in the U.S. than in overseas countries that Standard Oil Company had 

subsidiaries in. This aligned with the aggregate data on American investments at the time: 

“those American firms which invest abroad also borrow abroad” (page 18) as confirmed by 

table 1.4 – appendix 4. 

Once risk and diversification, uncertainty, and barriers of movement are included in the 

equation affecting capital flow, the complexity of the discussion magnifies significantly with 

endless possible explanations and “the extra empirical information needed to make predictions 

is very great and almost impossible to acquire” (Hymer 1960) (page 14).  

Risk and Diversification 

The first factors that Hymer (1960) considers after the interest rate factor are risk appetite and 

and diversification.  

Movements of capital will occur firstly depending upon the differences in investor risk 

preference and appetite. Second, capital movements will take place due to the desire for 

diversification. In the book on the “Fundamentals of Corporate Finance”, (Brealey 2001) (page 

324), elaborates on this topic and explains that diversification, as a tool for reducing risk, works 

best when the returns of two investments are negatively correlated. Hymer (1960) explains that 

if two loans have the same risk, the larger loan must offer higher interest rate back because the 

more a single investor invests into one project, the less diversified their overall portfolio 

becomes and thus, the higher their risk exposure. In the context of international capital flow, 

where most investments are concerned with large projects, the factor of diversification 

becomes a very relevant consideration.  
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Uncertainty 

The second factor presented by Hymer (1960) is uncertainty. In decision-making theory, 'risk' 

has been used to “describe decision-situations in which ‘probabilities are available to guide 

choice’” (Runde 1998) (page 439). Contrary to risk, 'uncertainty' represents “decision-situations 

in which 'information is too imprecise to be summarized by probabilities' is deeply ingrained in 

both economic theory and decision theory” (Runde 1998) (page 439). This difference is crucial 

in the context of international capital movement: risk is measurable while uncertainty is not. 

Therefore, when Hymer (1960) discusses uncertainty under this context, he explains that when 

there is no agreed upon consensus about the risks of the security in question, the decision falls 

on each investor’s evaluation of that security as differences will be found among different 

investors. The main source for uncertainty among international investors is the exchange rates 

between countries as the Return on Investment (ROI) for natives will vary to that of foreigners 

when the exchange rate is uncertain in the future. The exchange rate of one currency can 

appreciate or depreciate in relation to another currency. The factors affecting the fluctuation 

are almost impossible to predict and therefore, a foreign portfolio investor “must consider the 

probability distribution of future exchange rates” (Hymer 1960) (page 16). In doing so, the 

investor must draw upon the factors that affect exchange rate and pose “what-if” type 

questions to assess the implications of those possibilities in order to assess different scenarios. 

Under corporate finance, this is executed through a sensitivity analysis, whereby expected 

yields (i.e. of the private equity fund) are measured against exchange rate volatility to assess 

the possibly outcomes based on the various assumptions (Brealey 2001). The fluctuation in 

exchange rates can either increase or decrease risk and if it increases risk, then it is an 

additional cost where investors might consider a 4% return abroad equivalent to a 3% return at 

home, and this can work in both directions (Hymer 1960).  

Other Barriers to Movement 

The third factor that Hymer (1960) presents is the barriers to movement, “such as the high 

costs of acquiring information or of making transactions”. For this factor, the discussion already 

shifts to the liability of foreignness (LOF) and Cost of Doing Business Abroad (CDBA), which are 

included in depth in the FDI section below.  
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2.1.2 Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) 

Defining FDI 

According to the Benchmark Definition of Foreign Direct Investment by the OECD (1996), FDI 

takes place when a direct investor residing in one economy invests into a direct enterprise 

residing in another economy, where the investor gains a significant degree of influence on the 

management of the enterprise (Chuhan, Perez-Quiros et al. 1996, Chaudhuri and 

Mukhopadhyay 2014).  

An MNE is “a business organization whose activities are located in more than two countries and 

is the organizational form that defines foreign direct investment” (Smelser and Baltes 2001) 

(page).  

The OLI framework 

Dunning (1977) built on previous FDI literature (Hymer 1960, Kindelberger 1969) to propose the 

eclectic paradigm, which has since been the dictating conceptual framework when it came to 

traditional FDI scholars. The paradigm, also known as the OLI framework, is built on three-tiers 

assessing FDI: ownership advantages, location advantages, and internationalization advantage. 

The three tiers group both micro- as well as macro- level elements for companies considering to 

invest in a foreign market (Kinda 2010, Leitao 2012) by investigating the motivations behind it, 

the locational determinants of it, and the internalization applications of it respectively (Dunning 

1977, Dunning 2001, Dunning 2014). 

The theory finds two motives of FDI that are important to outline at this stage: horizontal 

motives (HFDI) and vertical motives (VFDI). The distinction is crucial in assessing associated 

variables that the company undertaking FDI must consider. HFDI is executed when a company is 

market-seeking, while VFDI is executed when a company is resource-seeking (Dunning 1977, 

Chaudhuri and Mukhopadhyay 2014, Dunning 2014). The theory considering the two motives 

(HFDI and VFDI) starts out by considering a simplified two-country model that compares home-

country of the MNE with the host-country characteristics. 

Ownership  
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The first tier of the framework takes a resource-based view of the company that aspires to 

become an MNE and proposes that it must possess above-average firm-specific advantages that 

enable it to overcome the challenges of going multinational. These assets can be from 

managerial skills and structures to product development, patents, and marketing capabilities – 

and should be applicable by the company in the foreign markets they enter, with similar levels 

of effectiveness (Kok and Acikgoz Ersoy 2009). Therefore, ownership advantages are 

fundamental in explaining the existence of MNEs (Neary 2008, Neary 2009). 

The first step in undertaking FDI, especially in the case of a horizontally motivated one, is to 

incur a sunk cost to attain the necessary information that determines the mode of production 

abroad and revealing the operational capacity best-suited. Once revealed, the company can 

take active steps in becoming either a low productivity company that reaches only to the home 

market, a medium productivity company that decides to take on the fixed cost of exporting, or 

a highly productive company that decides to take on the higher fixed costs of engaging in FDI 

(Helpman, Melitz et al. 2004, Neary 2008, Neary 2009). The sunk cost is therefore taken to 

investigate the feasibility of undertaking the FDI in the first place. 

Hymer (1960) was the commencing research in explaining that international firms entail costs 

of doing business abroad (CBDA) to overcome the advantages that national firms have, or in 

other words the liability of foreignness (LOF). Therefore, the two acronyms have been used 

interchangeably among scholars who built upon Hymer’s research to explore the LOF factors 

that cause the CDBA (Zaheer 1995, Zaheer and Mosakowski 1997, Kostova and Zaheer 1999). 

The four areas that result in the CDBA are: 

 Foreign entry incurs a one-time cost of acquiring information because national firms have 

better information about their home country. This is due to spatial distance (travel, 

transport, coordination) and unfamiliarity with the local environment.  

 Foreign firms could face difficulty due to national firms receiving differential and superior 

treatment from the host country government, buyers, suppliers, known as the “Stigma of 

being foreign”. 
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 Foreign firms are prone to receiving differential treatment that could prohibit certain 

activities or increase costs such higher tax on foreign firms 

 Foreign firms pay in and out in foreign currencies and are therefore exposed to exchange 

rate risk. 

Zaheer (1995) highlights that “the costs of doing business abroad that result in a competitive 

disadvantage for an MNE subunit ... broadly defined as all additional costs a firm operating in a 

market overseas incurs that a local firm would not incur” (Page 342-3). In overcoming these 

challenges, costs and foreignness factors, an international company would essentially have a 

competitive advantage relative to other foreign (aspiring) MNEs – which later became known as 

the “ownership advantages” in Dunning (2001)’s OLI framework Eden and Miller (2001). 

Location  

The second tier explores the determinants of ‘where’ an MNE decides to invest and operate in a 

foreign market. Thus, this tier incorporates macro-level information of the recipient countries 

relevant to the undertaking of the foreign investment. There are general locational 

determinants that will apply for both HFDI as well as VFDI. However, there are determinants 

that will be more relevant to just one of the two. Firstly, the trade theory of HFDI and VFDI is 

addressed. Secondly the locational determinants are outlined. 

Trade Theory of Horizontal Foreign Direct Investment (HFDI) 

A market seeking MNE can undertake HFDI by locating a plant in a foreign location to improve 

access to that market’s consumers. The process the MNE undertakes in its home-country 

production facilities is duplicated in the foreign country, unless further modification is required. 

The trade-off associated with HFDI is proximity advantages vs. concentration benefits (Brainard 

1997). As the operating profit of an MNE is affected by per unit trade costs (such as tariffs and 

transportation costs), higher trade costs equal lower operating profit. This can be avoided by 

setting up a local plant, which would improve operating profit but entail an additional fixed cost 

as part of the FDI. Therefore, the HFDI will essentially be encouraged by lower trade costs 

(proximity) but discouraged by the higher fixed costs (loss of concentration) (Helpman, Melitz 

et al. 2004, Neary 2008, Neary 2009). 
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Furthermore, setting up a local plant could entail strategic benefits for the MNE in capitalizing 

on its proximity to market by being locally responsive to enhance volume of revenue in the 

host-market of the FDI. However this is a global integration vs. local responsiveness trade-off 

that is considered on a case-by-case basis (Le and Liao 2017).  

Trade Theory of Vertical Foreign Direct Investment (VFDI) 

A resource-seeking MNE could take advantage of the difference in factor prices across countries 

by engaging in VFDI to reduce its cost of production (Helpman 1999). The core objective of a 

VFDI is to decrease the company’s production costs in order to enhance its overall corporate 

earnings.  

The trade-off associated with VFDI is offshoring cost-saving vs. concentration benefits. VFDI is 

highly dependent on the comparative costs of production: lower host-country wages (and/or 

production costs) increase VFDI attractiveness in that country, while lower home-country 

wages decrease VFDI attractiveness. Therefore, VFDI is encouraged by the per-unit lower cost 

of production (operating cost) achieved from offshoring, however discouraged by the loss of 

concentration which entails the FDI (fixed cost) as well as the trade (tariff and transports) costs 

(operating cost). In the case of entailed trade costs, countries with trade liberalization and 

agreements will encourage FDI (Neary 2008, Neary 2009). 

Locational Determinants 

The host-country locational characteristics are likely to play a role in attracting or repelling FDI. 

An MNE considering FDI locations will consider an array of factors such as political stability, 

regulatory, openness, government incentives, growth rates, corruption, distance, familiarity 

and market structure (Kravis and Lipsey 1982, Schneider and Frey 1985, Culem 1988, Dunning 

2001, Kok and Acikgoz Ersoy 2009). However, the degree of importance that an MNE will place 

on the various factors in the recipient market will differ depending on the type of FDI it is 

undertaking.  

HFDI will prioritize two specific host-country characteristics in particular. First is the market size 

factor; a large market will incentivize the establishment of a local plant, while a small market 

will not and firms would serve the small market through exports. Second is the trade cost 
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factor; without trade costs, firms would concentrate production and reach foreign markets 

through export (Fukao and Wei 2008). 

VFDI will prioritize a different set of host-country characteristics, mainly concentrated around 

factor price differentials, which is exploited across countries as a firm divides “production into 

discrete processes and locate individual processes in the country that provides the most 

favorable environment” (Fukao and Wei 2008) (page 15) VFDI is therefore also encouraged by 

low trade costs as the product will be exported  between dispersed locations of the MNE.  

Internalization 

The third tier looks at ‘how’ an MNE decides to operate internationally and enter new markets. It 

explores the various forms of entry, based on transactional costs of the recipient market and the 

organizational costs. Therefore, enabling the informative decision on whether to undertake an FDI or 

explore alternatives such as outsourcing (Rugman 1985, Neary 2008, Neary 2009). Essentially, 

internalization theory explores the degree of involvement, through the mode of entry, an MNE engages 

in to exploit market imperfections between various markets. Vertical integration, transfer pricing and 

quality control are recurring drivers that result in internalization (Rugman 1985), which include cross-

border M&A.  

2.1.3 Cross-Border Mergers and Acquisitions (M&A) 

FDI in the form of M&A is the most comparable method to private equity, as private equity 

funds seek existing companies to invest into (acquiring majority or assuming minority stakes). 

This will become clear in the section 2.2 below, which is outlines the core topic of this research: 

private equity funds. However, this section 2.1.3 explores conclusions and arguments made by 

various scholars on the motives and determinants driving cross-border M&A. 

The importance of Synergies in Mergers and Acquisitions (M&A) 

The terms ‘synergies’ or ‘synergetic effects’ are crucial in the context of M&A activity. A synergy 

is achieved when a company is able to combine its own assets with the assets of another 

company, both tangible and intangible. Thus, exploiting areas where the combination of two 

parts can become more than the sum of its individual parts (Larsson and Finkelstein 1999, Kang 

and Johansson 2000, Boateng, Qian et al. 2008). Several influential studies argue that 

‘synergies’ are one of the leading reasons for companies to engage in M&A (Bradley, Desai et al. 
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1988, Trautwein 1990). Erel, Liao et al. (2012) explain that cross-border M&A “undoubtedly 

occur for the same synergistic reasons as domestic mergers” (Page 1077). 

Motives of Cross-border M&A 

Boateng, Qian et al. (2008) refers to estimates by UNTAD (2000) that demonstrated significant 

cross border M&A growth in the 1990s: in 1987, it constituted 52% of total FDI and by 2000 it 

accounted for 88% of the total activity. Later, refers to a study by KPMG in 1998 showing 53% 

of cross-border M&A destroyed shareholder value, while only 17% created value (Boateng, 

Qian et al. 2008). The objective was to highlight that the engagement in cross-border M&A is 

not motivated by a single reason but by multiple motives, which is further supported by (Kang 

and Johansson 2000). Cross-border M&A activity continued to grow from 2000 onwards, as the 

graphs in Appendix 5 from Statista and Research Gate exhibit. In concurrence, UNCTAD (2000) 

explains that “While many of the cross-border M&As in the late 1980s were driven by the quest 

for short-term financial gains, most M&As today appear to have strategic and economic rather 

than immediate financial motives” (Page xix in the Overview). 

Cross-border M&A is fundamentally driven by similar motives of local M&A. Local M&A activity 

is primarily driven by the exploitation of synergetic benefits between the two companies and 

the strengthening of the market position (Kang and Johansson 2000), as shown above. 

However, the cross-border element entails further considerations.   

Endorsing Hymer (1960)’s argument that FPI is an important consideration within FDI, various 

scholars propose that the benefits of geographic diversification, which reduce risk and are 

absent in local M&A, are among the chief motivators of cross-border M&A (Errunza 1977, Davis 

1991). The benefits are sourced from portfolio allocations in various locations to reduce 

volatility due to the imperfect correlation of economic activity between countries, due to 

exchange rate differences, and due to taxation regimes (Morck and Yeung 1992, Manzon Jr, 

Sharp et al. 1994). There are also the considerations of tax and exchange rate differentials. For 

instance, it has been argued that countries with low tax rates will attract inward FDI, while 

countries with high tax rates will motivate outward FDI (McCann 2001). 
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The cross-border M&A in contrast to other forms of FDI, such as Greenfield, can be quicker and 

more efficient (Boateng, Qian et al. 2008), which allows: “immediate access to a local network 

of suppliers, marketing channels, clients, and other skills” (Page 262). For instance, while local 

M&A includes the motive of capturing market share, FDI in general is driven by the same 

pursuit but across various geographies – which is quicker through the entry mode of an M&A.  

Determinants of Cross-border M&A 

Geographic and cultural proximity, the quality of accounting and bilateral trade between two 

countries will increase the chances of a cross-border M&A activity within them (Erel, Liao et al. 

2012).  

Importance of Integration 

The seminal work by Larsson and Finkelstein (1999) explains that there is no consensus in the 

relation between M&A activity and company performance. It argues that this is due to a gap 

between the economics and finance perspective on the topic vs. post-acquisition integration. 

The former indirectly considers the latter as undifferentiated between different cases.  

Therefore, accounting-based methods in explaining performance are problematic as in some 

cases; the announcement of an M&A can boost perception of the company which does not 

always sustain true on the long-run. This is particularly eminent when listed companies are 

undertaking the transaction. Therefore, Larsson and Finkelstein (1999) place a stronger focus 

on the M&A’s ability to achieve synergy, defining it as “actual net benefits (reduced cost per 

unit, increased income, etc.) created by the interaction of two firms involved in a merger or 

acquisition” (Page 3). Finally, one of the main findings in Larsson and Finkelstein (1999) was 

that “organizational integration was the single most important factor in explaining synergy 

realization” (Page 1) .   

Performance 

Several scholars argue that cross-border M&A is deemed successful due to various resons. For 

instance, when it engages in cross-border transactions to capitalize on the target company’s 

resources and is able to exploit imperfections between markets. Therefore, the advantages a 

cross-border M&A achieves for the acquiring company, and its shareholders, is “integration 
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benefits of internalization, synergy, and risk diversification” (Boateng, Qian et al. 2008) (Page 

262). 

Despite the various advantages of cross border M&A mentioned above, the arguments 

presented by various scholars on its effect on shareholder value is divided. Bruner (2002) 

explores this and finds that out 44 studies; the split is 54.5% (24 studies) of studies report 

positive returns while 45.5% (20 studies) report negative returns.  

An important conclusion from this is that there are multiple reasons to engage in M&A activity, 

strategic as well as financial. The strategic benefits increase when the cross-border element is 

included. For example, integration benefits of internalization, synergy, and risk diversification”. 

However, so do the challenges, which is why Erel, Liao et al. (2012) conclude that, for instance, 

closer geographies and accounting standards will result in more M&A flow of companies 

between two given markets.  

Cross-border M&A Conclusion 

In conclusion, identifying the success of a cross-border M&A, and FDI in general, is not based on 

one variable or performance measure. It is rather based on a combination of strategic as well as 

financial considerations. 

2.2 Private Equity 

The birth of the industry took place in developed markets. It continues to be dominated by the 

U.S. and it is therefore going to be used as the benchmark (except for certain points of 

discussion where other the inclusion of regions can add value) before a deeper analysis into 

Frontier Markets is undertaken. Diligence in outlining the whole concept of private equity and 

its subcategories is required in the exploratory pursuit of this study. 

2.2.1 Introduction to the Private Equity Industry 

Various seminal works (Leeds and Sunderland 2003, Kaplan and Schoar 2005, Appelbaum and 

Batt 2012) highlight that the illiquid asset class, known as private equity and composed of 

primarily Buyout (BO) and Venture Capital (VC) funds, has been gaining significant investor-

traction since the 1980s. The fundamental private equity approach in developing markets has 

been to source businesses with greater potential than their current state, provide them with 
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equity sustainability and business know-how in order to strengthen the competitiveness and 

profitability of the businesses in which they invest in, effectively contributing to the economy as 

a whole (Kaplan and Stromberg 2009, Metrick and Yasuda 2010, Klonowski 2011, Talmor and 

Vasvari 2011, Leeds 2015). 

The private equity asset class is composed of various subcategories, and the lack of 

terminological consistency in describing them among regions has been a source of confusion 

(Fraser-Sampson 2011). However, two main subcategories of private equity have attained the 

most public fame that has attracted investors to the asset class. Firstly, Venture Capital (VC) 

funds became renowned in identifying potential value in the future performance of early to 

mid-staged companies, subsequent to significant successful investments made, at an early 

stage, in companies such as Alphabet Inc., Baidu, Skype, Apple Computer, Oracle and Intel 

(Leeds and Sunderland 2003, Metrick and Yasuda 2010). Secondly, the catalyst for BO funds, 

which focus on executing transactions through extensive use of debt, has been the low interest 

rate environments that existed in the early 2000s (Appelbaum and Batt 2012) and governed 

financial markets since the 2008 crisis. Private equity activity has thus proven to be cyclical with 

“recurring boom and bust cycles that are related to past returns and to the level of interest 

rates relative to earnings” (Talmor and Vasvari 2011) (page 6). Low cost of borrowing indicated 

enhanced returns for the leveraged buyout (LBO) funds. In addition, the low interest rate 

environments created demand for the high returns promised by VC and BO funds relative to 

bonds or stock (Appelbaum and Batt 2012). The expectation of higher returns was affirmed in 

an interview in 2018 with Mr. Maloney, the CEO of AIC, stating that “pension funds across 

America choose to invest in private equity because private equity investments historically 

outperform the public markets” (Bloomberg May 2019). 

The capital committed to private equity initially picked up in the late 1980s and continued to 

demonstrate strong growth momentum. In 1991, the commitment increased from less than 

US$10 billion to more than US$ 180 billion in 2000 (Kaplan and Schoar 2005). By late 2006, 

nearing the peak of the private equity boom (Appelbaum and Batt 2012), assets under 

management (AUM) in the industry reached approx.. US$ 1 trillion (Metrick and Yasuda 2010). 
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Irrespective of the financial crisis in 2008, the momentum continued; while banks were 

scrutinized and subject to heavy regulation in the aftermath of the financial crisis in 2008, the 

alternative assets sector composed of Private Equity Funds and Hedge Funds, encountered a 

more congenial legislative environment (McCahery and Vermeulen 2012, Bloomberg October 

2019). The slow-down in the per annum transaction value exhibited by Private Equity investors 

in the subsequent years of the crisis did not last long, as the AUM had doubled to US$ 2 trillion 

by 2011 (Appelbaum and Batt 2012) and more than tripled by 2018 as (Preqin 2019) recorded 

an AUM of US$ 3.21 trillion.  

2.2.2 The Mechanisms of a Fund and its Key Stakeholder Relationships 

LPs, GPs and the Portfolio Companies 

Private equity investment companies will typically raise a fund through establishing a limited 

partnership, where they are referred to as the General Partners (GPs). The investors that 

commit the majority of the fund’s capital are known as Limited Partners (LPs). The growth in 

the volume of capital commitment to the private equity asset-class is principally the 

consequence of large institutional investors becoming the main LPs for the industry. 

Institutional investors, outlined in exhibit 2.1, are characteristically capable of committing the 

illiquid and large volume of capital required by funds (Talmor and Vasvari 2011). The “use of 

private equity and other private investment vehicles did not explode until the 1990s, after a 

series of laws deregulated banking and financial services in the U.S” (Appelbaum and Batt 2012) 

(Page 5) The Employment Retirement Income Security Acts (ERISA) of 1974 and 1878 allowed 

pensions funds and insurance companies, for the first time, to invest in stocks and high risk 

bonds (Appelbaum and Batt 2012). 

GPs invest in companies in the private sector (excluding cases of specialized funds investing in 

public companies that are taken private as result of the transaction: beyond the scope of this 

research paper), which are then referred to as portfolio companies of the fund. Companies in 

the private sector pose high risk as they are often characterized by a lack of track-record, 

insufficient financial statements hindering adequate financial assessment (Leeds and 

Sunderland 2003, Leeds 2015), or information asymmetry (Howorth, Westhead et al. 2004). 

Therefore, GPs can be denoted as financial intermediaries, bridging the gap between suppliers 
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of capital, namely the risk-averse institutional LPs, and seekers of capital, which are the risky 

investments known as portfolio companies (Metrick and Yasuda 2010). In contrast to typical 

intermediaries, GPs employ an active approach post-investment to accelerate the portfolio 

companies’ positive growth, thus managing risk (Leeds and Sunderland 2003, Kaplan and 

Schoar 2005, Kaplan and Stromberg 2009, Metrick and Yasuda 2010). 

Depending on the private equity investment company’s size and its ability to raise capital, 

which hinges on factors such as reputation, market cycles and investor appetite; it can manage 

several funds for various reasons, each with its own investment mandate and its own LPs. The 

mandate is an agreed upon prerequisite to the partnership that scopes the parameters of the 

fund, including factors such as geographic and sector focus. There are funds that for instance 

decide on the geographic focus but remain industry agnostic to enable opportunity-orientation. 

LPs can diversify their allocations across various funds, depending on their own diversification 

and risk-return requirements (Leeds and Sunderland 2003, Talmor and Vasvari 2011, Klonowski 

2012). 
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Investment Horizon 

The life of a fund is composed of three stages, clarified in Exhibit 2.2: pre-investment, post-

investment and exit. The duration of a fund is typically a decade long; however, it can vary 

depending on the type of fund that is raised.  

Firstly, the pre-investment stage encompasses a significant role in yielding the first point of 

value. The objective at this stage is to invest in companies at a low entry value relative to their 

future valuation expectation (growth potential) – preferably assuming no GP involvement.  

Secondly, the post-investment phase entails the GPs involvement, which depends on the 

portfolio company’s needs, encompassing strategic and financial aspects. This stage is 

important in mitigating the high-risk posed by private companies. Furthermore, it is important 

in stimulating their growth in order to maximize returns. Thirdly, the exit stage is where returns 

are realized by selling the stakes in the portfolio companies at a higher valuation than paid for 

at entry (if the investment is deemed a failure, the exit is referred to as a liquidation). The 

proceeds are then distributed to the LPs.  

Throughout the life of the fund, GPs can initiate fundraising activity for a follow-up fund prior to 

the completion of the existing one as shown in exhibit 2.2. The success of doing so is highly 

dependent on the reputation of the GPs. In their seminal work, Kaplan and Schoar (2005) find 

that past performance, referred to as the fund’s track record, is positively correlated to capital 

raising success.  
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Exits 

There are five generic exit strategies that can are relatable to all types of funds that will be 

explained below. A fund can undertake one of the exit options with its portfolio companies, 

depending on the options available at the time, place and conditions of the exit. The most 

successful and desired exits are executed through one of two ways: either an Initial Public 

Offering (IPO) or a strategic sale to a strategic buyer (typically a corporation operating in the 

same sector that can benefit from the synergies). The third option of the five is known as 

secondary buyouts, whereby another private equity fund buys the portfolio company. The 

fourth option occurs internally between the fund and its portfolio company, where the latter 

undertakes a share repurchase back from the fund. Finally, breakups and liquidations are 

typically in instances where the portfolio company becomes a failed investment and the assets 

are broken up and sold separately. This can even be a ‘write-off’ if the company has no more 

value, in the case of early stage companies with minimal to no assets (Black and Gilson 1998, 

Leeds and Sunderland 2003, Fleming 2004, Schwienbacher 2008, Talmor and Vasvari 2011, 

Cumming and Zambelli 2013). 

Measuring the Performance of Private Equity Funds  

Private Equity Funds Are Perceived as an Asset-Class 

An asset class is perceived by the assumptions made on its risks, returns and liquidity. This is 

the conventional method in distinguishing between financial assets, which is essential for 

institutional investors, managing large pools of capital, in the decision-making process of capital 

allocations. The preferred system will depend on each institutional investor’s risk-return 

appetite, and they will accordingly diversify their portfolios with a spectrum of financial assets. 
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Exhibit 2.3 shows an example of a US university endowment that illustrates a typical risk-return 

perception of various asset classes, including private equity funds (Leeds 2015).  

 

Internal Rate of Return (IRR) 

The importance of IRR in the measuring the performance of private equity  

Despite the demonstrated momentum in private equity demonstrating popularity among asset-

class selectors (institutional investors), expert opinion regarding private equity’s advantageous 

returns is nonetheless divided. The CEO and Chairman of Berkshire Hathaway, Warren Buffet, 

suggested that the asset class “is not as good as it looks” (Bloomberg May 2019) claiming that 

the return calculations of the asset class, typically known as internal rate of return (IRR), can be 

misleading. Furthermore, Warren Buffet argued that the IRR does not always include the cost of 

GP compensation and was supported by the managing director of Neuberger Berman Group 

LLC, Tony Tutrone, who manages over US$ 70 billion in private equity investments emphasizing 

that it is important to “dig into the underlying numbers” (Bloomberg May 2019).  

Peer-reviews confirmed the validity of the highlighted concerns by suggesting that the 

controversy around the asset class is derived from its exemption of disclosure obligations that 

other asset classes are subject to (Kaplan and Schoar 2005, Cumming, Gill et al. 2009, Metrick 

and Yasuda 2010, Appelbaum and Batt 2012). An example of GP compensation is outlined in 

Appendix 6. Kaplan and Schoar (2005)’s seminal work concurred, as the combined findings of 

the study proposed that LBO and VC returns, gross of fees, exceed the S&P 500, on the average. 

However, net of fees, the returns were slightly less than the S&P 500. This demonstrates that 
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while there is no consensus on whether private equity is performing to the level it should or 

not, the measurement of IRR is crucial in its performance measurement. 

The Internal Rate of Return 

Multiples are the most popular method of calculating returns and are easily interpreted 

through the “proceeds over investment” ratio:  

𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑑 𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑛𝑠 𝑓𝑜𝑚 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑓𝑢𝑛𝑑

𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑎𝑚𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑒𝑦 𝑖𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑜 𝑖𝑡
 

The simplicity of the ratio does not incorporate the effect of duration. IRR, on the other hand, 

does incorporate duration is very time-sensitive: the longer the fund takes to pay returns back, 

the lower the IRR return (Talmor and Vasvari 2011).  

The vintage year of a fund is when it receives the commitments from the LPs. The IRR fund 

returns are not computed on a year over year (YoY) basis but rather as compound returns from 

vintage year to a given year; if it is computed at a specific year during the life to the fund, it is 

referred to as interim IRR, whereas if it is computed at the end of the fund, it is referred to as 

final IRR (Talmor and Vasvari 2011).  

Therefore, it is of paramount importance for GPs to be able to exit the investments and deliver 

the proceeds to the LPs on time in order to meet the expected return. This in turn affects the 

strategies implemented by the GPs when invested in a portfolio company, which depends on 

the type of fund (explained below in section 2.2.3). Furthermore, affects the importance placed 

on the exit strategies and feasibility (Fraser-Sampson 2011, Talmor and Vasvari 2011). 

2.2.3 Types of Private Equity Funds 

It is challenging to create a structured process of explaining the private equity industry and its 

subcomponents. In this section, Fraser-Sampson (2011) is therefore a governing point of 

reference due to the author’s demonstrated consistency below. The introduction introduces 

the terminological inconsistency surrounding the subcategories among different regions, 

practitioners and academics. The practical problem as consequence  is that “members and data 

providers do not always divide things as neatly as we would wish”  (Fraser-Sampson 2011) 

(page 9). In overcoming this challenge, it is helpful to conceptualize each subcategory of private 
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equity in relation to the companies they target, their sizes, types and needs. To that effect, 

Fraser-Sampson (2011) proposes the Product Life Cycle (PLC) as a convenient model to 

distinguish between the four main types of private equity funds: Venture Capital (VC), Growth 

Capital (GC), Development Capital (DC) and Buyout (BO). As a company moves further to the 

right along the PLC curve, its need for capital is expected to diminish, while its survival chances 

typically increase progressively. 

The PLC Model in the Context of the Four Main Types of Private Equity Funds 

 

While each of the four types demands an in-depth discussion, Table 2.2.3 is a created as a point 

of departure for the discussion by holistically highlighting some of the major similarities and 

differences between the chief subcategories of private equity. 

Table 2.2.3: The four main types  

 

Venture 
Capital 

Growth Capital 
Development 

Capital 
Buyouts 

Equity Stake Minority Stakes Minority Stakes  Minority Stakes Majority Stakes  

Target 
Section in 
the PLC 

Introduction 
Stage  

Growth Stage  
Mature and 
Decline Stages  

Mature and Decline 
Stages  
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Company 
types 

Early-Stage 
Companies 
(Seed & Series 
A, B and C) 

SMEs 
SMEs and Well-
Established 

Well-established 

Company 
Characteristi
cs 

Rarely profit 
making 

Rarely profit 
making 

Strong Cash Flow 
Business 

Profit levels of investee 
company are crucial, to 
service debt (although 
turnaround situations 
are considered) 

Valuation 

Largely a 
matter of 
instinct and 
experience 

Structured rules of 
financial theory 
available in 
calculating 
valuation (e.g. DCF 
models and 
earnings multiples) 

Structured rules of 
financial theory 
available in 
calculating 
valuation (e.g. DCF 
models and 
earnings multiples) 

Structured rules of 
financial theory 
available in calculating 
valuation (e.g. DCF 
models and earnings 
multiples) 

Use of Debt 
Bank debt 
almost never 
used 

Little to no debt 
financing 

Little to no debt 
from third parties 

Bank debt almost 
always used, deal 
typically leveraged by  
60-90% of value  

Value Add 

VC managers 
will have been 
successful 
start-up 
entrepreneurs 
and/or will 
have specialist 
technology 
expertise 

Both financial and 
non-financial (e.g. 
operational, 
strategic, etc.) 

Similar to growth 
(when considering 
in money deals) 

Usually financial 
restructuring. BO 
managers typically from 
accounting, investment 
banking or management 
consultancy background 

BCG 
Question 
Marks 

Stars Cash Cows Cash Cows 

(Fraser-Sampson 2011, Talmor and Vasvari 2011, Leeds 2015) 

Venture Capital and Growth Capital  

A widespread conception of venture capital is that it backs new technology. This is untrue 

according to Fraser-Sampson (2011), highlighting that VC GPs prefer new applications of 

existing technology – thus, shifting technology risk to market risk. Market risk is essential and is 

where the GPs analyse the commercial significance of a new application. If commercial 

significance tests, where the new application provides a solution to an existing problem, the 

market size that can be tailored to is the next hurdle. Market size (which includes portion of the 

size that can afford the offering) is crucial as the more customers a product or service can tailor 

to, the less risky the proposition is. 
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Home Runners 

The term ‘Home Runs’ has become of importance VC professionals in the U.S as they refer to 

the small number of portfolio companies that have very become very large winners. In effect, 

VCs do not worry about strike outs as the strategy loosely coincides what is known as the 

Pareto Principle, which states that “The Pareto Principle states that for many phenomena 80% 

of the output or consequences are produced by 20% of the input or causes” (Dunford 2014) 

(page 141). The reason the term loosely was used is the percentage distribution can vary of 

course. For instance, data released by Horsley Bridge, which is one of the most active LPs in the 

U.S. showed that slightly less than 5% of VC portfolio companies, by cost, were responsible for 

approximately 80% of returns by value. 

The model inherent to VC funds in the U.S. is to firstly, invest as early as possible in order to 

attain lower valuations and ability to spread the fund’s capital to as many companies as 

possible. Secondly, focus on producing home runners (do not set the goals to medium sized 

companies) and thirdly, focus on the ‘value add’ as most companies invested into by GPs face 

the threat of survival. 

Buyout Funds 

Only two sub-types are included in the body of this research. LBOs are included as they govern 

this sub-category altogether and because they differ from all other fund types (including VC, DC 

and GC) due to the use of debt. The Roll-Up model, also known as consolidation, is also 

included due to its relevance to non-developed markets. 

LBOs 

The most important acronym in this subcategory is Leveraged Buyouts (LBOs), which is 

characteristic of most BO funds due to the use of some, if not significant, debt in their 

transactions. LBO deals can refer to deals which have not been initiated by any management 

team, internal or external. This could for example be initiated by the seller (potential portfolio 

company) appointing an investment bank to prepare the company for sale and the BO fund bids 

for it. In these situations is it important to note that trade/strategic buyers are able to pay a 

higher premium for the company due to the synergetic benefits entailed (Fraser-Sampson 2011, 

Talmor and Vasvari 2011).  
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Sourcing the right target companies is essential and the idea lies in finding companies with an 

untapped debt capacity and growth potential. BO funds invest established companies that are 

profitable; excluding the turnaround transactions that target distressed companies. Strong and 

predictable cash flow is crucial in servicing of the debt taken on. Furthermore, a strong 

(tangible) asset base is desirable for target companies to act as collateral. The school of thought 

behind leveraging the buyouts is that more debt entailed means the returns can be boosted 

substantially, assuming the undertaking is successful (Fraser-Sampson 2011, Talmor and Vasvari 

2011). 

The Roll-Up model 

While this model has decreased significantly in the U.S. as well as other developed markets due 

to the significant increase in fund sizes, creating a threat of monopoly regulation; it could prove 

as a useful consideration in less developed private equity markets. Roll-ups are when BO funds 

target an industry that is fragmented, acquire several small operators and consolidate them. 

This creates significant profitability from economies of scale and required adequate 

management and marketing skills.  From the investment perspective, the new entity results in a 

higher earnings multiple due to the larger size which results which could have an upward 

exponential curve on the valuation than just a linear one. (Fraser-Sampson 2011) 

Development Capital (DC) and Growth Capital (GC) Funds 

While the first two fund types presented, BO and VC, have been the more publicly renowned, 

the other two are as important and ever more so in the context of this research addressing 

non-developed markets. This is because in the initial phases of a market’s private equity 

evolution; GC and DC funds have shown to be the prevailing categories. VC and BO flourish later 

in the evolution of the market. It is important to highlight at this stage, therefore, that the 

practical problem once again appears and industry figures are weak on GC and DC funds, as 

they are bundled under either the VC or BO subcategories (Fraser-Sampson 2011). Therefore, 

more attention will be allocated towards these two funds. 

Development Capital (DC) Funds 

While it has been useful to inaugurate the discussion with the PLC, it is not sufficient as 

standalone. Therefore, the application of BCG Model as a second differentiator between the 
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subcategories provides added insight in regard to the type of portfolio companies and 

subsequent objectives. This is shown in figure 2.5. 

 

DC funds will target companies from the Mature or Decline stages of the PLC, and companies 

characterized as cash cows in the BGC model – similar to BO funds. However, the main 

differences between DC and BO funds is that DC funds do not use debt, and assume minority 

positions in the target companies. Shareholders of companies targeted by DC funds are risk-

averse, especially when it is family owned. Therefore, as they are more likely to be able to 

attain bank debt they will often prefer equity capital that is provided by DC funds. In other 

cases, companies are undercapitalized, thus have no choice but to seek equity capital. There 

are two types of transactions that encompass DC funds: Money in deals and Money out deals. 

Money in deals is where the new capital is injected into developmental or expansionary 

initiatives, such as establishing a new distribution network or building a new factory. In this 

case, new shares are issued by the portfolio company in return for the new capital. It is typical 

for money in deals to be structured through a convertible loan note, as in the cases where the 

company has capacity to pay a coupon, it will be tax deductible (interest payments) while 

dividends are paid out after tax.  
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Money out deals will not see new shares issued, but rather a buyout of existing shareholders 

that seek to retire. However, many of those deals tend to entail money in component to them 

as well and shareholders are typically paid out on a gradual schedule and not all at once.  

Growth Capital (GC) Funds 

GC funds distinguish themselves from DC as they primarily target companies in the Growth 

Stage of the PLC, whereby they solely execute money in deals. In the context of the BCG model, 

the typical portfolio companies will be defined as Stars if they already attained a strong market 

position. In the less likely case that a portfolio company has not yet solidified its position, it will 

be under the Question Marks definition.   

Firstly, companies defined as Stars are incredibly attractive for equity investors. They operate in 

a market that is shifting from the Growth phase into the Mature one, which by nature means 

that the growth rate is gradually declining and the market is stabilizing, so the company is 

expected to transform into the most favourable BCG category: the Cash Cow. Therefore, unlike 

with VC-backed companies in the Introduction stage, Stars are no longer threatened by the 

survival question. The threat for GC-targeted companies is the loss of momentum relative to 

the maturing market. If this happens, they shift from Stars to Dogs as the market matured. In 

the case of becoming Dogs, they are then “too small and unexciting to attract the interest 

either of a purchaser (except perhaps as an add-on acquisition by a larger player) or the IPO 

market” (Fraser-Sampson 2011) (Page 169). Therefore, Stars are desperate for capital in the 

sense that they need to maintain, if not boost, the rate of acceleration – internally as well as 

relative to the market (and competitors). The capital supplies the need to undertake initiatives 

such as advertising, promoting, spreading company’s infrastructure to meet growing demand 

and product development (R&D). In summation, while Stars are on the brink of becoming Cash 

cows (more), there remains a threat of losing to market speed and becoming Dogs instead – 

taking the undesired position among the ‘living dead’. 

Secondly, the Question Mark companies are less desirable and GPs managing a GC fund will 

only invest in extraordinary cases. This is because “if a star has to grow by at least the same rate 

as the rest of the market simply to stand still, then a question mark has to grow by several 
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times the rate of the rest of the market, and starting at once, since any delay will only make the 

situation worse still” (Fraser-Sampson 2011) (Page 169).  

Distinguishing the Objectives of DC and GC Funds 

Objectives of a Development Capital Fund 

DC funds are often compared to BO funds in the private equity industry as they both target 

companies in the Mature and Decline stages. However, intrinsic to the latter’s significant 

leveraging (which bolsters returns) in their transactions, it becomes incredibly difficult for DC 

funds to replicate similar IRR levels to BO funds. In the absence of leverage, “the increase in 

equity value will be broadly the same as the increase in enterprise value” (Fraser-Sampson 

2011) (page 167).  For example, if a 2x money multiple is achieved after 3 years, then the IRR 

would equate to 26%. This is the gross IRR and would amount to 15% for a typically structured 

fund. In 2011, which is the time that Fraser-Sampson (2011) gave the above example, provided 

this example, 15% was on the minimum end of expected returns. (Leeds and Sunderland 2003) 

and Leeds (2015) endorse this expectation of returns. 

DC funds therefore seek to exit earlier than BO funds, ideally in three years after investing. In 

that holding period, the objective of the DC fund (money in) is to implement significant 

improvements targeting the portfolio company’s earnings, also known as bottom line growth. 

Objectives of a Growth Capital Fund 

The primary focus of GC funds, contrary to DC, is to grow the top line, which is to increase 

revenues. The focus is imperatively on the top line that a GP does not become concerned if 

earnings fall or even fall to negative levels. The effect of increased expenditures can, in some 

cases, take time to project in the company’s revenue as the initiatives of enabling 

manufacturing and distribution capacity must be undertaken ahead of demand, if it is to be 

captured. Effectively, GPs managing GC funds are typically experts in marketing, distribution 

and business development, or at least have access to such experts in their extended networks 

whom can be drawn upon to be actively involved in the portfolio companies. Investing in Starts 

entails much higher potential for growth and value-creation relative to companies in Mature or 

Decline stages that GC funds can afford a longer holding period to DC funds as money multiples 

are higher and thus, IRR figures can be sustained on a much higher period. The importance of 
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the ‘when to exit’ question is rather a matter of judgment in attaining the best valuation; GPs 

will aim to exit while there is still potential for growth to support the high valuation but not too 

early either, as high cash flow requirements might deter investors with less experience in 

navigating this challenging stage of the company’s cycle.  

Conclusion to section 2.2 

The financial return a GP generates is essential. The only form of measurement of a fund’s 

performance is whether it achieved its required return or not. This in turn affects the GP’s 

ability to raise follow-on capital (Kaplan and Schoar 2005) and the larger the fund, the higher 

the GP compensation. There is a very strong incentive for GP’s to achieve the returns. However, 

if they do not do so, then there is an incentive for unethical behaviour in reporting of returns in 

order to project the image of superior financial returns, as Buffet explained: “We have seen a 

number of proposals from private equity funds where the returns are really not calculated in a 

manner that I would regard as honest,” (Pitchbook 2019). It was argued that the exceptional 

returns required at the initial phases of the private equity industry are unsustainable on the 

long-run. In early 2000s, the minimum expected return was 25% (Leeds and Sunderland 2003, 

KFW 2012). The figure has fallen to 11% in 2011 (KFW 2012). In 2019, the private equity returns 

are forecasted at 8.8% (Bloomberg Novemer 2019). However, there have also been practices, 

especially by LBO funds, where ethics have been questioned due to excessive job loss for 

example (Insider 2019). 

There are four main types of funds that are differentiated by the companies they target, the 

stakes acquired in the portfolio companies and the objectives in the post-investment stage. The 

focus in the next section is to explore the most suitable one for non-developed countries. It is 

to undertaken by exploring the fundamental role of private equity and its ability to elevate an 

economy’s progress. 

 

Main Targets 

     

 

PLC Stage BCG SMEs  
Main 

Objective 
Debt Control Exit 
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VC Introduction 
Question 
Marks 

Unlikely 
to be 
targets 

Invest in and 
support as 
many Home-
Runners 

Almost 
Never 

Minority 

Various 

GC Growth Stars Targets 
Grow Sales 
(top-line) 

3-7 Years 

DC 
Mature and 
Decline 

Cash 
Cows 

Not the 
core, 
but can 
be 
targets 

Grow Earnings 
(bottom-line) 

Preferred 
within 3 
years 

BO 
Mature and 
Decline 

Cash 
Cows 

No Various 
Almost 
Always 

Majority Various 

 

2.3 Introduction to Private Equity in Non-Developed Markets 

The principle focus of this dissertation can be revisited and explored in more depth, as the 

private equity industry has been outlined in the previous section. The fundamental 

characteristic of private equity investments, despite the LBO strategy, is in fulfilling a lack of 

financing in the private sector, referred to as the financing gap by Leeds and Sunderland (2003): 

“Private equity fills this gap between self-financing and conventional capital market activity” 

(Page 112). The gap is deepened in the context of non-developed markets, acknowledged for 

their inefficient capital markets, capital shortages and illiquidity (Leeds and Sunderland 2003, 

Emerging Money 2012, Leeds 2015). A study by the World Bank in 2014 illustrated that access 

to finance was the main barrier to growth faced by business owners of SMEs, see exhibit 2.6. In 

low-income countries 43% of small companies and 38% of medium sized companies considered 

access to finance to be a significant constraint comparable to developed countries with 17% 

and 14% respectively (Leeds, 2015). Therefore, attaining capital could be a competitive 

advantages to other SMEs that do not succeed in the pursuit.  
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A successful undertaking of a foreign private equity investment in a non-developed market 

proposes that all stakeholders would benefit. Firstly, GPs achieve the established financial 

objectives for their LPs from investing in an undervalued company, with untapped potential 

depending on the fund type. Secondly, the portfolio company advances due to the access to 

capital, which otherwise unattainable – at least not on reasonable terms (illustrated by the 

story of a Brazilian SME in Appendix 7). Thirdly, on a macro-level the economy benefits from 

the proliferation of healthy companies, especially SMEs, and that is significantly more eminent 

for non-developed economies (Marmullaku 2015). Effectively, Beck, Demirguc-Kunt et al. 

(2005) find “a strong positive association between SME development and economic growth” 

(Page 224). 

It is crucial to introduce Development Finance Institutions (DFIs) and their significant 

contribution as integral LPs for private equity funds investing in non-developed economies 

(Talmor and Vasvari 2011, Bishop 2012), which emerged in the early 1990s (Leeds and 

Sunderland 2003). DFIs are state-backed institutions, mandated to make financing accessible to 

projects that would typically not be able to attain private capital and to invest in projects that 

promote development. However, they aim to achieve financial returns as well as a to generate 

developmental impact (Fraser-Sampson 2011, Talmor and Vasvari 2011, Bishop 2012). “To 

accelerate growth and reduce poverty, the World Bank Group and other international aid 
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agencies provide targeted assistance to small and medium size enterprises (SMEs) in developing 

economies” (Beck, Demirguc-Kunt et al. 2005) (Page 199) 

Consecutively, more commercially-oriented LPs ventured alongside DFIs into non-developed 

markets. While the momentum of capital allocation towards the asset class in developed 

markets maintained momentum as illustrated in Section 2.1, Leeds and Sunderland (2003) 

argued that the favourable demand-supply equilibrium for GPs was threatened: the increased 

capital inflow could reduce the number of high-return undervalued investment opportunities 

available in major capital markets. By the early-1990s, a trend for geographic diversification 

emerged (Leeds and Sudnerland, 2003) and globalization accelerated at an unprecedented rate 

(Faeth 2005, Leitao 2012, Dunning 2014, Benería, Berik et al. 2015). Leitao (2012) argues that 

globalization has a positive effect on foreign investment and in effect general international 

capital flows gained noticeable momentum (Cai and Treisman 2005, Alfaro, Kalemli-Ozcan et al. 

2007, Chaudhuri and Mukhopadhyay 2014) – soaring nearly 12-fold from $14 billion in 1985 to 

$166 billion in 1998 (UNCTAD 1999). In the context of private equity, capital shortages found in 

non-developed markets attracted GPs and LPs (Leeds and Sunderland 2003).  

Capital raising data in the market aligned with the assumptions Leeds and Sunderland (2003), 

illustrated by the per annum capital commitment figures. GPs investing in non-developed 

markets increased almost ten times from US$ 3.5 billion in 2003 to US$ 33.2 billion in 2006 (see 

appendix 1). Furthermore, “the third quarter of 2008 marked a defining moment in private 

equity: for the first time in history, according to data provider Prequin, more capital was raised 

by funds focusing on Asia and the rest of the world than those targeting Europe ($15.4 billion 

versus $14.0 billion)” (Bishop 2012) (Page 131). The momentum continued, as data in 2018 

demonstrated a more significant difference (see appendix 1), despite the doubts of non-

developed markets: inherent risks (Leeds and Sunderland 2003, Talmor and Vasvari 2011, Leeds 

2015) and absence of a uniform investment methodology for private equity (Leeds and 

Sunderland 2003).  
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2.3.1 Strategies for Private Equity Investing of Non-Developed Markets 

The proven inapplicability of private equity investment methodologies from developed markets 

proved that amendments where necessary if GPs are to achieve success in non-developed 

markets (Bishop 2012). Conjecture can be made that this is routed in the essential need for 

local market networks and the local market business know-how (Leeds and Sunderland 2003, 

Bishop 2012, Scheela, Isidro et al. 2015). 

The need to ‘Go Local’ 

In their study, which was published in response to the first generation of funds exploring non-

developed markets and their failure, Leeds and Sunderland (2003) conclude that it is important 

for the foreign GPs to ‘Go Local’ in the locations they invest into as to mitigate the risks of these 

markets. The typically quarterly involvement through board meetings might not suffice in the 

case of foreign private equity investing, particularly when directed towards non-developed 

markets. This is because Leeds and Sunderland (2003) explained the underperformance of the 

first generation of funds through weak of corporate governance and managerial skills on the 

average in these markets, which is then amplified by a weak and inconsistent legal framework. 

This was also endorsed by Talmor and Vasvari (2011), Klonowski (2012) and Scheela, Isidro et al. 

(2015). The various scholars also mentioned that the capital markets in non-developed 

countries were unable to facilitate IPO exits, which is arguable one of the most important exit 

strategies for GPs: “Every aspect of the private equity cycle is driven by the imperative to 

orchestrate a profitable exit within a certain time frame”. 

Leeds and Sunderland (2003) continue to explain the need to add value is substantially more 

important than in in non-developed markets and it must be implemented within the same time-

frame. The typical ex-investment bankers approach of ‘doing deals’ is argued to lack the 

necessary hands-on approach required for non-developed markets. Bishop (2012) validates this 

argument in their interview-oriented book, where top industry professionals are interviewed. 

For example, an interview was conducted with Derek Sulger, Partner at Lunar Capital 

Management, which invests in China. When discussing the need to go local, he says: “it doesn’t 

just apply to me but to my team – a lot of us have run businesses in China, whereas most 

private equity firms are more dominated by bankers and financiers. I look the part of a private 
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equity guy in China because I went to Goldmans, but I think what our firm has that’s unusual is 

having actually had to go in and get our hands dirty. It’s a business where we can see some 

money to be made by actually just being willing to go and help run the companies” (page 136). 

The importance of networks 

Scheela, Isidro et al. (2015) study Southeast Asian countries as recipients of private equity 

capital and propose a strategy. The focus of their study is on VC fund investing. Due to the 

aforementioned terminological inconsistency in the industry and proximity between VC and GC 

funds, this dissertation assumes the findings can also broadly apply for GC (and perhaps even 

DC) funds. The investment strategy proposed is based on significant and “active networking, 

intensive due diligence, hands-on monitoring” (Scheela, Isidro et al. 2015) (Page 610). They 

propose syndicate investments as a crucial alleviator in sourcing good targets, co-investing and 

then also monitoring. Furthermore, suggest that this could be a helpful model for other non-

developed economies. They draw upon a model developed by Klonowski (2007) for VC 

investing in the CEE region compared to developed markets, which show that the process is 

longer as there is a need to mitigate for the market risk, which increases transactional costs. 

 

High growth  

Lerner, Ledbetter et al. (2016) find that the rapid growth exhibited by non-developed markets 

influence GP’s to concentrate their investments into companies operating in high-growth 

sectors that are underserved by public capital markets, which enables the fund a balanced 

exposure to the local market’s economic drivers.  
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Majority vs. Minority 

A significant distinction among private equity funds is the position taken in the investment: 

majority vs. minority, as it affects many factors. Lerner, Ledbetter et al. (2016) stipulate in their 

findings that funds in non-developed markets assuming minority positons in the portfolio 

companies perform “on par with majority positions.” 

Revisiting Development Capital and Growth Capital Funds  

In the 1990s, when the BO volume was booming in the evolved U.S. and UK markets, DC funds 

dominated continental Europe, which was a less developed private equity market at the time. 

As the continental Europe evolved, BO volume caught up. In all three regions, GC and DC 

remain to exist nonetheless. “It is with GC and DC activity that PE markets tend to begin. 

Therefore, these two types of investment currently dominate deal-making in emerging markets 

such as China, Russia, South America, India and the Middle East. However, in some of these 

places, notably India, there is also significant Venture Activity” (Fraser-Sampson 2011) (Page 

##).  

As the majority of data providers, even practitioners and scholars, often do not acknowledge 

that DC and GC merit a classification and focus on their own (Fraser-Sampson 2011), this study 

faces  a delimitation in exploring this in depth through literature review. However, this is an 

area that is targeted in the interviews executed and discussed in the latter part of this 

dissertation.  

Common Issues for DC and GC funds primarily, but also VC funds secondarily 

GC and DC are different in the companies they target and the objectives. Common issues 

however exits and are primarily derived from the minority control investing, which also includes 

VC funds. Common in Private Equity altogether, perhaps excluding seed investing, are questions 

of “analysis, valuation, purchaser due diligence and the negotiation and agreement of vendor 

reps and warranties”. Particular to GC and DC however are two specific issues that are 

indispensable in ensuring successful returns for the funds: protecting the minority position of 

the funds in the portfolio companies and protection mechanisms for exit routes.  

Minority Protection  
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Anglo-Saxon is an important term in investment and in the legal context; it refers to those 

systems that are based on the construct of American and/or English law. American and English 

law have well-established mechanisms for the protection of minority shareholders. “However, 

there are many jurisdictions in the world where such rights do not exist, or at least not in clear-

cut form, and even where they do they are subject to the usual problems of bringing a case, 

providing the facts and arguing the law, which may take several years” (Page 171) The time 

taken will simply be detrimental on any value (exit, relevance etc.). In avoiding this, private 

equity transactions include a shareholder agreement, which is where GPs include their 

defensive mechanisms, known as ‘Negative Control’, where GPs implement a series of 

provisions that grant them veto rights over certain management actions. It will, however, 

depend on the legal system where the portfolio company is incorporated in, as some will pose 

problems “with creating different classes of shares, class rights and a speedy and effective way 

of seeking (if necessary) injunctions. This problem can be addressed by offshore holding 

companies or SPVs which will then entail issues of enforcement in the local country and 

taxation, and in addressing these intricate details trusted and valued legal advice is required. 

Negative control mechanisms are vital to the private equity strategy of adding as much value as 

possible in the pre-set holding period of the investment. Therefore, GPs implement them to 

prevent money being taken out of the company (i.e. paying dividends or increasing director 

salaries) to ensure all available capital is allocated to operational purposes. Furthermore, the 

mechanisms also ensure that GPs are kept aware of all goings-on within the company and 

finally, they ensure that portfolio companies do not dilute the fund’s shareholding.  

Fraser-Sampson (2011) argues that the first failure to comply with the negative control 

mechanisms should be addressed very seriously, even if it is as minor as promptly providing 

management accounts. Regardless of the failure being on purpose or simply a lack of 

professionalism, the first warning will can play a crucial role in setting the tone of the 

partnership between the fund and its portfolio company and minimize potential for future 

conflicts. 

Exit Protection 
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Exit protection is crucial in ensuring the GC and DC GPs are able to execute their exit after an 

approximate three year holding period. Scenarios such as an entrepreneur forgetting the exit 

agreement or even changing their minds are thus avoided. Furthermore, scenarios where an 

entrepreneur finds a buyer for their 70% stake, then the fund is exposed to deal with an 

unknown third party, without any protection. There are, therefore, five types of exit protection, 

which can all be triggered upon expiry or in protection of specific events as charactarized 

above. The most important one is the put option. IT ensures that if the GP invests in a portolio 

company, successfully implements post-investment value creating strategies but then does not 

find an external avenue for exit due to market reasons beyond their control, they can sell the 

shares back internally to the management. This is more viable when the GP only has a minority 

stake, however not impossible in the case of a majority stake. The other four strategies for exit 

protection are outlined in appendix 8. 

Revisiting the Growth Model in the context of Egypt 

Growth funds in particular have been an important type for non-developed markets (Leeds and 

Sunderland 2003, Bishop 2012, Klonowski 2012, Leeds 2015). A company’s innate objective 

should be to grow. However, Ismail (2009) outlines three reasons that companies would not try 

to grow: lack of will, lack of skill or lack of capital. The GPs role in this instance is to quickly shift 

the risk-aversion mentality of a portfolio company to initiate aggressive growth strategies. This 

risk-aversion is particularly the case when the companies are family-owned (Ismail 2009, Fraser-

Sampson 2011). 

As the capital from the private equity fund goes into the company, the investment can 

immediately be allocated to aggressive growth. Ismail (2009) outlines the strategies undertaken 

towards this pursuit by 24 different private equity funds (local and domestic). The strategies 

were aggressive and governed towards organic growth:  

 Investments for increasing capacity and new product lines 

 Investments to expand production facilities  

 Investments for license attainments  

 Investments to increase exportation capability  
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Appendix 9 includes Ismail (2009)’s full table documenting various examples.  

Revisiting the Roll-Up Model in the context of Egypt 

Funds engaging in this model, hereafter referred to as BO-Roll-Up funds, will seek fragmented 

sectors, potentially with high level of informality within its businesses – such as family owned 

businesses. Ismail (2009) outlines several examples in Egypt (see appendix 9) where GPs have 

taken “a catalyst role in the consolidation of smaller companies into larger, more competitive 

entities” (Page 182) where the success is a result of realizing synergies, enabling good returns 

upon exit.  

The process starts by identifying a fragmented sector, which would require the private equity 

fund to be industry agnostic, with several small informal companies, within the SME bracket. 

The GPs are to acquire the companies under the fund portfolio, rapidly implement the 

professionalization initiatives in order to consolidate the portfolio companies and integrate 

them into a larger entity. The targeted sector is expected to not have a dominant player, as 

they would have a competitive advantage (Ismail 2009).  

The documented transactions in appendix 9 exhibit that once the targets are taken under the 

fund’s portfolio, GPs must engage in significant hands-on in the post-investment stage to yield 

positive returns. The GPS must collaborate with the management teams of the portfolio 

companies to ensure the consolidation is followed with needed integration of the management 

teams and their organizational cultures, distribution networks and supply chains.  

Professionalizing of portfolio companies (relevant for GC and BO-Roll-Up):  

This is an important part of the post-investment value addition delivered by GPs, whereby they 

reinvent the portfolio companies into more professionally and recent managed organizations.  

The reason this has proven to be of considerable importance in the context of non-developed 

countries especially, is because the corporate culture does not distinguish between ownership 

and management, i.e. abundance of family-owned business and cases of recently privatized 

state-owned enterprises (Leeds and Sunderland 2003, Ismail 2009).  

The strategies of professionalization included: 
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 Installing new CEOs and/or CFOs (in family owned business, they should be non-related) 

 Complete management change 

 No change, but significant involvement by GPs to direct willing management to improve 

 New sales teams, installation of corporate governance and ne BoDs,  

 Creating management incentives 

 Strengthening financial departments  

A proposed framework by Wilton (2012) 

Wilton (2012) provides a useful framework that will be revisited in the Analysis and Discussion 

segment of this dissertation. It explains that in non-developed markets,  there is a motive from 

business owners to sell stakes of their companies to attain capital, there is an absence of the 

building blocks required for a successful private equity investment, within a given market but 

many of those markets can be offset by favourable demographics and large capacity to scale.  

 

2.4 Conclusion for Sections 2.2 and 2.3 

Scoping the Mandate of the Fund 

The exhibit 2.9 below is derived from Torben’s quote from delimitation A, which explains why it 

is viable in practice to focus the fund on only one location. The exhibit is included at this stage 
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(and not in Delimitation A) because it makes more sense now that the structure of private 

equity funds has been outline in Section 2.2.   

 

Exhibit 2.9 demonstrates a very important delimitation for the progress of this analysis, which 

hinges on the scoping of the fund’s investment mandate. The research only considers a fund 

that is mandated to invest in one foreign location, in this case it is a frontier market. 

Scoping within BO funds 

The use of leverage in the buyout transactions is also a concept that is not discussed in this 

research beyond the implications it has on the performance of the remaining funds, that do not 

incorporate leverage in their transactions. The only objectives behind including BO funds are:  

1. LBOs explain the pressure placed on VC, GC and DC funds to achieve high returns, 

absent the bolstering use of debt. This is demonstrated in the example provided in the 

section of “Objectives of a Development Capital Fund”. 

2. There is one strategy within BO funds that will be considered, the roll-up model. This is 

because it is relevant to non-developed markets. However, it will be considered as a 

separate strategy of BO funds, without the intake of debt. It will be considered as a 
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fund that takes majority positions and rolls-up the various portfolio companies it 

invests into.   

Scoping within the remaining funds 

GC, DC and VC are very similar to one another from a distance due to the proximity in the 

companies they target, the fact that they all assume minority control and the fact that they do 

not use debt. The main difference between them is the objective with the target companies 

and slight differences in targeted duration (exit expectation).  

While VC, GC and DC funds can all validate a discussion for non-developed markets, the focus of 

this dissertation will emphasize GC funds. This is because of two very important reasons: 

1. As shown in exhibit 2.6, access to finance is perceived as the most significant barrier to 

growth for SMEs – especially in non-developed markets (Leeds 2015). 

2. The alignment between growth capital that targets SMEs and the mandate of DFIs, 

which is the main source of LPs for non-developed market funds. 

Therefore, the tables showing scoping 1 in appendix 10 eliminate the use of debt from the 

strategies completely. It further shows an elaborate distinction of the four funds where scoping 

2 in appendix 9 shows how scoping 3, which is the final scoping, is reached.  

Final Scoping: 

Final Scoping of Private Equity Fund Types for the context of Frontier Markets 

Min vs. 
Maj  

Main Targets SMEs as 
Targets?    FUND PLC Stage BCG Main Objective Exit 

Minority GC Growth Stars Yes 
Priority 1: Grow Sales 

Priority 2: adapt t the case  
 

3-8 
Years 

Majority 

BO       
Roll-
up 

Model 

Mature and 
Decline 

Living 
Dead 

For this 
study: 

Yes 

Informal and fragmented 
sectors to professionalize 

and consolidate 

3-8 
Years 
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Conclusion to section 2.4 

GC funds make the most sense for GPs considering to raise funds that would invest in non-

developed markets. 

The need for capital by SMEs and for the value-add GPs are known to supply is very eminent for 

SMEs, particularly family owned ones. GC funds are therefore considered as the primary type 

hereafter. However, there are factors from the BO-Roll-Up model that will be considered.  

The common goals between the GC funds and BO-Rollup funds: 

 They will both target SMEs in frontier markets that are in need of capital and business 

know-how.  

 They will both implement short-term strategies to be able to exit within a 3-8 year 

period, preferably closer to shorter end of the spectrum.  

The distinction between the two funds: 

 Minority or majority stakes 

 GC are growth focused while BO-Roll-Up are professionalizing focused to then 

consolidate and realize synergies. 

2.5 Summing up the Literature 

2.5.1 Traditional FDI vs. Foreign Private Equity Investment  

Introduction 

As a precursor to the underlying analysis (addressed by the sub-questions), the broad 

perspective of traditional FDI is to be compared with foreign private equity funds. 

The academic assessment suggests that there is an oversight by the majority of FDI theory, 

when private equity funds are the investors undertaking the FDI. Scholars have been including 

foreign private equity investment under the FDI category, implicitly neglecting the difference in 

the characteristics of the investor entity: between a GP and an MNE.   

This dissertation recognizes that a private equity fund requires direct control when investing in 

a target company. Thus, agrees that it broadly falls within the category of foreign direct 
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investment. However, more specifically, it brings forth the argument that there are intrinsic 

differences between the investor entity, which may affect the decision-making of the GP in the 

undertaking of an FDI.  

Before exploring the underlying differences, it is important to highlight that the progression of 

this analysis hinges on the delimitation clarified in exhibit 2.9, whereby the scope only 

addresses a fund mandated to invest in a foreign location. 

In bringing the introduction full circle, the differences considered in this section comparing 

foreign private equity investments against FDI in its general sense is a the precursor to the 

Analysis and Discussion section of the study, whereby the sub-questions are addressed, thus 

considering cross-border M&A as the form of FDI, when comparing it to private equity funds. 

Compare and Contrast 

Section 2.1 has shown that the domineering theory conceptualizing FDI (i.e. OLI-framework) has 

consistently referred to the company undertaking FDI as an MNE. Therefore, FDI studies the 

perspective of an MNE where there are two broad goals: firstly, horizontal integration where 

the aim is to capture new markets more efficiently or, secondly, vertical integration where the 

aim is to decrease production cost or, thirdly, sometimes the aim is achieve both. Thus, the 

objective of an MNE undertaking FDI is to essentially enhance the existing organization’s overall 

strategic position as well as improve the existing entity’s corporate earnings.  

Contrarily, the objective of a GP undertaking FDI will be executed in line with the investment 

mandate and with the objective of meeting the financial returns required by the LPs, as 

described in section 2.2. Therefore, the private equity fund will enter the foreign market as a 

standalone vehicle, seeking to identify targets that exhibit an intrinsic capacity to fulfil the 

returns once the GP implements their strategies to that target. These companies should exhibit 

high-growth expectation or a form of untapped potential, depending on the type of fund.  

For instance, a GP of a GC fund will seek companies classified as stars, which are in essence 

SMEs with an established position in a growing market, with growing demand. The GP will then 

supplement the sustainable capital as well as operational expertise required for this SME to 
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thrive. Alternatively, a BO-Roll-Up fund will seek SMEs that operate in sectors that have a 

growing demand too, or perhaps an undersupplied demand. These companies will differ (from 

the GC) as they will be stuck as ‘living dead’ and thus in need for renovations, innovations and 

expansions, which require funds that these SMEs are unable to attain. Furthermore, there is 

then the subsequent objective of consolidating the SMEs in the portfolio of the BO-Roll-Up 

fund, which. 

The Financial Element of Private Equity Funds 

As private equity funds are illiquid, they cannot be classified as FPI. Nonetheless, they are 

perceived as an asset class by their LPs (the institutional investors) and therefore carry a 

significant financial element to them that resembles FPI in the context of international 

investment. In considering their asset allocation, LPs compare the risk-return profile of private 

equity investments in frontier markets to other asset classes.  

Consequently, this research identifies private equity funds investing in a foreign market as a 

hybrid between FDI and FPI. It carries more resemblance to the FDI, in the sense that it 

undertakes a direct investment in the foreign market and thus involved in the operations of the 

target company. However, the financial elements it carries could be of significance in the 

strategic decision making of the GP. Thus, it will be compared primarily against FDI in the 

analysis going forward but the research will draw upon FPI elements when deemed fit to allow 

certain valid discussions and recommendations.  

2.5.2 The importance of Agmon and Messica (2009) to this research 

One final peer-review is to be included in the literature review and this is the study by Agmon 

and Messica (2009) on the role of private equity in the globalisation of firms in emerging 

markets.  

Agmon and Messica (2009) is the only peer-reviewed article found that supports the 

aforementioned proposition brought forth by this research, by denoting international private 

equity investments as a Financial Foreign Direct Investment (FFDI), hereafter referred to as 

such. Claiming that it is “another expression” of FDI (page 12) where companies from “the 

developed countries export specific factors of production (their ownership advantage) to small 
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countries and emerging markets (new locations) as a way to generate value to all stakeholders” 

(page 12).  

The majority of foreign investment academics are not so much challenged by this research 

paper when addressing the topic of foreign private equity investing or FFDI, but rather called 

upon to reconsider a more serious consideration for FFDI as another expression of FDI. It is 

important to highlights that while a private equity investment company is an MNE when it 

raises and manages funds mandated to invest in a foreign market, the private equity fund itself 

as the investment vehicle entails crucial intricacies that differentiate it from traditional FDI. This 

is unless the fund has the mandate to invest in multiple locations – which is beyond the scope if 

this dissertation (see exhibit 2.9 for conceptualization of the delimitation in this regards).  

Therefore, the distinction between FDI and FFDI is the focus of this research. FDI is when an 

MNE is the investor entity, while FFDI is concerned with private equity funds as the investor 

entity. The analysis of this difference will be studied further in the Analysis and Discussion 

segment through a more focused FDI mode of entry, which is cross-border M&A. This is 

because private equity funds, especially the ones considered in this research, do not undertake 

greenfield initiatives, and thus more comparable to M&A. 

Chapter 3: Methodology 

3.1 Introduction 

This chapter reveals the methodologies implemented throughout this research, in pursuit of 

accomplishing the objectives of this paper and its research question. The revealing process 

includes an explanation into the ‘why’ behind the choices of primary and secondary research, 

while of course taking into consideration the limitations of the methods used.  

The Research Onion, which was initially introduced by M. Saunders, Lewis, P. & Thornhill, A. 

(2007), provides a structured illustration of the research methodology. It is a visual tool, 

whereby pealing the onion layer by layer, the overall research methodology and purpose of the 

dissertation becomes coherently outlined.  
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Regarding reliability and validity, the credibility of the research is solidified by elaborating on he 

structure of methodology applied. 

 

Research Onion, (Saunders, Lewis et al. 2003)  

3.2 Research Philosophy – Critical Realism  

Realism  

The philosophy of realism is one of the philosophical stances that relate to scientific enquiry. 

Idealism is an opposing theory stating that only the mind and its subsequent content exist, 

while realism emphasizes that there is a reality which is independent of the mind. Positivism 

and realism are similar in that they both assume a scientific approach to the development of 

knowledge, which supports the collection of data and its understanding (Saunders, Lewis et al. 

2003, Easterby-Smith, Thorpe et al. 2015). 

In the context of this research, the topic is private equity as a foreign investment. The argument 

is that the topic is new, but the separate components that make up the topic are not. The two 
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main components are foreign investment and private equity, both well-studied and established 

academic topics. The paper extracts the relevant components from foreign investment theory 

that carry a resemblance to private equity investing in a foreign market, in order to create a 

new FDI framework that is specifically focused on the scenario where a private equity fund is 

the investment vehicle: namely FFDI. Once the academic framework is complete, the case study 

of Egypt is then a form of testing the conclusions derived from the literature review.  

“Direct realism says that what you see is what you get” (Saunders, Lewis et al. 2003) (page 114) 

where “what we experience through our senses portrays the world accurately” (Saunders, 

Lewis et al. 2003) (page 114). However, this research challenges the general agreement within 

foreign investment literature that claims international private equity investing perfectly fits 

within the category of FDI. Therefore, critical realism is of more relevance to this research. 

Critical realists “argue that what we experience are sensations, the images of the things in the 

real world, not the things directly” pointing out that our senses often deceive us. Saunders, 

Lewis et al. (2003) use the following analogy to illustrate the critical realist’s philosophical 

stance: “when you next watch an international rugby or cricket match on television you are 

likely to see an advertisement for the sponsor in a prominent position on the actual playing 

surface. This looks like it is standing upright on the field. However, this is an illusion. It is in fact 

painted on the grass. So what we really see are sensations, which are representations of what is 

real.” Therefore, critical realism is the most fitting philosophy because the research is looking 

for an underlying explanation into a subject matter. 

Using this analogy, a private equity fund from the U.S. investing in Egypt, for instance, usually 

looks like FDI to scholars. This is true in the sense that the foreign investor acquires a direct 

control in the target investee company. However, its fundamental intricacies are quite different 

as the investor entity is not the same as the one FDI traditionally studies, which is the MNE. 

While the private equity company managing the fund is in fact an MNE, the ‘illusion’ lies in the 

fact that the fund does not enter the foreign market to directly enhance the MNE’s corporate 

earnings as traditional FDI does – but rather as a standalone vehicle. This second look at the 

level of the organization is what distinguishes the critical realist from a direct realist. The critical 
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realist recognizes the “importance of multi-level study (e.g. at the level of the individual, the 

group and the organisation). Each of these levels has the capacity to change the researcher’s 

understanding of that which is being studied. This would be the consequence of the existence 

of a greater variety of structures, procedures”. Under the claim that the concept of private 

equity investments in a foreign market is a relatively new one, Saunders, Lewis et al. (2003) 

argue that “the critical realist’s position that the social world is constantly changing is much 

more in line with the purpose of business and management research which is too often to 

understand the reason for phenomena as a precursor to recommending change”(Saunders, 

Lewis et al. 2003) (Page 115). 

Critical realism differentiates between three levels: the empirical domain, the actual domain 

and the real domain. “These three domains correspond roughly to three of our ontological 

positions: respectively relativism, internal realism and realism.” (Easterby-Smith, Thorpe et al. 

2015) (page 59). 

 
Definition by 

In the context of this research 
paper 

 
Easterby-Smith, Thorpe et al. 

2015 

Empirical 
Domain 

"comprises the experiences and 
perceptions that people have" 
Page 59 

Long record of FDI research and 
experience, where the perception is 
that private equity investments in a 
foreign market perfectly fits within 
FDI research 

Actual 
Domain 

"comprises events and actions 
that take place, whether or not 
they are observed or detected" 
Page 59 

The actual domain is that private 
equity entails unique characteristics 
that distinguish it from the typical 
MNE perspective, it seems as 
though it has not yet been detected 
by scholars 

Real 
Domain 

"comprises casual powers and 
mechanisms that cannot be 
detected directly, but that have 
real consequences for people and 
society.” Page 59 

The reak domain is that the 
mechanisms of private equity have 
real consequences on management 
decisions, investment duration, 
performance measures and xxx  

3.3 Research Approach – Inductive  

There are two different types of approaches a research paper can follow, as shown in the 

research onion: inductive and deductive. 
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This research adopts an inductive approach, wherein the social world is taken as the point of 

departure. The intention is to assess patterns – though the combination of collected data and 

existent theory – in pursuit of developing a calculated conjecture for FDI vs. FFDI; grounded 

theory.  

In an induction approach, the research departs from a research question then lands on 

observations and descriptions to conclusions and recommendations related to the research 

question. It is an approach that emphasizes the accumulation of qualitative data and supports 

its elasticity. 

The reason that the study does not adopt a deductive research approach is that requires the 

assembly of hypotheses that are then tested out to be either rejected or accepted.  In order for 

the conclusions to carry merit, the hypothesis is typically tested through quantitative data. 

Given the topic’s delimitations (frontier markets and private equity), attaining quantitative data 

is difficult and therefore the primary data gathered for this research is built on qualitative 

research. 

Inductive: Takes the world as a point of departure. So the argument that the research is limited 

does not aim to challenge the existing research but rather build upon very establish topic of 

research in an area that has not yet received much attention. One reason could be due to the 

youth of the topic. 

3.4 Research Strategies – Grounded Theory & Case-Study 

There are two research strategies undertaken in this paper, therefore the research follows 

multi-methods. The first strategy is grounded theory. The second strategy is a case-study. 

Therefore, the remaining sub-sections of Chapter 3 – Methodology is broken down into two 

main pillars as follows: 

 
Grounded Theory Case Study 

Focus FDI vs. FFDI FFDI in Egypt 

Interview Semi-Structured (Round 1) Semi-Structured (Round 2) 
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Grounded theory is almost definitively undertaken through an inductive approach, where the 

research onsets with a research question. In less simplistic terms, it “is better to think of it as 

‘theory building’ through a combination of induction and deduction” where the emphasis is 

placed “upon developing and building theory”. This strongly coincides with the first segment of 

the research paper, where two constructs are taken separately to build a unified framework 

from their combination. This purely based on the analysis of existing literature review where a 

set of observations are made and examined further through data accumulation. 

The research then attempts to analyze the case-study country 

Moreover, it is a case study as it takes a real case example under examination. The holistic case 

study is used to run through the process of a GP that is considering to initiate a fund that 

invests into a foreign market – using Egypt as case study. 

3.5 Time Horizons – Cross Sectional  

Due to the time constraint of this dissertation, the data cannot be gathered through 

longitudinal methods. Alternatively, the research will be taking a cross sectional approach. 

3.6.1 Data Collection Methods – Semi-Structured Interviews (Round 1)  

Approach of the Interviewer (facilitator)  
The first round of interviews focuses on the topic of FDI and FFDI. The facilitator of the 

interviews is Youssef Shelbaya. The interview will follow a set of open ended questions to 

finalize the characteristics of FFDI. 

Round 1 – Two Interviews  

The first interview is with Mr. Torben Kjaer. It is used in support of scoping the research and 

attaining the perspective of a veteran in private equity investing in foreign (frontier) markets 

for useful insights.  

The second interview with Mr. Michael Hedegaard is undertaken to further explore the 

assumption made in section 2.5, summing up the literature review. Mr. Hedegaard’s insights 

are very relevant due to his extensive experience in FDIs during his practical experience but as 

he is also a professor of foreign investments.  
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Therefore, this round is more directed towards the main RQ of this research. The next round 

(round 2) addresses the sub-questions more specifically but then draw the findings back to the 

context of the main RQ again. 

3.6.2 Data Collection Methods – Semi-Structured Interviews (Round 2) 

Approach of the Interviewer (facilitator)  
The second round of interviews focuses on the case-study of Egypt. The facilitator of the 

interviews is again Youssef Shelbaya. The interview will follow a set of open ended questions, 

with a deliberate choice of informal style of communication and high level of involvement from 

the facilitator in the discussion. This is to encourage freedom within the conversation and 

maintain ease between the interviewee and the interviewer, which is a useful procedure when 

aiming to attain as much information from the participants as possible, about the relevant 

topics. 

Sampling  

In Egypt, the number of private equity funds either local or foreign is miniscule. Therefore, it is 

a delimitation for this research to attain sufficient number of interviewees with the ‘perfect fit’: 

i.e. GPs investing in Egypt and better yet foreign GPs investing in Egypt. However, it is not 

necessary to undertake the interview with private equity specialists solely. The interviewees do 

not have to be GPs from foreign markets nor do they have to all be GPs from the local market. 

This is because the concept is already covered in the literature review and the objective of 

these interviews   already be established at that point and the importance lies in understanding 

the Egyptian market private equity opportunities and challenges. In extracting adequate results 

from the interviews, it is thus vital to acquire the opinions and insights from qualified 

investment professionals and financiers that have extensive knowledge of the Egyptian 

investment landscape and knowledge of how to conduct business in Egypt.  

As this second segment is a case study of Egypt, the sample of interviewees is composed of 

Egyptian investment professionals. The participants in this semi-structured interview set are: 

1. Mr. Ali Nasser: (previous Investment Banker) Managing an SME in Egypt 

2. Ms. Minoush Abdel-Migued: Managing Director at Union Capital 
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3. Mr. Amr Kamal: Chairman of Integra 

4. Mr. Mohamed Nabarawy: Head of Asset Management at HC Securities 

5. Mr. Walaa Yassin: Director at EFG Hermes 

6. Nada Hamed Eid: Egyptian Venture Capital Company 

Analysis and Discussion 
The newly proposed acronym of FFDI contests to the fact that previous research that has placed 

an emphasis on the unique characteristics of foreign private equity investment as a form of FDI. 

The delimitation is essential in holding this proposition true: the scope only addresses a fund 

mandated to invest in one foreign location.  

FFDI was initially introduced by Agmon and Messica (2009) and, in the act, automatically 

proposed that FFDI is different to FDI, which this dissertation concurs to and the reasoning has 

been explained in section 2.5. The underlying difference that has been proposed by the new 

acronym is that private equity funds entail unique characteristics that differentiate it from 

MNEs in the undertaking. This dissertation, however, critiques Agmon and Messica (2009) in 

not digging deeper into the implications of this difference in meriting this overdue separation 

(between FDI and FFDI). As the distinguishing causes have been outlined throughout the 

literature review and in the build up to this section, the effect of this distinction will be explored 

in analysis and discussion. In the process, explore the underlying significance on the decision 

making process of an FFDI and answer the RQ mentioned at the beginning: 

How does foreign private equity investing compare and contrast to traditional 

foreign investment theory and what are the implications? – A holistic case-study of 

Egypt.  

The RQ can be re-written at this stage, incorporating the new acronym: 

How does FFDI compare and contrast to traditional FDI and what are the 

implications? – A holistic case-study of Egypt.  
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Introduction to the Analysis 

In this section, there are three parts to the Analysis, which is followed by the Discussion.  

‘Analysis 1’ will build upon the distinction stated between FDI and FFDI in section 2.5. On one 

end of the comparison: it will consider the most relevant form of FFDI when investing in non-

developed markets, as identified in the literature review, which is a Growth Capital (GC) fund. 

On the other end of the comparison: it will consider a mode of entry within traditional FDI that 

carries most resemblance to private equity investing, namely cross-border M&A. The objective 

is to explore their subsequent effects, particularly on strategic decision making. This is done by 

separately addressing the three sub-questions outlined in the problem formulation.  

‘Analysis 2’ will test the arguments made in Analysis 1 by drawing upon the case-study of Egypt 

and the interviews undertaken.  

‘Analysis 3’ looks at the difficulty of Egypt, which is a frontier markets, presented by interview 

results. Furthermore, looks at the opportunity for a FFDI.  

Analysis 1: Distinguishing FDI from FFDI 

In this section FDI is compared to FFDI. Furthermore, FDI in the comparison will be cross-border 

M&A while FFDI will be Growth Capital (GC) funds.  

Differentiator 1 

The Objectives: Synergetic vs. Standalone 

The chief differentiator between traditional FDI vs. FFDI is the motive: why do MNEs undertake 

the investment vs. why do private equity funds undertake the investment, respectively?  

MNEs engage in FDI to enhance the overall organization. This will be motivated by a vertical FDI 

(VFDI) which is resource seeking, or by HFDI, which is market seeking. The decision-making 

process will thus entail trade-offs depending on the motive. In VFDI, the trade-off is known as 

cost-saving vs. concentration. The decision will be dependent upon whether the MNE deems 

the locational advantages of the foreign market worthy of the sacrifice of having a 

concentrated or centralized enterprise. The HFDI trade-off is based on proximity to foreign 

market vs. concentration, and the decision will depend on whether the MNE deems the market 

attractive enough to access but also whether or not they need to be in proximity of the market 
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to capture it. In trade-theory, the decisions will include factors such as production costs (labor 

and raw material) of home vs. host country as well as trade costs (transport and tariffs) 

(Brainard 1997, Helpman 1999, Neary 2008, Neary 2009). Whether motivated by a VFDI or an 

HFDI, cross-border M&A is a mode of entry that the MNE can choose. In the case of a cross-

border M&A, the MNE will identify existing companies as their targets in search of synergies. 

Synergies are achieved when an MNE is able to combine its own resources with the new 

acquired resources to expand the value chain, achieve economies of scale and scope, capture 

market share and power and more (Bradley, Desai et al. 1988, Trautwein 1990, Kang and 

Johansson 2000, Boateng, Qian et al. 2008). 

FFDI, contrarily, is a standalone procedure. Therefore, FFDI transactions do not entail synergies 

(except for the strategy of the BO-Roll-Up fund, which includes synergies but not between the 

parent and the subsidiary, rather between the portfolio companies of the fund – will be 

revisited later in the discussion). Furthermore, FFDI does not consider trade-offs of trade theory 

explained above as there is no cross-border factor and international comparison. Once the fund 

decides on a particular foreign market, it enters it as a standalone vehicle and is concerned with 

opportunities within that market separately. As a standalone vehicle, the objective of the FFDI 

is to select a target company in the given foreign market that, individually, has the potential of 

generating the required return by the LPs of the fund once the GPs execute their post-

investment strategies and then exit the investments at the end of the duration. 

Once the target company is selected, the synergetic implications associated with a cross border 

M&A make the MNE a ‘Strategic Buyer, while the absence of synergetic benefits in the context 

of an FFDI makes the GP a ‘Financial Buyer’ (Fraser-Sampson 2011, Talmor and Vasvari 2011). 

Effect on the target company valuation 

The entry valuation of the target company will be perceived differently by the two entities 

because the financial buyer cannot afford to pay as high a premium as the strategic buyer 

(Fraser-Sampson 2011, Talmor and Vasvari 2011), due to the synergetic benefits mentioned 

above. To the contrary, the financial buyer will be seeking opportunities where a discount can 

be negotiated for. This is to ensure that even if no operational improvement was possible, a 
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return would be made on the multiple arbitrage alone. Multiple arbitrage is when a GP can “sell 

a company at a higher multiple than that at which they bought it” (Fraser-Sampson 2011) (Page 

85). 

The success of an FDI is measured on a strategic basis (such as the synergetic and integration 

benefits explained in differentiator one) as well as financial. However, it is often discussed that 

benefits such as growth, exposure and market share can carry more weight than financial 

performance in some cases, at least in the short to medium term, which is supported by Mr. 

Hedegaard: “MNEs (where) you would also look at other types of measures that are not 

necessarily in themselves financial: strategic for instance. Let’s say that you have a target you 

choose (because) you want to keep a market share of a certain percentage that may not be 

financially the most optimal, it is just a strategic consideration.” On the other hand, a private 

equity fund will only consider the financial return that it can achieve from undertaking the FFDI. 

Mr. Hedegaard concludes his previous statement with the following: “The PE fund would not 

have that motivation”. 

In the context of FFDI, whereby the a non-developed market is the recipient, macro-level 

environments that produce a higher need for capital, and a lack of GP competition, shift the 

bargaining power from equity seekers, the potential portfolio companies, to cash providers, the 

private equity fund.  

It is important to highlight that the effect of some locational factors will be opaque as they will 

be relevant for both MNEs and PE funds. For instance, a reliable political landscape and an 

effective legal system are locational characteristics that are important and relevant for any type 

of investor considering a foreign market (or even their local market), whether FDI, FFDI or FPI. 

However, the aim of this research is to look beyond those de facto locational factors and 

explore advantages that are definitively important to FFDI, and not definitively so for FDI. 

Therefore, the objective when drawing upon the case-study is to outline locational 

characteristics of a market. Thereafter, evaluate the effect it would have on an MNE vs. a 

private equity fund exploring the feasibility of undertaking a foreign investment in that given 

market. 
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Differentiators 3 and 4  

 Difference 3 is the stakeholders: Shareholders vs. LPs  

 Difference 4 is the duration: assumed perpetual vs. pre-defined duration (3-8 years) 

Stakeholders: Shareholders vs. LPs 

The stakeholders concerned with the return of the MNE undertaking a cross-border M&A are a 

broad range of shareholders, and will depend on the type of company – i.e. private or listed. 

There are various methods an MNE can exploit to raise the necessary capital to undertake an 

investment, such as issuing shares or combining that with the on-boarding of debt or simply 

using profits for re-investment (plowback) rather than paying out dividends (a long-term view). 

Each method will entail its own pros and cons. This will not be explored in depth as it can merit 

a research paper on its own; however, the important takeaway for this discussion in the context 

of this dissertation is that determining the success of a cross-border M&A is not a 

straightforward task, as shown in the study by Bruner (2002), finding that 55% of peer-reviews 

reported positive returns for cross-border M&A to be successful whereas 45% reported 

negative returns.  

The characteristics of a private equity fund in regards to stakeholders are more specific and 

conclusive, as shown in section 2.2. The capital is raised from LPs, which are predominantly 

institutional investors concerned with the overall return of the fund, and they perceive it as an 

asset class. Thus, they consider its risk-return profile in comparison to other asset classes. This 

means that GP decision making strategies are purely oriented toward financial gain. This pure 

financial-orientation can sometimes be softened if the LPs of the fund are DFIs, where 

elite/developmental goals become incorporated as part of the decision making process. GC 

funds undertaking FFDI will target SMEs in non-developed countries, which coincides with the 

typical mandate of DFIs.  

This is further amplified by duration.  

Duration: Perpetual or unidentified vs. 3-8 years  

MNEs are commonly driven (under the assumption of ethical management or at least through 

governance measures) by long-term value generation. Therefore, even though this cannot be 

concluded, it is justified to assume that FDIs are predominantly considered in perpetuity. MNEs 
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might have contingency exit plans in case an FDI is unsuccessful. However, the focus is rather 

on having a successful FDI. 

The duration is conclusively more important for the private equity fund, as it will have a 

preferred holding period that is already set during the fund raising stage.  

The matter of duration applies more financial pressure on GPs. This is because as explained in 

section 2.1, the longer the fund takes to invest, operate, exit and pay investors back, the lower 

the return is in IRR terms (see example in section ###). Therefore, the duration plays a 

significant role in the objectives of an FFDI, whereby GPs will be under pressure to execute their 

strategies and ensure they are able to exit within the pre-defined duration. 

The differences in stakeholders and duration will have two ripple effects: 

1. The performance measure of private equity, particularly the IRR.  

2. The difference in attention to duration will have a difference in attention to the post-

investment strategies that will be undertaken by a GP vs. an MNE. 

Effect on Performance Measurement  

In considering the feasibility of an FDI in the first place, the performance measures that allow 

the decision-maker in an MNE will be the variables that enable them to weigh the feasibility. 

The decision is made on project (FDI) feasibility: initial investment required vs. return over the 

years (minus running costs such as hedging FX exposure). The perpetual assumption made 

above means that the company calculates when it expects to break even on the initial lump-

sum investment. Post-break-even, calculates enhanced returns going forward due to lower 

expenses per unit in the VFDI integration or in the less precise instance of HFDI, assumes an 

increase in the revenues as result of being able to target the foreign market more efficiently. 

Beyond the financial returns, there are also synergetic, or strategic, motivators for undertaking 

an FDI, such as the ‘multi-market strategy’ or future potential for targeting other markets in the 

region. Multi-market strategy is a competition-related theory, denoting conditions where the 

same MNEs compete against one another in various markets, and the underlying competition 

strategies entailed (Jayachandran, Gimeno et al. 1999). 
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Strategic performance combined with the merit of generating long-term value, which is less 

measurable than financial performance, could give a leeway on lower financial performance 

achieved by the MNE undertaking FDI. In summation; while the financial return is certainly of 

importance for FDI, it is not the only determinant of success. 

A private equity fund, on the other hand, undertaking an FFDI will only measure success in 

financial terms. Furthermore, it is not as simple as whether the LPs made more money than 

they invested? It is rather a much more complex question: have LPs received a return that 

justifies the level of risk and illiquidity taken on by committing capital to the private equity fund? 

This is because the private equity fund is viewed as an asset class, which further amplifies the 

scrutiny: have LPs received a return that justifies the level of risk and illiquidity taken on by 

committing capital to the private equity fund, relative to other asset classes on the market? As 

result of this financial pressure placed on GPs by their LPs, financial performance that meets the 

benchmark is crucial. As demonstrated in section 2.4, not only are private equity funds typically 

required to achieve a higher return, GPs investing in non-developed markets are required to 

perform better than ones investing in developed markets. The importance of this is amplified 

when there is intent to raise follow-up funds (Kaplan, 2005), as the GP’s ‘track-record’ is crucial 

in the ability to raise capital.  

As shown in section 2.2., private equity is defined as an alternative asset, which are categorized 

to be more risky and less liquid than fixed income securities and equity investments. Therefore, 

the expected return is higher. Within the alternative asset bucket, the expected return on 

private equity funds that invest in non-developed countries, which is FFDI, is higher than all 

others: real estate, infrastructure and domestic private equity. 

Effect on Exchange Rate Consideration 

Exchange rate effect is variable and very complex in the context of an FDI. For instance, in the 

case of vertical FDI alone, the motive is to decrease costs of production for the overall 

organization. Therefore, if the host country's currency depreciates, the production costs 

decrease further, which has a positive impact on the FDI's effect of overall corporate earnings. 

In the case of HFDI, the effect of exchange rate becomes more complex. For instance, if host 
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country currency depreciates relative to home country, then the top-line is negatively affected. 

This is a very simplified conclusion because there are often more variables to consider such as: 

 The MNE will typically receive revenue from the home country too, which means it will 

be affected by FX exposure on both ends. 

 HFDI could also include VFDI, FX exposure is affected in more than one way. 

 HFDI could be motivated by capturing the region, where the country chosen becomes 

an export hub (which could also sometimes include VFDI) and therefore affected by 

various exchange rates. 

Currency Forecasting for Private Equity is different and more decisive for two reasons: 1. the 

duration in fixed. 2. tt is an asset class, primarily focused on the returns, which are directly and 

negatively affected if the host country's currency depreciates relative to the home country. It is 

more important for the PE fund that upon exit, the currency of the foreign country is not 

devalued significantly as to cancel out returns of being in the market.  

In relation, Mr. Hedegaard explained:  

“I think you will definitely try to minimize that much more so you will be willing to pay a 

little bit more to hedge the risk. Because in many cases, lets say that you do a traditional FDI, 

you would have other ways of managing FX risk because it is part of your overall operation. If 

you are a private equity, you’re denominated in maybe Euros or Dollars”…“financial 

investments are more focused on the exchange rate – to get that risk hedged. Mitigate that 

risk.” 

Finally, the hedge cost will directly affect the returns, which means exchange rate will be 

incorporated as a significant consideration in the pre-investment stage of an FFDI. 

Effect of Duration on Strategies 

MNEs undertaking cross-border M&A must consider the integration process to ensure the 

synergies that motivate the FDI in the first place are achieved: “organizational integration was 

the single most important factor in explaining synergy realization” (Larsson and Finkelstein 1999) 

(page 1). Furthermore, coordination between units: head-quarter and its subsidiaries as well as 
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among the subsidiaries (Larsson and Finkelstein 1999) is also a crucial consideration during the 

post-investment stage of the M&A. 

FFDI in the post-investment stage, however, is more concerned with the enhancement of the 

portfolio company as standalone. As shown in the strategies undertaken by GC funds, emphasis 

is placed on aggressive, short-term strategies. The portfolio company is expected to 

significantly accelerate in growth due to the GPs injection of capital as well as hands-on 

involvement to increase top-line growth and capture more market share in the local market.  

In conclusion, a set of differentiating variables can be outlined: 

 

FDI FFDI 

Variables of difference Cross-border M&A Growth Capital Fund 

Fundraising 
Various Avenues: share 

issuance/debt/plowback of 
profits/ stock purchase 

Limited Partners (Institutional) 
requiring superior returns 

compared to other asset classes 

Deal Selection 
Seeking Synergies - (including 

VFDI and/or HFDI motives) 

Seeking Viable Standalone Targets, 
high-potential companies in high 

growth sectors 

Due Diligence Valuation: Strategic Buyer Valuation: Financial Buyer 

Structure Take target company as affiliate Minority  

Post-Investment Integration and Coordination 
Short-term Operational 

Enhancement, Aggressive Growth 
Strategies 

Exits Assumed Perpetual  
Exit Protection (Put Option) / IPO / 

Trade Buyer 

 

The proposition is that this distinction in motive will subsequently have a direct effect on the 

deal selection and valuation criteria of a FDI vs. FFDI. Therefore, the locational determinants 

that are important to MNEs vs. the ones that are important to private equity funds will differ.   

Analysis 2: The Case-Study of Egypt 

Capital Shortage vs. Liquidity Shortage 

In the interviews, the term ‘capital shortages’ came to represent two different meanings and 

this difference is essential. Firstly, it represented shortage of foreign capital (or major capital 

market currencies) in local market of the recipient, Egypt. This will be referred to as foreign 

currency shortages. Secondly and more importantly for private equity, it represented the 

availability of capital, or lack thereof, for businesses and investment in, which will be referred 
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to as liquidity shortage. The essence of this difference is projected in a quote by Mr. Nabarawy, 

which will be expanded upon below: “by definition we do not have any problem of hard 

currency (in Egypt) as the currency has appreciated but this does not mean that we have 

liquidity.” 

There is NO Capital Shortage in Egypt 

There is no capital shortage by definition in Egypt because FPI inflow has been increasing 

according to Mr. Nabarawy:  

“Today you have the dollar flows that come into Egypt in the carry trade, which is the 

‘hot money’, where it gets sold in the process of purchasing EGP to use this EGP to buy Egyptian 

treasury bills and gets before tax 15% and after tax it amounts to around 12.5% or so. So where 

does the liquidity go? It goes into the Egyptian Treasury Bills, which the government then uses in 

whatever spending (they see fit) such as public projects etc.”  

This was further supported by Mr. Yassin: 

“FDIs are increasing. However, ‘FDIs increasing’ is to be (underlined) because FDI is 

increasing in the last two years not long-term investments but short-term hot money in Egyptian 

treasuries.”  

This can be explained by the significantly higher interest rates found in Egypt compared to 

international levels. Mr. Nabarawy: “Today, the whole world is 0 and negative yields – so in an 

environment where you have interest rates very attractive, you will keep on attractive portfolio 

flows”.  

The consensus throughout the interviews was that due to an increased FPI inflow, which has 

been motivated by the higher interest rates, there is no capital shortage in Egypt – i.e. there is 

no shortage of major currency (typically US dollar) in Egypt. This could venture into a discussion 

of the balance of payments between countries, which is not the core focus of the paper. The 

discussion was rather focused on the repatriation of funds and restrictions due to shortages. 

Ms. Minoush explained this well when discussing Egypt’s situation before the major event in 

206, which was the floatation of the currency: 
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 “A lot of MNCs which had dividends that needed to be distributed to the parent outside 

of Egypt, we were talking about millions of dollars”…“the currency was not even there”…“a lot 

of money inside the companies here (inside the banks) that was queuing, literally queuing, for 

dividend repatriation allowing to source the dollars within the banking system to transfer it 

abroad. So, all of that mainly happened within the year and a half before the floatation 

happened. There was a time-lag until everything kind of fell into place.” 

Ms. Minoush then went on to conclude on this topic by agreeing with Mr. Nabarawy; when she 

was asked if a foreign fund in Egypt would face difficulty to repatriate its proceeds today: “At 

the moment no”. 

There is, however, Liquidity Shortage in the Egypt 

The summation of the previous section is that there is no capital shortage in Egypt, at least 

relevant to previous times. However, there is a liquidity problem as Mr. Nabarawy illustrates: 

“When we discuss the matter of liquidity, I can characterize the Egyptian market to 

entail a liquidity shortage because of the high interest rates.”…"Actually, it is important to 

notice that Egypt has faced contractionary fiscal policy and a contractionary monetary policy, 

the two together as the interest rate levels have been increased significantly and the taxes have 

increased.”…“So the idea is that I have to tie the connection between the levels of interest rates 

in an economy to the size of liquidity in the market. Today, as a PE if I have cash and can make a 

transaction (with it) then of course I have an advantage. Whoever has cash is able to get good 

prices – good transaction prices. So I am confirming this view that there is shortage. But the 

dollar flows is a whole other thing, the dollars exist but not attainable because it is blocked or 

tied in high interest earning assets, it does not circulate and it is not used for anything 

essentially.” 

In conclusion on the difference between capital shortage and liquidity shortage, a very strong 

relation between FPI and FFDI must be highlighted, which supports that while FFDI is part of 

FDI, it can be described as a hybrid that bears some financial (F) characteristics comparing it to 

FPI too. The effect of interest rate on FPI and FFDI is similar – but for different reasons. In the 

context of FPI, Hymer (1960) explains that higher interest rate relative to international levels 
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will attract FPI, which is supported in this case-study as demonstrated above: Egypt has a 

relatively higher interest rate and FPI inflow is increasing. In the context of FFDI undertaken by 

GC funds, the investors can benefit from high interest rates abroad (not at home, but abroad), 

as that decreases the attraction of debt financing and increases the attraction of equity 

financing, which could result in a lower entry price of a target company in the recipient market 

that would otherwise be unattainable, or at least not at the same attractive price. This is 

explained well by Mr. Nabarawy: 

 “I want to shed some light on the real estate market. Today, the real estate market is 

suffering, the secondary market transactions are almost non-existent so the idea that cash, or 

the availability of cash where someone is willing to pay cash is important, because there is of 

course a liquidity issue in the Egyptian market. This is also visible in the Egyptian stock market, 

which is always a proxy for liquidity when the Egyptian Stock Market today makes an average 

daily trading of EGP 400-500 million, which in dollar terms is nothing. Before, you (Egyptian 

stock market) use to make (transactions) in dollar terms significantly higher value. So the 

liquidity issue is visible in the Egyptian real estate market and visible in the stock market. You 

will see, when looking at the balances of the banks, such as the CIB (which is one of the biggest) 

a huge portion of about 40% of the asset side is booked in treasury bills so it is not even lending 

it out to the private sector. Neither does (it) want to lend the private sector, nor does the private 

sector want to borrow from him (the bank) at these high rates. It is not feasible, it won’t be 

profitable”. 

FDIs into Egypt 

In comparing FDI with FPI inflow in Egypt: while FPI has been on the rise as shown above, FDI 

has been declining. Mr. Nabarawy claims that: 

Egypt is “not able to attract real foreign direct investment because of the government 

policy, the high interest rate, the structural changes that have happened in the Egyptian 

economy where many areas of production are not attractive anymore.” As he had earlier 

explained that: “subsidies have been revoked while tariffs on many goods have been increased”, 

further elaborating that “The idea that Egypt historically depends on cheap energy (as it was 
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subsidized), today this does not exit. Usually, the Egyptian economy heavily relied on cement, 

steal and other productions that benefit from cheap energy. Today, the reform that has been 

implemented, you became a buyer of energy at international prices, coal at international prices, 

gas at almost international prices – “you” I mean as private player whether you are an SME or 

large or small. Any player today in Egypt, will receive zero subsidization. Today, this player will 

pay tariffs at par prices, he will pay for gas and any other raw material at the international 

prices – exactly the same to any international competitor, like ones in Turkey or anywhere. As an 

Egyptian player, you do not have this cost advantage as before. So, as a private equity player I 

have to look to the opportunities that exist in the Egyptian economy.” 

According to Mr. Nabarawy and Mr. Walaa, FDI into Egypt has thus been motivated by the 

vertical integration benefits; cheaper raw material and cheaper labor in contrast to the home 

market of foreign MNEs. FDI inflow into Egypt has fallen when production benefits relative to 

international levels were diminished and trade costs (i.e. tariffs) increased. Therefore, in the 

VFDI trade-off of cost-saving vs. concentration, the cost-saving side loses much of its favor 

making the MNE reconsider the merit of undertaking the FDI in the first place – perhaps it is no 

longer viable. 

Proving the first differentiator  

The first differentiator compares FDI with FFDI and suggests that the integration motives of FDI 

were clearly established to be obsolete in the context of FFDI, especially the integration 

motives of a VFDI. Therefore, in the context of FFDI, Egypt could still prove to be a viable 

market. In concurrence, Mr. Nabarawy explains in the quote above that as FDI figures have 

gone down due to good reason, a private equity player must look at the opportunities in the 

Egyptian economy, not in the context of an international comparison. This example 

demonstrates the importance of clarifying the difference in motive between FDI and FFDI, as it 

shows difference in strategic decision making when considering locational determinants of the 

recipient market. A weakness in the analysis at this stage is that this research was unable to 

attain recent figures for how much private equity capital was raised from foreign GPs and LPS 

to invest into Egypt, as this data would have supported in accepting or rejecting this 

hypothesized difference on locational determinants between FDI and FFDI.  
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In support, Mr. Nabarawy draws upon an example of what seemed to be a BO-Roll-Up model 

executed by a private equity investor:  

“There is a point on the acquisitions. Look at Cleopatra Hospitals, they were under 

Abraaj capital initially. In any case, the company itself, what it does is close to the idea that they 

capitalize on the fact that they have extra cash. They were first Cleopatra Hospital, then it 

bought ‘El Sherouk Hospital’, ‘El Qahera El Takhasossy’, then they bought ‘the Badrawy Nile’ 

then it bought ‘El Kated’ then it bought ‘Queens’ – all of those are acquisitions. This I consider 

as a PE strategy, where I have hospitals that I buy in cash, and I can then capitalize on the fact 

that the previous owner did not have the financial (or other) capability to develop the hospitals. 

So this shortage of capital, to your initial point, is the route of this. You can look at this 

mentioned example, where this player went from one company to now six or seven and is still 

going. Why are all of these people selling? It is because, in my opinion, he has capital to pay 

cash-down while for the existing owner to be able to make their hospitals on a competing level, 

they have to spend on it and they do not have to spend and are also likely unable to source the 

funds to spend. So when they get a buyer with a somewhat decent amount of cash payment, 

they sell.” 

  
FDI FFDI 

 

 

Variables of 
difference 

Cross-border 
M&A 

Growth Capital Fund 
Locational Determinants  
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Deal Selection 

Seeking Synergies - 
(including VFDI 

and/or HFDI 
motives) 

Seeking Viable 
Standalone Targets, 

high-potential 
companies in high 

growth sectors 

Locational advantages an MNE 
seeks as result of imperfect 

conditions between home and 
host country (such as cheaper 

raw material) no longer exist in 
Egypt and FDI has fallen. 

However, this is irrelevant for 
FFDI as it does not seek to 

capitalize on imperfect market 
conditions as in the case of FDI. 

FPI factors such as higher interest 
rates and other factors that 

create a liquidity shortage for 
SMEs can be attractive for FFDI  

Due Diligence 
Valuation: Strategic 

Buyer 
Valuation: Financial 

Buyer 
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Furthermore, explains that: “the (a Cleopatra rep) was mentioning in a meeting that the 

hospital owners are selling because they are not developing their hospitals and they are not 

doing so because they do not have the funding to do so. The whole point is because they do not 

have the funding or there are is a story where they bought out someone who was building a 

hospital but was not able to complete the project. The idea is that in periods of dry liquidity, or 

periods of times like this, when a buyer has cash, they can command the right price to their 

benefit.”  

Analysis 3: The need to go local 

This part of the analysis looks at the examples interviewees presented to demonstrate the 

political and legal risk, and their impact on business operations. Thereafter, a discussion of 

going local in response to Leeds and Sunderland (2003) to alleviate the liability of foreignness 

and the syndication proposition by Scheela, Isidro et al. (2015). 

Legal and Political Volatility Will Hinder Returns 

There are challenges that arise in Egypt from factors beyond any manager’s control. This is due 

to a lack of a coherent and a smoothly functioning political and legal system, which results in 

‘surprises’ for manager’s operating in the Egyptian market. Authorities in Egypt have shown 

examples where they attempt to take steps towards the fixing of dysfunctional regulations. 

However, this is clearly a trial and error exercise, whereby managers get caught in the tailwind. 

There are examples explained in the interviewees where significant costs are suddenly 

increased whereas other examples where assets diminish from control overnight.  

For example, Mr. Nasser explains an example where assets are lost: 

Mr. Nasser: “There was some liquidity on the back of that. (For corporates on the other 

hand) when companies occupied apartments (under Rental-Control), there was really no end to 

it, it was in perpetuity. The company is not going to die so you have essentially lost that 

property and this has been the case for the past I don’t know how many years. (So then the 

government came) three months ago saying, “No, we just realized this is not constitutional – 

the Rental-Control for companies is unconstitutional because essentially that person (renting 

out the property) has lost the rights in perpetuity” I am inclined to agree (but) out of my 18 
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remaining offices, I have 4 that are under Rental-Control. (…which of course meant that) the 

next day I got law suits from the owners asking us to vacate and renegotiate rent. (Of course) 

the exits we were negotiating were put on pause (buyers saying: “let’s see how this process will 

be pan out first”). (Before), you considered those (properties) as assets, you owned them in 

perpetuity. Suddenly, they are no longer in perpetuity; it is a regular rental contract. So the 

regulatory environment is in constant flux. It is a challenge. " 

An example where regulation change, post-transaction, add unforeseen cost: 

Mr. Nabarawy: “The risks that you have is the government or state involvement in sort 

of a regulation. For instance, we saw in education that a law was introduced where foreign 

control cannot increase over about 20%. Then you ask, what is the point of this law? This is a 

form of a risk, where you enter and then the regulation will take what actions and how will it 

affect me.”… “you have to see what happened in the past as there are live cases. Take EMAAR 

properties for instance; they had to pay fines or a sort of settlement fees. You will almost never 

enter a stage of a stand-off, you will reach a settlement for the deal in return for a price. But 

this at the end does not give a good image or reputation (of the country), and these things 

make you reluctant to make further investments.  At the end, these things can be case by case 

which can sometimes leave you very confused as to what is really going on but in general, this is 

the key risk that you have” 

An example where government incorporates new tax-law affecting past returns, not just 

forward earnings: 

Mr. Nasser: “So the VAT was introduced, and as a company owner you’d ask ‘what is this VAT 

going to be on?’ – (they say) ‘this will be on everything starting last year’ – (to which you 

reply)‘what does that mean, you want to collect taxes on revenues that were made before you 

announced this tax?’ – (they reply) ‘Yes, we would like it retrospectively’. Laws are applied 

retrospectively. So you already made investment decisions, you have already allocated budgets 

and then “hey, by the way this law applies from last year.” 
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An example, where before the Arab Spring, the government promised many advantages in 

enticing a foreign company, called Agrium. 

Mr. Nasser: "but then the revolution took place, and the new government raised cases 

against Agrium, these contracts are all fraudulent. (Fights and cases for so long) that is what 

you are gonna get sometimes." 

Therefore, inherent to the Egyptian market’s frontier characteristics, GPs will face very difficult 

challenges in navigating the volatile environments caused by authorities in the market. Shocks 

will occur, where business will be hit and GPs will feel the impact in their final return figures. 

Therefore, it will add the pressure on them to perform elsewhere. This research argues that 

past unrealistic expectations of returns do not benefit the stakeholders involved. Therefore, as 

MNEs undertaking FDI are not only measured by financial performance, GPs undertaking FFDI 

must also have another goal, alongside their financial one, to make there FFDIs pursuits in non-

developed markets feasible.  

Mr. Kamal emphasized the need to go local, agreeing with Leeds and Sunderland (2003) and 

Scheela, Isidro et al. (2015): 

“Well, usually a PE fund to become effective they have to seek the knowledge and the 

connections of what I call indigenous financial advisors, management etc. This is exactly what I 

talk often about, if one group of PE funds that have appetite for investments in Egypt, they 

cannot talk at arm-length from abroad, they have to have their own domestic presence here, 

like a rep office, local management that they trust and that follow their criteria for finding the 

right business and the right partner and the right scale of operation. I normally do not 

encourage a PE fund, if you are talking Denmark or England whatever, to talk to partners by 

coming back and forth and try to make visits here and there without the domestic knowledge. 

So the networking can be created through a local representation here.”  

GC vs. BO-Roll-Up and the trade-off of Minority vs. Majority 

The trade-off will be retaining the interest of the entrepreneur vs. attaining full control in the 

consideration of minority vs. majority.  
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It could be argued that retaining the interest of the entrepreneur through a minority position 

would aid in elevating the LOF that would otherwise exit. However, this would require that the 

entrepreneur is qualified to lead the operation (skilled and connected) and the interests are 

aligned, ensuring that the entrepreneur will behave in the best interest of the organization. This 

can be mitigated through negative control mechanisms.  

The other end of the trade-off is about acquiring control over the organization. While risks of 

control and investor protection will be diminished, factors such as LOF will have to be mitigated 

through other avenues. 

Revisiting Wilton’s Framework from 2012: 

 

The importance of Development Financial Institutions (DFIs) 

The role of DFIs as LPs is essential. It can play a significant role in the allowance for GPs to 

operate in non-developed markets, gain local expertise and networks. This would combine with 

their existing ownership advantages of boosting company growth and professionalizing it. DFIs 

will not solely focus on superior returns as in the case of a more commercially-oriented LP.  
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The question then becomes: how can DFI’s long-term goals coincide with the GP’s short-term 

goals of realizing a return? 

There are two aspects to consider. Firstly, GPs are required to achieve a financial return in a 

short-to-medium duration. Secondly, DFIs are mandated to generate developmental goals in 

the locations in which they invest (as well as achieve a financial return). 

Assuming that the market conditions for an external exit are not the most feasible, the put 

option will be the next likely exit avenue for the GP. Therefore, the aggressive and short-term 

accelerative strategy of a GC fund will need to be successful to transform the company from 

Stars to Cash Cows, which enables the GP to exercise their put option. This growth strategy can 

project in the short-term achievements, financially, however cannot be argued to be unhealthy 

for the company’s long-term survival either. However, if a shock occurs in the market, which 

has been proven to be characteristic to Egypt, then the returns might be slower than expected 

and hindered. The role of DFIs in this instance is that they would look at the developmental 

achievements of the GP as well as their financial ones. This is where a leeway can be attained 

for GPs, when factors beyond their control affect their returns.  

Therefore, the second aspect is derived from the GPs ownership advantages that enabled them 

to raise the capital in the first place and is concerned with: how can GPs involvement in a non-

developed market have a good impact on its economy? Non-developed markets are, by 

definition, non-developed in the way they do business. As shown in the literature, many 

companies are family owned and managed, where the corporate structure is informal and short 

sighted. Therefore, by inserting their financial structure on their portfolio companies and 

solidifying long-term governance measure in place, the GP involvement on SMEs they invest in 

can have a long term effect.  

Discussion and Conclusion 
Denoting the undertaking of a foreign private equity investment as FFDI, the notion brought forth by 

Agmon and Messica (2009), could be the first step taken towards overcoming its complexity. There are 

overlaps between FDI and FFDI, however, there are also differences that have significant implications on 
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the decision making process and the effect on the recipient economy.  The decision making process a 

GP goes through when undertaking FFDI is deemed different due to three significant variables.  

Sub-Questions 

Firstly, the motive of the entity undertaking the foreign investment is suggested to be different, 

affecting the locational determinants, which was the focus of the first sub question. On the one 

hand, FDI inflow to Egypt was argued to have decreased due to government reforms that 

disabled competitive pricing relative to international levels, which meant that MNEs could no 

longer benefit from Egypt’s cheaper raw material for instance. On the other hand, FFDI is not 

motivated by imperfect market conditions. The motive of FFDI lies on yielding financial returns 

from the local market conditions, individually. Thus, the determinant that is presented as a 

crucial one is the liquidity shortage in Egypt, which increases the motive to sell by 

entrepreneurs and business owners. As financial buyers, the entry valuation for GPs is essential.  

However, this does not conclude that Egypt is an attractive market for FFDI altogether. There 

are certainly risks that are prone to hinder business. As shown by the interviews, political 

uncertainty and legal volatility create uncertainties that can significantly hinder the 

performance of a fund due to additional costs of doing business in such non-developed 

markets. This leads onto the second and third differentiators between FDI and FFDI, 

stakeholders and duration. 

Secondly, and in response to the second sub-question: stakeholders of an FFDI are only 

concerned with financial returns of a fund. Furthermore, the duration of a fund is pre-defined 

and typically short to medium term. Stakeholders of an FDI consider financial returns too, 

however, the consideration incorporates the long-term strategic merit of the undertaking. 

Therefore, the difference in attention to duration will have a result in different post-investment 

strategies. Cross-border M&A, which is under FDI, highly considers the integration and 

coordination of sub-units.  The need for FFDI to exit in a short-duration, since IRR figures 

decrease the longer the holding period is stretched, results in a very different sense of urgency 

for GPs to execute their strategies and see the results within that period. Any strategies they 

undertake that benefit the portfolio companies on the long-run is good for the portfolio 
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companies, and perhaps the recipient economy. However, it does not benefit the GPs if it does 

not show in their exit proceeds. Therefore, there is clearly an agency problem, especially when 

in non-developed markets the private equity model is unknown to the majority of companies. 

This has been confirmed by Ms Abdel Migued, a local GP operating in Egypt. Therefore, a 

compromise is required somewhere if the FFDI model is to sustain. This aligns well with the 

suggestion of this research, at the end of the literature review: GC funds have been deduced as 

the most appropriate type for non-developed markets, with an incorporation of some BO-Roll-

up characteristics when needed. For example, remaining industry agnostic in the case of Egypt 

would be beneficial as the strong consensus among the interviews is that the Education and 

Healthcare sectors are highly undersupplied in the market and a significant potential for value 

remains untapped.  

Finally, the exit avenues of a fund are a crucial component in reaching the financial objectives 

of the fund and in non-developed markets, whether frontier or emerging, this is certainly an 

issue. IPO markets cannot be relied upon as in developed markets and the M&A activity will 

depend on the local market. Ms Abdel Migued had mentioned that in Egypt, M&A activity was 

incredibly low and GPs must turn to exit protections such as put options with their portfolio 

companies.  

GC Funds and the role of DFIs 

GC funds target SMEs. From the perspective of SMEs in non-developed markets, this aligns as 

the survey from the World Bank showed that the single most constraining factor on growth is 

access to finance. Therefore, there will be a willingness to sell. In turn, This was supported 

through the interviews condocted on the Egyptian market, concluding that one of the locational 

advantages specific to GPs will be liquidity shortages in the local market – assuming a good pool 

of SMEs exist for selection.  

Non-developed markets exhibit higher growth on average than developed markets. From the 

perspective of GC funds, requiring returns in the short-run, the post-investment growth 

strategies implemented by GPs have the potential of growing in the same proportion – which is 
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financially attractive for GPs. In the case of BO-Roll-Up funds, the fragmented market enables 

GPs to attain returns by profesionalizaiong and consolodiation, tapping into synergetic effects.  

However, the return expectations by commercial LPs might still be too high and uncertainties 

inherent to non-developed markets might repell GPs from initiating a fund-raise in the first 

place. Therefore, the third stakeholder below might play a crucial role in the longevity of FFDI. 

The largest source of capital for non-developed markets are DFIs  

FFDI is solely measured on financial performance. However, the double-objective of DFIs 

(developmental impcat and financial returns) enables FFDI a similar leeway as for FDI, where 

section 2.1 showd that performance measurement in the latter is multi-dimensional. 

Section 2.2 shows GP compensation is proportionate to how much the fund is able to raise – i.e. 

the size of the fund. The size of the fund is contingent on the GP’s track record and reputation. 

Therefore, achieving the required returns and above is a crucial factor for GPs as it drectly 

affects their ability to raise follow-on funds, and the size will also depend on the track-record, 

which has been argued by Kaplan (2005)’s results. For example, Buffet has even argued that 

GPs do not disclose information in the most ethical way. Furthermore, in the pressure to deliver 

on financial goals, some of the practices implemented by GPs to their portfolio companies have 

not been considered ethical. This is and often accusation of the LBO startegy for instance, 

where they are accused of being responsible for significant increase in unemployent.  

This research suggests that the GC fund strategy can do the opposite. Supporting SMEs to grow 

can increase economic growth altogther. The growth startegies of the GC fund enable them to 

realize their short-term objectives on the fund level, but also support the company on the long-

run. This can be further enhance by ownership advantages of a typical GP, which is a high-level 

of sophistication, business acument and governance practices – otherwise they would not have 

been able to raise the fund in the first place. This ownership advantage can be utilized by 

ensuring the company has the adequate governance measures that can increase the chances of 

the SMEs to thive on the long-run, once the GP exits. For instance, implementing a strong 

seperation between ownership and management, which oftn a non-existant distinction in 
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family-owned businesses. In other words, the GP’s short-term objectives are matched with the 

DFI’s long-term developmental goals. The GP’s ownership advantages of implementing 

international standards for accounting and book-keeping (Agmon and Messica 2009, Talmor 

and Vasvari 2011) could for instance enhance the chances of attracting a foreign trade buyer, a 

traditional FDI, or even a larger private equity fund within the region (Erel, Liao et al. 2012). 

On the fund level of an FFDI, it could thus be useful to only raise funds from DFIs, and other 

institutional that have both financial as well as a developmental objectives. If the pool of capital 

is only atttained from such sources, the fund will have a leeway to attain local knowldege and 

netowrks that can be added to their existing business and finance skills. To that effect, a 

precedence would be established and the GP would gain furthere advantages such as local 

networks and would have a clear picture of the local market and the returns to be expected 

therein, which would enable a much more informed progression therafter.  

The industry’s returns: are they unrealistic? 

The research further proposes that the industry might have to revise its performance 

expectations as it has been a precursor to what has been described as ‘unethical business 

practice’ durng their post-investment operational enhance ment stage as well as a precurser to 

what has been described as ‘unethical reporting practices’. 

Future Research 

The distinction made between FDI and FFDI could be significant for future research, whereby 

the diligence executed by FDI scholars could be replicated in the new context of FFDI. This is 

because the unique charactersitics of a private euqity fund could create value for non-

developed markets and the study into that area further could be significant.  
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 Appendix 1: Private Equity Fundraising Activity as of 31 December 2018 

  

EMPEA Country Classification 
 United States 

 Western Europe 

 Other Developed Markets 

o Includes Australia, Canada, Japan and New Zealand 

 Emerging Markets (includes Frontier Markets) 

o Africa 

o Emerging Asia: (China, India, Southeast Asia, Other) 

o CEE and CIS: Central and Eastern Europe and The Commonwealth Independent States 

o Latin America 

o Middle East 

…more data below 
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Older EMPEA Data: “perseverance of optimistic capital raising activity through 

the years” towards emerging and frontier markets 
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Appendix 2: Country Classification According to Nasdaq 

 Developed Markets encompass the countries with the most advanced economic 

conditions, characterized by “developed capital markets with high levels of liquidity, 

meaningful regulatory bodies, large market capitalization, and high levels of per capita 

income.” This segment includes: 

o North America; 

o Western Europe; 

o Australasia. 

 Emerging Market countries are “in the process of rapid growth and development with 

lower per capita incomes and less mature capital markets than developed countries” 

which include: 

o BRICs (Brazil, Russia, India and China) 

o GIPSIs (Greece, Ireland, Portugal, Spain and Italy) 

 Frontier Markets are characterized by “little market liquidity, marginally developed 

capital markets, and lower per capita incomes” than the more developed emerging 

markets. Frontier markets include: 

o CIVETS (Colombia, Indonesia, Vietnam, Egypt, Turkey, and South Africa) 

o Nigeria 

o Bangladesh 

o Botswana 

Emerging Money (2012) 
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Appendix 3: Private Equity Broadness  

Fund Types 

In demonstration of the difficulty of explaining the private equity industry and its subcategories (Fraser-Sampson 

2011), there are funds beyond the four that are outlined above such as Distressed funds, but since “many 

distressed investments are buyouts” (Talmor and Vasvari 2011) (Page 30) they overlap with BO funds. Distressed 

funds also intersect with another type of private equity known as Mezzanine funds.  Mezzanine funds provide LBOs 

with an alternative level of debt financing (Talmor and Vasvari 2011), also known as a “convertible debt 

instrument” (Fraser-Sampson 2011) (Page 12). Distressed funds target financially troubled companies, with two 

subcategories of its own: ‘‘Distressed-to-control’’ and ‘‘Special situations’’ or “Turnaround” (Talmor and Vasvari 

2011) (Page 30) These other types are not part of the continuation of this dissertation. 

Take Private and Secondary Buyouts and PIPE 
As demonstrated in their names, take private funds invest in publicly traded companies that are taken it private as 

result of the transaction while Secondary BOs is when they buyout portfolio companies that are either fully or 

partly owned by other private equity funds.  PIPE is “occurs when a particular investment instrument is created 

within a public company that may offer Private-Equity-type return”. These three cases are not considered in the 

continuation of this research paper. 

The fundamental considerations of BO transactions

 

Due to LBOs consuming most of the transactions in this category, the financial engineering solutions will involve 

various layers of debt as shown in the figure above. The fund can take on straight senior debt secured against the 

assets of the company but can also seek alternatives such as mezzanine financing which is a form of cash flow 

lending that entail equity kickers. 
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Data Sources on Fund Types 

Reasons for Confusion 

VC (excluded information from body) 
The latter refers to the hands on approach taken with the portfolio companies through factors such as knowledge 

and networks. Many VCs in the US implement the Entrepreneurs in Residence (EIR) Concept, whereby several 

previously successful entrepreneurs roam around with portfolio companies or potential portfolio companies of the 

fund to discuss ideas and, in some case, join or even lead the companies on a permanent basis. Syndication is a 

also an important concept that prevail among VC funds; this is the concept where multiple VC funds will be 

involved in the same funding round of the company (Fraser-Sampson 2011). The value derived lies in the additional 

perspectives (which could sometimes also prove problematic in instances of disagreement) increased industry 

contacts and, potentially, complementary areas of expertise brought by each VC fund’s GPs. The monetary value of 

doing so is that funds can distribute their capital, thereby the risk taken (Talmor and Vasvari 2011).   

 
Growth Capital and Late-Stage venture 
The blurry line between the Introduction and the Growth stage, combined with the closeness in proximity between 

a Question Mark and a Star, causes confusion between GC funds and late-stage VC funds. 

The initial point of distinction is a subtle one. A company that is no longer threatened by the survival issue but 

rather is concerned with the issue of growth is a GC target. This company would actually be profitable if it took its 

foot off the accelerator. A qualified GC GP will ensure that their portfolio companies maintain acceleration as to 

increase the chances of becoming a huge success (Cash Cow) and decrease the chances of falling in the undesirable 

rank of a Dog.  

 Second area of distinction is less categorical. First, late-stage VC investments are also referred to as “pre-IPO 

funding”. Consider a company that has completed Series A and B financing rounds successfully. As their 

momentum persists, the late-stage VC fund invest in their C round, at which stage they expect an exit in quick 

succession: “they will invest in what they hope will be the last year to eighteen months in a company’s life before a 

sale, or an IPO should no trade buyer materialize” (Fraser-Sampson 2011) (Page 170). In the case of GC, the 

strategy seeks an exit after a three-year period (sometimes longer), during which the goal is to increase sales and 

at least maintain market share (along with the market growth) or increase it.  

Origination of Buyouts 
Buyout deals originated from the concept of management buyouts (MBOs), which is when the executive 

management team of a business decides to buy it from the existing shareholders. Typically they would hire 

accountancy firms to act on their behalf in assembling a business plan and pitching the deal to BO funds. The 

evolution of MBOs gave birth to the concept of management buy-ins (MBIs). In MBIs, the management team of a 

particular business collaborates to buy another business operating in the same sector. This is usually the result of 
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their failure in completing an MBO within the company they work for due to, for instance, trade buyers outbidding 

them. As the industry evolved and the sizes of BO funds blew up to where mid-sized funds approximately equate 

between US$250 to US$500 billion, BIMBO became the prevailing acronym. BIMBO suggests that most deals are a 

combination of an MBO and an MBI “where outside executives are grafted on to existing executive teams in order 

to facilitate a buyout”.  
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Appendix 4: (Hymer, 1960) Pages 32-33 
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Appendix 5: Exhibiting Cross-border M&A growth  

Data from Statista on “Value of cross-border merger and acquisition (M&A) 

deals worldwide” 

 

https://www.statista.com/statistics/955606/worldwide-value-of-cross-border-merger-and-acquisition-

deals/ 

Next page includes more data on the same topic 

https://www.statista.com/statistics/955606/worldwide-value-of-cross-border-merger-and-acquisition-deals/
https://www.statista.com/statistics/955606/worldwide-value-of-cross-border-merger-and-acquisition-deals/
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Copied from: States versus Corporations: Rethinking the Power of Business in International Politics by 

Babic, Fichtner et at. (2017) – Page 6 

The share of Cross-border M&A is irrelevant to this dissertation as it refers to the share of corporation 

activity vs the state. However, the takeaway that is relevant for this research is that there is a significant 

growth in cross-border M&A activity, supporting Statista data above. More importantly, this whole 

segment of the appendix supports the claim that the growth in cross-border M&A highlights that there 

are multiple motives of engaging in them.  
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Appendix 6: GP Compensation 

2.1.3 The LP-GP relationship 

While the capital allocated to PrEq funds is denoted as illiquid and high risk, the role of GPs is in 

alleviating the risk in pursuit of acceptable financial returns, which means that the LP-GP relationship 

entails crucial considerations.  

GP Compensation 

There are three main ways in which a private equity firm or GP is compensated. First, the GP is 

compensated annually through a management fee, usually a percentage of the committed capital, and 

then also by receiving a percentage on the capital employed when investments are realized. Second way 

is where the GP earns through the “carried interest” method, which is a share of the fund’s profits and is 

almost always a 20% share. Thirdly, some GPs charge deal and monitoring fees which are aid by the 

portfolio company, not the LPs. Deal and monitoring fees are commonly split 50-50 among the GPs and 

the LPs, however the negotiation of this split could be a difficult one in the fundraising.   

Additional to management fees and carried interest, LPs often include a “hurdle rate” as a form of 

protection. The hurdle rate is typically set at 8%, which means that carried interest owed to the GPs is 

only payable after the LPs receive their initial committed capital plus the hurdle rate. After the 8%, the 

GPs then receive 20% of every dollar of return after that. There are alternative approaches that LPs and 

GPs can agree on, such as “catch-up”, however, as that is beyond the focus scope of this research, the 

only performance-based option considered in the progression is the hurdle rate as it is the most 

common. The hurdle rate discourages the GPs from taking excessive risks, influences the GPs in exiting 

the portfolio companies early, ensures that the minimum return LPs receive is potentially higher than 

public market investments, ensures that the only GPs that enter this agreement are able to, or believe 

they are able to, deliver a successful investment strategy. 

Example (could move to appendix) 

The private equity firm ABC Partners raises a private equity fund, ABC I, with a commitment of $2 billion 

from LPs. In this example, the assumption is that management fees are set at 2% and carried interest is 

agreed to be 20%, with a hurdle rate of 8%. 
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Management fees of 2% would mean that ABC receives $40 million annually over the 5-year investment 

period. Management fees typically start to decline after year five and end after ten years, unless 

extended. If the management fees drip to 1% in the latter half of the fund’s duration, the total 

management fees accumulate to $0.3 billion and ABC would have the remaining $1.7 billion to invest. 

If ABC were able to realize $6 billion on their investments at the end of the cycle, this would equal a 

profit of $4 billion. The LP compensation would amount to $2.16 billion (committed capital and hurdle 

rate) plus $3.04 billion (80% of the returns – the hurdle rate). The GP compensation would amount to 

$0.3 billion throughout the life of the fund plus a $0.8 billion at the end as carried interest, which 

amounts to a total of $1.068 billion. 
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Appendix 7: The story of a Brazilian SME and where PE funds come in 

handy 
On the outskirts of Rio de Janeiro, far from the pristine beaches and luxury apartments of Copacabana 

and Ipanema, Claudio, the owner of a midsize company that provides scaffolding equipment for large 

construction projects, was reflecting on the turbulent history of his 40-year-old business.1 “We had a 

fantastic reputation! The company had a steady stream of reliable clients, a great brand name, and 

gradually we became a leader in our market. But no matter how fast we grew our revenues, the 

company was always encountering financial difficulties because we took on too much short-term debt. 

We never made any money.” This paradox of growth without profitability is a frustrating pattern 

repeated by “successful” entrepreneurs throughout the developing world. And for those who survive, the 

story usually gets even worse. 

“By 2002–2003,” he continued, “the Brazilian economy was beginning a period of explosive economic 

growth, creating unprecedented opportunities for the construction industry. Although we had been the 

market leader in our specialized niche, I realized the company would quickly lose market share unless we 

could rapidly expand and respond to the huge increases in demand for our products. The construction 

materials sector in Brazil was highly fragmented, and I knew consolidation was inevitable as the building 

boom picked up momentum. Only those companies with access to the capital required to make new 

investments, achieve scale, and grow quickly would endure. I had learned from experience that the banks 

were useless. Even for a well-established company with a good track record in a booming market, they 

only offered short-term loans with crippling collateral requirements at sky-high interest rates. We even 

tried the government-owned development bank, and although they claimed to be interested in SMEs like 

us, I quickly realized they would be too slow and bureaucratic to solve our problem. 

“In order to survive, we needed to attract an investor who recognized our company’s potential and 

would be willing to make a long-term commitment. Luckily, a friend of a friend introduced me to a 

private equity fund manager who specialized in making investments in small Brazilian companies with 

rapid growth potential. During our initial meetings, the prospective investor was extremely demanding, 

and I became skeptical that we’d ever strike a deal. But after an extended period of time and some very 

tough negotiations, we reached an agreement for the firm to invest a significant amount of capital for a 

15 percent equity stake in the company. 

“Our entire mind-set changed once these private equity investors were on our Board. From day one, they 
were active, hands-on, and sharply focused on specific improvements that would strengthen our 
performance. For example, although we already had reasonably good corporate governance standards, 
they offered wisdom we simply did not have, and we were able to strengthen our accounting and 
financial disclosure practices in line with international best practices. They also gave us more credibility 
with banks, and suddenly we were getting longer-maturity loans. And with their additional capital and 
expertise, we were able to execute a more aggressive acquisitions strategy, which accelerated our growth 
trajectory.” 
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Copied from Leeds (2015)  
 

Appendix 8: Exit Protection 
1. ‘Tag Along’: whereby if the majority shareholder, i.e. the entrepreneur,  decides to sell 

their portion, they cannot do so without the selling the fund’s minority stake on the same 

terms and at the same time. 

2. ‘Drag Along’: opposite of Tag. If the fund finds a buyer, whom is only interested in 

acquiring the full 100% of the company, or at least a controlling interest, then the GP can 

force the entrepreneur to sell their shares into the deal alongside the fund. 

3. ‘Put Option’: this ensures that the GP can force the majority shareholder to buy the 

minority stake back, by servicing notice in the required form and under the agreed upon 

terms between both parties.  

4. ‘Call Option’: opposite of Put. this option allows the GP to buy the remaining majority 

stake from the entrepreneur (or at least a portion of the stake to shift the fund’s minority 

to a majority) by servicing a notice under the agreed upon terms. This will usually entail 

that the payout follows an ‘earn-out’ basis rather than upfront. This is important in 

monetary terms but, more importantly, it protects the company from a risky disruption 

by its entrepreneur or business owner leaving suddenly. The call option can be a strategy 

of an add-on strategy, should the portfolio company show further promise. However, in 

the context of protection, the call option’s practicality is that the mere threat of 

executing it can “bring a recalcitrant to heel” (Fraser-Sampson 2011). 

5. ‘Shoot Out’: became unfavourable and no longer used 
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Appendix 9: Examples of Aggressive Post-Acquisition Strategies by GPs 

Table 1: Examples of Private Equity Funds Executing Growth Strategies  

 

 

Copied from Pages 101 and 102 from Ismail (2009) 
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Table 2: Private Equity Funds focused on the Roll-Up Model 

 

Copied from Page 184 from Ismail (2009) 

Table 3: Private Equity Funds Professionalizing Portfolio Companies 

 

Copied from Page 194 from Ismail (2009) 
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Appendix 10: Scoping the Types of Private Equity Funds studied in this 

research paper 
 

Scoping 1 

 

Main Targets 

     

 

PLC Stage BCG SMEs  
Main 

Objective 
Debt Control Exit 

VC Introduction 
Question 

Marks 

Unlikely 
to be 

targets 

Invest in and 
support as 

many Home-
Runners 

No Minority 

Various 

GC Growth Stars Yes 
Grow Sales 
(top-line) 

3-8 Year 

DC 
Mature and 

Decline 
Cash 
Cows 

Not the 
core, 

but can 
be 

targets 

Grow Earnings 
(bottom-line) 

Preferred 
within 3 

years 

BO       
Roll-up 
Model 

Mature and 
Decline 

Cash 
Cows or 

Living 
Dead 

In this 
study 
scope, 

yes 

Targeting an 
undersupplied 
market, with 
undeveloped 

SMEs 

No Majority Various 

 

 

Scoping  2 

Min vs. 
Maj  

Main Targets SMEs as 
Targets?     FUND PLC Stage BCG Main Objective Exit 

 

Minority 

VC Introduction 
Question 

Marks 
No Home Runners Various 

Strategies  from 
VC can be 
included  

GC Growth Stars Yes 
Grow Sales (top-

line) 
3-7 

Years 
 

DC 
Mature and 

Decline 
Cash Cows Can be 

Grow Earnings 
(bottom-line) 

3 Years 
Strategies  from 

DC can be 
included 

Majority 

BO       
Roll-
up 

Model 

Mature and 
Decline 

Cash Cows 
or Living 

Dead 
Yes 

Attractive sectors 
and consolidate 

Various 
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Appendix 11: Interviews 

Interview with Mr. Torben Kjaer 
 

Torben: Then Bankinvest asked me to part of the team starting emerging markets. I think it was in 2006. 

Then I stayed there and we invested in two companies in Egypt, in the first fund, and 8 investments in 

Vietnam. Then we raised a second fund in 2008, which only focused on Vietnam. So I moved to Vietnam 

and there, where I made some investments there. Then I moved back and in 2011, I started at Maj 

Invest. I spent 3-4 years there as a partner, then focused on our own business. My wife and I have our 

own business, not a small business and not a huge business either but we have a turnover of 115 

Million. It is (inaudible) so a bakery production out in Amager. She is in charge, but I help. So I focus on 

that and then I am a consultant to Maj Invest. Since then, they put me into 8 boards of directors, where 

5 of them are in Asia I am stay for one week per month in Asia. In Singapore, Jakarta etc. (2.34) 

(inaudible) so I am in charge of these companies for Maj Invest. We have 5 companies out there and 

now we are trying to sell two of them at the moment. We have a (inaudible: nation/agent/interest) in 

Singapore, we are trying to build them. So I work from my house. 

(In-audible) 

Youssef: It’s (the master thesis) about PE investing in EM and what I’m concerned with (for my thesis), is 

sort of what it comes down to for an investor from the western world going into emerging markets, 

regarding different factors such as information accuracy and accessibility, the collaboration with local 

partners/management, how easy it is or how adaptive they are for the new PE fund to be an active 

investor and change a lot of the things to make sure the company can grow. So, I wanted to go through 

different factors with you, we can go through it progressively – so from deal sourcing all the way to exit, 

and then some examples or why, as you said earlier  and can correct me if I’m wrong, you started in 

Egypt and Vietnam but then looked more at Vietnam.  

Torben: For the first fund, we had some funds from Danish foreign ministry, sizeable importance to the 

budget. The mandate was to invest in all the (inaudible: the needer) countries, which is Vietnman and 

Egypt, its Ghana, Kenya, Tanzania and also Bangladesh. So we did look at these countries but we found it 

not so interesting as Egypt and Vietnam as of 2006.  

Youssef: Based on the investments, if we compare Egypt and Vietnam, the bias was more towards 

Vietnam correct?  

Torben: It was easier to find investments in Vietnam.  

Youssef: Was that the main reason you had more investments in Vietnam than Egypt? 
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Torben: Good question. But what of course also happened was the revolution that didn’t help. But we 

ended up finding it much easier to establish a pipeline in Vietnam. The first fund that focused on poor 

countries, we made 8 investments in Vietnam and 2 in Egypt. So… Why was it easier to find companies 

in Vietnam? Vietnam was kind of a closed economy from 1975 until the end of the war, until 1990. I 

went there the first time in 1990, with Carlsberg. So, in 1990 there was not many companies to invest 

into in, (inaudible). But then, when it was possible to establish your own business, then lost of people 

started their own business in 1992, 93, 95. Because these people are very entrepreneurial in SEA, they 

are very much like the Chinese. They like to be independent, and very ambitious and they have high 

aspirations for their family and so on. They work very hard. So those companies I think mid1995, and by 

2010, these companies had reached a stage where they were a target for investment. A lot of small 

medium sized companies, which was quite good for us because we had a small fund, 70 million.  

Youssef: Oh yes. I remember reading 80 million or so.  

Torben: (inaudible) So if you want to make 10 investments, you need to save for upinvestments. Which 

means that you can have investments, on average, 5-6 million dollars, which is quite small. The 

companies were quite small at that time, and they are bigger now. Now, we can make larger deals and 

put 10 million or so (inaudible) because the economy is growing at about 6%. But that is not the main 

difference for Egypt because the economy is also growing, maybe not 6 but 3 or 4%. In Vietnam, 1990 

maybe 75-80% was state-owned enterprises (SOE) in Vietnam because it was a communist country, it 

still is. Many companies back in 1975 in the south were nationalized. The business was not open for 

private business unless you are very very small and had a shop or something. It was not open before 

1990. But still today, the portion of private business to state owned business, I don’t have the figure 

anymore, but could be 50/50 or something. Because you know a lot of banks are owned by the state 

except a minority and the infrastructure and so on are owned by the state, the airlines and these things 

but it is becoming more and more private because they are making privatization. The main growth is in 

the private sector. So if the whole economy is growing about 6%, when you have private sector grows 

maybe 12% and the state sector grows 0%. So the growth in private sector are much larger than the 

total growth of the economy because that’s where the new companies are and you have people working 

hard and ambitious. The state sector are growing much less. So we found companies that had top-line 

growth of 20%, organically, and that is you know in sectors that are very basic. Like food stuff, or fashion 

or building materials and so on, sectors that are quite boring for many investors (inaudible: in New York 

(12.16/18)) where these sectors don’t grow but they do grow in Vietnam a lot. There is very high growth 

and a lot of private companies interested are in partners because also it was very difficult, and still is, to 

get finance in Vietnam. Probably easier in Egypt. Still, basically none of our companies have bank loans. 

They don’t have. It is not possible to get them on reasonable terms. You can only get them in dollar, you 

cannot get them in the local currency. So many of these entrepreneurs do not like banks, they like to be 

independent of the banks so for that reason they seek equity, private equity. Because they prefer that 

sometimes, some people, to banks. It is very difficult to get bank financing, very difficult, very very 

difficult. Especially for small-to-medium sized companies. The big ones, yes. That leads them into – if 

they want to make a new factory or cash-in because they maybe would like to enjoy life because they 

are 50 or 60 and ‘now I put all my effort and knowledge in the company, I need to cash out’ – then they 
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are interested in PE. Some are interested also because they hope and believe that PE partners can add 

some value. Some PE companies can add value. I would say so. So either they seek PE because they 

want them to add value and/or they need capital.  

Youssef: That is what I know about PE, it initially started even in the western world because of financing 

gap which that was clearly stronger or larger in developing countries. So, as you say, it was even a bigger 

problem in Vietnam and Egypt for these entrepreneurs to find reasonable financing that is not 

detrimental to their businesses.  

(Inaudible) 

Torben: I have become more of a specialist in Vietnam than Egypt. We invested in a large 

pharmaceutical company called Mina. 

Youssef: That is in Egypt, right? 

Torben: Yes. They could get bank finance. They were a large company. Where another company we 

worked for making chemical urea. It is my feeling that it is easier to get financing in Egypt than getting it 

in Vietnam. Vietnam is very very difficult.  

Youssef: To try and bring it into perspective, or a conclusion, would you say that the timing then was 

one of the big roles? So Vietnam had this very exciting time where the economy was opening up, a lot of 

privatization, while Egypt had the revolution. But that (the PENM investments) was before the 

revolution since it was in 1990s, right? 

Torben: We made these two investments before, yes. In 2007. I guess the revolution was 2009.  

Youssef: Yes of course, the political (stability). 

Torben: Vietnam is very stable country, actually. Very stable. Its like China, a one-party system. I am not 

in favor of that but it has advantages for them because it is very much under control and there are 

certain limits to what you can do. In terms of strikes. In terms of expressing disagreements and so on. 

So, all these things are kind of not coming up very much. We never got any serious strikes or 

demonstrations and the people are quite happy. The poor people and the rich people. So there is no 

serious social friction between rich and poor. I would also say between south and north. There use to be 

but not anymore. People are looking very much to themselves to see what they can do. They are not 

necessarily jealous that others are doing better. So it is a very stable system this one party rule. 

Youssef: Which is obviously a huge factor? 

Torben: Yes. So, that proved to be a problem in Egypt. Also, the people I spoke to in Egypt. Both of them 

were very supportive for the general taking over in 2009-10. The business people I met. Because they 

didn’t like all this uncertainty that the democracy implied. It was not ready for full-scale, ‘one man one 

vote. The people I talked to were very supportive of the military. But, I don’t know, what the opinion is 
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in Egypt now. I know it is going much better with the economy. I know there are also some investments 

made. But I have not followed Egypt since 2009. 

Youssef: I mean, for me. I figured out that that might be the case since your focus became in Vietnam so 

I wasn’t really concerned with taking the con..(inaudible) as I can research that on my own, rather focus 

for example on the experiences you’ve had there. You said your average investment was 5-6 million on 

average in the first fund. Do you mind if I ask approximately how much of a stake that you would acquire 

with that? 

Torben: In the beginning, we only took minority. We wanted the ownere to take responsibility for some 

of the local issues. Dealing with the government, getting liscences. When we came there, we were not 

sufficiently, we did not have sufficient knowledge about it and we didn’t have the network. So it was 

important for us to have a local partner to deal with this. As we get more experience, and now that 

(…inaudible word…) worked, made fund 2, the larger fund, fund 3 and fund 4. The funds became bigger 

and the investments become bigger, there was no more focus on larger companies. And also (you 

become) not so afraid of larger stakes, after 4 or 5 years on the ground. You could take larger stakes and 

could consider taking a majority shareholder (position). There comes a lot of responsibility when you are 

the majority shareholder then its not your issue to deal with them, it is your issuer to find management, 

to join ventures together. All these things are then your responsibility and that requires something 

extra.  

Youssef: And that actually pushes me to the next question. Because obviously the ground presence is 

crucial, with the social networks and with also the understanding how business is done there in the 

difference market. How would you say that helped you do better with the business? So after 5 years, 

you were more in a position to take majority stakes and be more active and more responsible for the 

companies. What certain areas did that help with, with different bodies in the local market so the 

government, regulatory etc. How did that help most, having a ground presence?  

Torben: You mean local employees? Or both? 

Youssef: Okay, so you had two investments in Egypt and eitht in Vietnam. Were you involved in Vietnam 

or also in Egypt operations? 

Torben: Both. 

Youssef: All of them, yes? 

Torben: Yeah. Yeah.  

Youssef: So how did you find the collaboration with the Egyptian managers, or the Egyptian company 

owners that you had to work with vs. the Vietnamese company owners? How was more understanding 

to the western style, how was ready to adapt? 

Torben: I would say the. We made two investments in Egypt. One was with (a guy) who is Christian, 

catholic, he is married to a German woman. And the other investment was in an Indian company, 
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argoalis, they have been in Egypt for 15 years and in charge of Alexandria carbon black. So that was 

probably not a coincidence that we… we were not only seeking partners with western mentality but 

probably those two partners spoke the same language as we did - more or less. So, I cannot use these 

two as an example. A lot of companies that were owned by traditional Egyptian families, that is of 

course a little different story. Hmm. I am trying to think back.  

Youssef: Of course. Take your time. I mean I would really like to dig into the fact that it was not a 

coincidence. I think that is where. Obviously there was something. 

Torben: Maybe I will have a view on this later. But on this subject to Vietnam is also (…inaudible word… 

sounded like competitive). Small and medium sized companies owned by families have a completely 

different mentality than we have.  

Youssef: Versus Denmark? 

Torben: Yeah. There is not good governance. They have often different accounts. One accounting book 

for official. One for tax authorities. They employ people from their family in important positions because 

family is very important to them. They cut corners. There are not proper bookkeeping. On that aspect, it 

is not better in Vietnam than in Egypt. Its not. Maybe its better in Egypt than in Vietnam these things. 

When it comes to small to medium sized companies. So that is not a difference. For Vietnamese families 

it is very difficult to work with the foreign partners, because he is used to be very independent and they 

start up you know, if they see a business opportunity, they go for it. Even though it is in a different 

sector than they are in now. They go into real estate deals, so they are very very entrepreneurial and not 

very focused. So, it is very important to find the right partner and that is not easy. But the bigger the 

companies are, and that goes for all markets, very much the governance is better. They have 

professional management, they have proper audits, proper accounts, they have all their licenses in 

place, they have middle management, certain professional skills. So, the risk of investing into larger 

companies are much smaller than the risks of investing in small to medium. Because you get fewer 

surprises I would say. Because the small companies are run by families, so they are very entrepreneurial, 

in a good way and a bad way. So I would definitely say the risks are higher in going into small to medium 

than going into larger.  

Youssef: Higher in small to medium or higher in larger?  

Torben: Small to medium, the risk is higher and the work is more. Because a lack sometimes of 

management skills. So many private equity firms learn the lesson that it is preferable from risk 

perspective and work perspective to invest in companies that are not too small. The larger the company, 

the better. That is also a learning we did.  

Youssef: So you changed over time? 

Torben:  PENM partners changed and now they only invest in large companies. Fund 1 was investing 5-6 

million dollars. Now, I would think they do not do investments below 20 million. That it my impression.  
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Youssef: And do you know if they are going to re-look at the Egyptian market? Or are they now fully 

focused on Vietnam? 

Torben: They are fully focused. 

Youssef: On Vietnam?  

Torben: Absolutely.  

Youssef: And is that because the revolution or because their expertise lie there? 

3Torben: People coming with the money, pension funds, they like GPs that are focused. If they have a 

priority to invest in Vietnam, then they prefer a company that are doing that. If they then want private 

equity in Egypt, then they check a fund that is focused on that. They prefer dedicated workers. That 

does not mean that. Hmm. There could be a private fund that is fully focused on Vietnam and Egypt or 

China but most investors prefer that each fund are focused on one market. Then they prefer to go into 

another fund that is going into another market. But it could be the same manager. 

Youssef: Yeah okay. Same private equity firm with different funds. 

Torben: So, you have dedicated teams in funds. Pension funds like to know exactly what they invest in. If 

you spread it over too many different countries and industries, then they cannot control their exposure. 

They do not know what their exposure to Vietnam is, to Egypt is. Now, they (PENM funds) go into 

Vietnam exclusive fund, they know all that money is exposed to Vietnam. These financial institutions are 

more and more regulated by the financial authority, so they need to know their risk on industries, on 

countries and so on. So, it is not possible to have an Egypt-Vietnam fund. Not today. Very difficult to 

raise money.  

Youssef: I assume also the track-record comes into play, within Vietnam.  

Torben: Yeah, yeah. 

Youssef: Okay, then I would like to jump to your time after PENM, at Maj Invest. 

(Jump to 32:55) 

Youssef: When I looked at Maj Invest, it seemed that they had the private equity pillar that looked at I 

guess Denmark and other developed countries, and then they had the other pillar, which is called 

private equity international, and it seemed that they focused on Vietnam and also Indonesia, so I 

understand there is an emphasis on Southeast Asia.  

Torben: Yeah, there use to be. We have a fund that is very similar to PENM’s first fund, only Vietnam 

though. And the second fund we raised about 80 million dollar, focused on Vietnam and Indonesia. That 

is the companies I work with today, they put me in to kind of try to support the companies and assist in 

the sales process of the companies. They will not continue, there will not be a fund 3 or 4. They would 

like to focus on the private equity business in Denmark. 
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Youssef: The reason I bring it up, is because we have discussed before the discrepancy between the 

academic literature vs. the (business) reality and there is a lot of this talk about the hype of PE in EM 

that started around the 1990s. And then actually it seemed as though a lot of the private equities that 

tried to go into emerging markets initially, failed because they tried to replicate the structures and the 

approaches that have been successful in the U.S and in Europe. So I brought Maj Invest up because I 

thought it could be interesting if you’ve seen the private equity pillar looking at Denmark, if they had a 

different approach to your structure or your way of going into the market or your deal sourcing or your 

collaboration, your exits. They way you looked at risk etc. I mean do not want you to give away your 

secrets to success but.. 

Torben: For Maj Invest, the process is the same. But in Denmark Maj Invest in the last funds 4 and 5, 

they make majority investments where they go in and own the company. That was not the strategy in 

Vietnam and Indonesia because, as I told you before, it felt there was a need for a local partner because 

there are too many local issues to solve. So focus on majority vs focus on minorities. But the process is 

the same. They way you do it, the team, pipeline, due-diligence, contracts and sales – it is the same. I 

can only think of this difference.  

Youssef: So then, if I try and give it a conclusive line that you could then maybe challenge me on, would 

it be safe to say that in Vietnam it was very helpful to find companies that were posed for a lot of 

growth and you would give them the equity boost and perhaps some governance, some help to improve 

the governance and be ready for when they are larger. Here in Denmark, you would take over their 

company. Was it the equity boos that they required or was it the governance or what the difference in 

taking a minority vs. majority? Other than the factor that you wanted the local managers to remain 

interested to care of the local issues.  

Torben: There will be much less governance to improve in Denmark if anything.  

So your role here was equity? So you would then take over the company because it was attractive and it 

needed equity to grow.  

Torben: Yeah. I don’t know – sometimes it is because the company is attractive, sometimes it is because 

of the owner decides that this company should not be inherited by children, for various reasons. 

Sometimes does not need capital, then you pay the shareholder to take over the company. For Maj 

Invest, it doesn’t really matter. Its not a so that you seek investments where you put money in, but that 

could be a difference to Asia. Because most investments I have seen in Vietnam is with money going into 

the company, and sometimes 10-20% of the investment goes to shareholders to buy shares. That is 

because it’s a different growth scenario. It is very difficult to find companies in normal businesses, now I 

don’t talk (about) IT or (inaudible… 2 or 3 words), but normal businesses I food and so on that is 

growing. There are companies, but very often they don’t need say 200 million kr or so, that is the typical 

investment of Maj Invest or 150 maybe on average. What I see is that in Denmark, a big part of the 

investment goes into shareholders and a (small) part into the company. In Vietnam, it is a different ratio. 

Most money goes into the company and less goes to the shareholders because growth costs money. You 
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know, if it is a factory or it is giving credit to customers or so and so. Because there are so high growth 

need capital. That is a difference.  

Youssef: Well, I mean I have sort of gotten everything I would like. Unless you want to add something, 

before we end the recording, on Egypt vs. Vietnam. That is really the emphasis of my focus. So, what 

was great about Egypt? What was very unappealing about Egypt or Vietnam? Or the main point of 

comparison? 

Torben: It was 10 years ago. I do not remember exactly. Let me think. 

(Skip to min 41:07) 

Torben: I do not think there is a difference in the investment environment, where there could be risk of 

nationalization, risk of getting a bad ruling in court if you have a disagreement, I think the risk is the 

same. 

Youssef: Ok, in both countries? 

Torben: Yes, I don’t think I would like to go into a court room in any of these two countries. Egypt is not 

worse than Vietnam. Vietnam is very difficult. There a lot of ways to influence the court. 

Youssef: Corruption? 

Torben: Yeah. In some form or another and I do not think it is better in Vietnam than in Egypt. I am sure 

there are also problems in Egypt, but there are definitely also issues in Vietnam if you get disagreements 

with your partners. That’s not good. Also when it comes to authorities and liscencing and this stuff and 

so on, then Vietnam is very bureaucratic, a lot of offices and so on. Its not good in Vietnam, it takes too 

long time. Tax authorities would come to inspect you and always find something. So that is not the 

difference. The difference is that Vietnam is a new, still a new economy and so many good stories about 

Vietnam. People moving from China to Vietnam because China risk, because China is too expensive now. 

Vietnam is much cheaper because they do not own production in one market 

 

Interview with Mr. Michael Hedegaard 
Youssef: So the questions are broken down into different areas. There is the motive of the investment, 

comparing FDI with FFDI, and we have mentioned that FDI is when the MNE is the investor entity while 

the FFDI is the private equity fund with the mandate to invest in just one location. Then duration of the 

investment and then performance measures – and then any other areas you feel you got ideas for as we 

go. So the vertical FDI is argued to be obsolete in the context of FFDI because they don’t go for relarive 

expansion of the whole organization, they just go for the economy. The horizontal integration carries 

more resemblance as it aims to gain access to the market, which is similar to the PE fund going to invest 

into portfolio companies there. However, the proximity concentration-trade-off, which is should I stay 

back home and tailor to the foreign market from home or should I go into the foreign market and tailor 
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to it locally, is also ot a consideration because t is completely independent. So, could you please share 

your thoughts on the motives of a private equity fund manager undertaking FFDI, why would you think 

they would go into the economy if it’s a frontier or emerging market? 

Michael: In a specific country? 

Youssef: Yeah. 

Michael: It can be very different motives. I guess you have very sort of PE funds, pension funds and then 

you have DFIs so I think when you look at that, they will all sort of look around for different targets 

where they could put their money and get some target return based on also the risk. So I guess those 

could be motives. Most cases, at least if you see it from developing economies, well then your challenge 

here would be what kind of knowledge do you have about a specific market that you are looking at: do 

you have enough knowledge to go into certain emerging markets and set up the organization to make 

sure you get the return that you need. I guess you have a really. You have got so much money in 

developed economies that are not getting any return because of negative interest rates so they have to 

find places to do the investments.  

Youssef: So in essence, would you say that the motive is financial return only or would there be a 

strategic part to it? For private equity fund? 

Michael: Again they differ a little bit. I would assume that their main motive would be financial mostly 

and they would have certain criteria for the return hat they need to get. Then many case you would 

probably also want to reap a little bit knowledge (so) you might be willing to go a little bit lower on your 

return in order to get some knowledge, as piloting.  

Youssef: Great. So, those motives you mentioned. Let’s assume they are the correct ones, how do you 

think that affects the motives of the investor. So if they are looking at locational determinants, 

traditionally FDI would look at low cost political certainty. So there are of course determinants that are 

de facto – like policitcal uncertainty that is always important. Do you think there are certain locational 

determinants that could be more important just for a private equity fund 

Michael: Than for traditional FDIs? 

Youssef: Yes. 

Michael: That is a really good question. I would assume that they would be, in many case, making sure 

that the institutional set up of the countries they are going into are at a certain level. Otherwise, I think 

it would be too difficult. I would imagine that a plain FDI would be more willing to go in sort of more 

frontier markets – but this a general assumption. More mature markets is what you would be more 

interested in. 

Youssef: So if the motive is solely financial, what effect do you think that has on the cost of hedging the 

FX exposure? 
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Michael: I think you will definitely try to minimize that much more so you will be willing to pay a little bit 

more to hedge the risk. Because in many cases, lets say that you do a traditional FDI, you would have 

other ways of managing FX risk because it is part of your overall operation. If you are a private equity, 

you’re denominated in maybe Euros or Dollars, so that is what you are. I would think that financial 

investments are more focused on the exchange rate – to get that risk hedged. Mitigate that risk.  

Youssef: So next stage. How do you think the set duration of the FFDI, which is typically between 8-1 

years, affects the strategy considered? Compared to the perpetual assumption of an FDI? 

Michael: I would think that is the area where I would see a clear difference in the sense that you would 

be much mre focused on the exits, how you can exit and to whom you can exit. Also, entering into 

agreements and sell off because you don’t want to be locked in. Whereas if you are doing a traditional 

FDI, in many case, you are there to stay. So I think that is a big big big difference. And I also think that 

you would be more reluctant to go into relatively new projects because you wouldn’t be sure that you 

could actually get this up and flying to where you want it to be within that period of time. So you would 

probably be a little bit more looking at more mature, more safe investment – with the private equity. 

Safe in the sense that they already have a platform, they already have something.  

Youssef: Compared to the safe, what about the distressed companies which have the potential but need 

the capital to pivot over, where they survive at all or become quite successful. Do you think that’s a 

viable strategy for emerging or frontier markets? 

Michael: I guess for those who are specialized it would be. That is a specialized field whether you are in 

an emerging marker or developed economy; I think that is always a specialty. You can enter into 

something and turn it around, it is probably a little bit more complicated on emergin markets – you need 

to know your markets a little bit more.  

Youssef: Perfect, I will move into the ownership advantages then because you said that you need to be 

specialized. So, if we assume that the ownership advantage of the PE fund is to go into distressed 

companies and turn them around, so they are specialized i that area, if they go into a frontier market 

where generally there is less competition…. Do you think they would have a competitive advantage or 

would it balande out because they would be in a new are (location)? 

Audio went out 

 

(Technical fault – five minutes lost)  

Youssef: So if you could summarize on the duration that we just discussed, so the duration of the 

investment in the FFDI is a set duration. We discussed earlier what effects it has on the strategic 

considerations…………… until min: 0.56 

Michael: Exactly that you look very consciously at the exit and how you can create value within that 

period of time and also that you can find within counterparts to that exit. So who are you going to sell 
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to, either you have already signed up agreements which is a safe thing to do, options, call or put options. 

Or, that you can float it on the market.  

Youssef: I think it makes a bit difference on the exit. We talked about the exchange rate consideration: 

Michael: When there is a fixed duration. I am not sure if it directly will impact because it is… 8 years…. I 

just think that PE funds will be more focused on hedging the risk in general. Not specifically, but in 

general. They do not want to takr that risk. Whereas if you are a multinational going in, you have 

otherway s to deal with FX risk.  

Youssef: Thank you for repeating those two questions. The other pillar is performance measures. What 

effect do you think stakeholders have on the effect of perforamce measurement, the perception of 

performance. When we discuss PE, they have institutional investors with rigorous criteria and have sort 

of more stake in the fund than with a MNE, that is most likely listed with many shareholder and a BOD 

for instance. How do you think performance measure is considered? 

Michael: PE compared to a corporation. Again PE will probably be more financially focused, that it what 

they are doing. It is not like MNEs (where) you would also look at other types of measures that are not 

necessarily in themselves financial: strategic for instance. Let’s say that you have a target you choose 

you want to keep a market share of a certain percentage that may not be financially the most optimal, it 

is just a strategic consideration. The PE fund would not have that motivation.  

Youssef: Then I would  

Interview with Mr. Ali Nasser (Various relevant roles) 
Youssef: So I am doing a research, you’re right, about PE in frontier markets. So I have an academic 

segment where I am researching it through the foreign investment theory, just academic wise. Then, I 

have the second part, which is a case study of Egypt as a Frontier Market and exploring how different it 

is to invest in Egypt. My starting point is that the majority of capital for PE comes from the U.S. and a bit 

from EU. So inevitably, the majority of PE investments in Egypt or in Frontier Markets would be a foreign 

investment so then it has an extra barrier; other than the fact that a frontier market lacks fundamentals, 

there is also the foreignness of the PE investor coming in. (For example) there is a cultural barrier when 

they have to work with the business owner and they have to collaborate with them on a day-to-day 

basis, they also have to understand how to do business in that country so it is a whole different ball-

game. (So) there are a lot of barriers that have to be discussed so I am looking at them all incrementally.  

Mr. Nasser: Interesting! 

Youssef: Thank you. So, just as a quick summary for the first part, which is not (directly) relevant to the 

interview but maybe you are interested in knowing. I am challenging the research because foreign 

investment is broken down into foreign direct investment and foreign portfolio investment and 

researches have always bundled PE as part of FDI which is true but to an extent only. There is also a lot 

of characteristics that resemble foreign portfolio investment because also you know it is an asset class, it 
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has a duration and I think you would have to create a sensitivity analysis as well for the local currency 

against the home currency because you have a duration and if the currency is hit where you are 

investing then it immediately impacts your results, or your IRR. But for MNEs, they probably have 

several locations and currency hit them in a good and a bad way at the same time, so they just have a 

treasury department where they will just have risk exposure mitigation …….. you are going there as a 

fund, as a standalone. So I have also taken out buy-and-build strategies 

Mr. Nasser: No, its very interesting. What are you doing this research as part of. A degree or a? 

Youssef: Yes, as part of a Master’s degree. 

Mr. Nasser: What is that degree in? 

Youssef: It’s in International Business, but two months in I realized that I should have chosen something 

with more of a finance focus so my electives were all finance, so my major is international finance and I 

have been working in London for the past year. I was supposed to hand in my thesis last semester bas I 

got this job at a PE firm in London (so) I wanted to go and just explore a bit before I graduate because 

once you graduate, you know of course, the first job you take impacts your whole career so it is a bit 

stressful. I tried to give myself a bit of cushion to breathe and see what I want to do. 

Mr. Nasser: That is a great move, you’re definitely on the right track there. To give you a bit of 

background about myself… 

Youssef: Yes, please. 

Mr. Nasser: I am originally an engineer, I had my bachelor at AUC (and then) I did a masters in 

Engineering at Cornell, the US after which I went back (to work) in Egypt for about three years with a 

Canadian multinational investing in Egypt. They had one of the largest fertilizer manufacturing plants 

set-up in Egypt and they were actually in the middle of construction and I joined in sort of a business 

development capacity. (After that) I went back to the U.S., I did my MBA and I joined Citi Bank, 

Investment Banking in New York. I did that for about three years and then came back to Egypt. (I have 

been) kind of working on a pet project that didn’t really pan out (but) meanwhile we, my family has a 

boutique advisory/asset management company in Egypt. I kind of joined that when I got back to Egypt, 

we manage just over EGP 100 million, which is about US$ 8 million today. So, a very small, friends and 

family kind of fund, through which we are invested in tourism, we are invested in cement, we are 

invested in RE, (in Egypt and outside Egypt). 

Youssef: Ah okay, so locally and globally? 

Mr. Nasser: Yes, locally and the U.S. 

Youssef: We’re all Egyptian-American so we got stuff here and stuff there. So that is pretty much it. 

During my time in the U.S. unfortunately Egypt is such as small market I didn’t really get any exposure to 

doing business in Egypt. If there is a big transaction that Citi Egypt is dealing with, then it gets passed to 

Dubai; if it’s too big for Dubai, it gets passed to London; if it’s too big for London, only then does it get 
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passed to New York. This essentially meant that I never dealt with Egypt, it never showed up. I covered 

specifically fertilizers, so there was one time where there was a fertilizer company that actually wanted 

to set-up a secondary offering and that is the only time I saw something from Egypt hit my desk. If it was 

related to fertilizers and Citi was looking at it, it would hit my desk – that was the nice thing about that 

job. That being said, if you’re interested actually when I was doing my MBA, I did an international M&A 

course and I actually did a paper on cross-border M&A with a focus on Egypt. I made a point (and) flew 

over here and I interviewed two people; (one) was a senior partner at Baker & Mckinsey law firm and I 

really got some insights into capital barriers and all the different laws for M&A (in Egypt). M&A (in 

Egypt) is a real joke, its just pathetic, (the regulation included things that are truly funny), really hard-

pressed to believe.  

Youssef: You have all of that in your paper? 

Mr. Nasser: Yes.  

Youssef: Well I would love to look at it.  

Mr. Nasser: Aboluetly! 

Youssef: Thanks, because with your MBA and investment banking background, it makes sense to go into 

that depth. I tried to be a little bit smart for my area as I knew that if I tried to go into that much depth, I 

would be going over my head and then I’d probably end up in a bad situation, so it didn’t do that. I am 

keeping it a bit holistic. But if you have the work done already then I could, you know, refer to it, and 

then I do not have to make it the focal focus of my paper. I’d love to look at it. 

Mr. Nasser: Absolutely! 

Youssef: Thank you! 

Mr. Nasser: Sure, I will try and find it. … really absorb a shock (5 second some voice lost) You really have 

to get in the weeds. For example, when a company acquires another company the case I was looking at 

was (there is a bank in Egypt called) CIB, when CIB acquired Citi bank’s retail operation in Egypt. I think 

that was about 6-7 years ago, what happened was they completed the acquisition and (it was done) Citi 

bank had sold all (their) retail operation to CIB, that included all of the branches, the employees, 

everything; they acquired that portion of the business. Post-M&A kind of house-keeping, (they went to 

change employment contracts of the employees) they needed to change it over from (that these 

employees) are employed by Citi Bank to that they are now employed now by CIB. (They went to the 

Employment Union, which then said “no no no, there is no such thing, I do not understand these details, 

those people are to place their retirement request from Citi Bank and then after that we hire them at 

CIB. But what do you mean ‘the employment contract’”) and that led to several people who were 

employed by Citi Bank getting severance payments so that they could move them over to the CIB, which 

was an incremental cost, that was never accounted for. So there are some things that you wouldn’t 

believe that this actually happened. So we are behind on a lot of fronts.  
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Youssef: Yeah, we definitely are. It is for those exact reasons I am focusing on you know sort of the 

building blocks of an economy in the private sector, building a business, fundamental needs in a society 

and how PE can come in and support and then potentially also one of the recommendations is that an 

international player could sort of prepare the company for international standards, then it at least 

prepares it for a good target acquiree – don’t know if that’s a word. So I am trying to stay out of the 

highly sophisticated stuff because I will get shot down for it because as you just mentioned, it (Egypt) 

lacks a lot of fundamentals. I mean it is a frontier market that is the definition of it.  

Mr. Nasser: Yes, by definition exactly.  

Youssef: And even emerging markets by the way, and that is why I chose Egypt and said that it is similar 

to Emerging Markets. China also, okay, just because demographically they are huge but they also lack a 

lot of fundamentals, I think this one-party rule (for example) and I think as soon as you step out of non-

developed countries, you face very unorthodox issues. So it does not matter if it Emerging or Frontier.  

Mr. Nasser: No, I think still if you are talking about BRICs for example, that’s a different standard of 

business. You are familiar with the acronym BRICs, right? 

Youssef: Yes, of course but Brazil for me I do not think are better. From what I hear, I think it could be 

even worse because of the corruption and the…  

Mr. Nasser: Look, at the end of the day, there is corruption of course and it is ramped but at the end of 

the day, the economy is of a certain size, there is enough players there to kind of make sure that shit 

gets done, that there is some kind of methods to the madness at the end of the day. Of course, there is 

a reason why they are calling them Emerging Markets, with some crazy shit going on, but its not as 

ridiculous as it sometimes a can be (in countries like Egypt).  

Youssef: Of course.  

Mr. Nasser: Also in China, yes there is a bullying environment as in “this is the way it’s done – whether 

you like it or not. So either fall in line or do not come at all” but at least there are rules to the game. 

Here in Egypt to the contrary, you don’t know anything. Sometimes the outcome is simply based on your 

luck. 

Youssef: It is one of those funny things that I try to talk about in interviews but it is very intangible; this 

factor where you have to know your networks and how to deal with this uncertainty as you perfect 

mentioned “based on luck”. A way to mitigate perhaps the bad luck is to know the right people that will 

help you. 

Mr. Nasser: Yes, absolutely, that is correct. 

Youssef: So it’s just one important thing. I also discuss syndicate investments as a way for first funds to 

get the right networks and understanding. So if they invest in syndicates with leading players locally, the 

interests are aligned. But it could also have its own challenges as the funds might have different 

strategies, sizes and risk appetites as well. So it is also quite a “funny” discussion.  
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Mr. Nasser: That’s definitely an interesting approach, I honestly… I am trying to think when that has 

happened. I can think of a couple of examples. When you say in syndicates, are you referring to them all 

invested as one vehicle or together as several funds together.  

Youssef: It could be. I mean the details could differ but essentially in simple terms, it is just several PR 

companies (funds) that are invested in the same target companies on the same terms. So you know the 

same round of funding for a target SME they would get let’s say from two or three PE players. Usually a 

lot of them like to do it for diversification reasons unless they think this is the next google or something 

and they are greedy but typically it is two or three PEs that would come in, potentially also as a value 

add is if they have different areas of expertise and different areas of networks they can bring to the 

company. So I use that in this context as a way to decrease the liability of foreignness for the foreign PE 

player when they invest with a local PE leader for example.  

Mr. Nasser: Of course.  

Youssef:  So they will know the regulatory bodies, they will have the governmental support, they know 

how business is done, they know how to talk to the business owners because I think also there will be a 

lot of pride because in Egypt – my last dissertation I talk about this a lot actually, the power distance in 

Egypt and how different hierarchies work together in different cultures – and I think a CEO of an SME 

might be very difficult to boss around actually if we say it as it is. They will not take it likely.  

Mr. Nasser: Of course!  

Youssef:  So it is also something that a foreign investor might not know and then completely ruin the 

relationship and then it becomes very difficult to do anything and then they will have to face the issue of 

enforcing a contract for example, if it is a minority stake. Could I ask you, your cousin told me you 

manage an SME in Egypt, right? 

Mr. Nasser: Yes, that it true. We acquired a controlling stake in a travel agency, we started off with 22 

offices and we are down to 18 (as we) shut down a few, we sort of have been cleaning up house for the 

past couple years, it was 2017 when we moved in. It is sort of a private equity exercise. 

Youssef: Yeah it sounds exactly like it. You are just a buyout, right? 

Mr. Nasser: Yeah exactly. 

Youssef: Very interesting, because Ali you are very relevant to my paper. I can talk to you as a GP. This is 

a very good surprise. You also have huge expertise abroad, and knowledge, so I think I can give you a, 

we can walk through the stages of a fund and I can ask you questions.  

Mr. Nasser: Sure. To give you a back story: when we acquired the majority stake here, my father was 

already on the board. He was invited to join the board back in 2010 I think, solely in an advisory capacity 

and he kind of helped the company navigate post the Arab Spring and all that, a lot of travel companies 

had to shut down or barely stayed afloat. Then in 2017, they were actually in a pretty good position and 

a lot of the existing shareholders were just looking to exit because they have gone on for so long 
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without seeing any tangible return. For us, I was in America at the time so I was contributing remotely to 

the process but given the numbers at the time I thought it made no sense not to move in. People were 

willing to sell literally less than par-value so we went in. Because the tourism sector was (completely 

broken) after the Arab Spring, the company had been (through a lot), which was perfect for us because 

we could come in and kind of start changing things around.  

Youssef: So you could also call it a bit of a distressed buyout? 

Mr. Nasser: Yes, actually when my father joined the board it was already a distressed. He initially (said): 

“my recommendation to you is to liquidate”.  

Youssef: In 2010?  

Mr. Nasser: Yeah, straight away! They said “No we can’t, we have employees. Where will these people 

live from?” (Okay then) we will go into an aggressive restructuring. (So they told him) “Please join the 

board”, which he did and started working through this restructuring plan, the company was back on its 

feet and by 2017 it became (what you call) a prime PE target.  

Youssef:  You said three points of restructuring (and the line/signal went out a bit), could you please 

mention them again? 

Mr. Nasser: (They started settling their tax obligations), they had a lot of unpaid taxes, they had a lot of 

bad debt that were on their balance sheet, they couldn’t really expense that (in one go), they went 

through sort of a controlled schedule of just extinguishing bad debt, they sold a few assets and get their 

liquidity back in check. Fortunately, they did not have any significant debt (so) nothing that couldn’t be 

extinguished with the sale of a few assets. That’s it and of course with the rebound of the sector itself, 

(the operation started picking up again). When I first came back, I got involved, I joined the board. I 

knew nothing about the tourism industry so I took a few months just shadowing people and hanging 

around and then I started. The first thing that drew my attention was internal controls or lack thereof. I 

started asking questions about work flow and process and that kind of gave me some answers I did not 

like. So kept on digging and I realized that there was an account manager (who stole) from the company 

over EGP 5 million for example. So that was a great experience, especially because I found that out 

without him knowing that I found that out, so we took our sweet time talk with prosecutors (questions), 

setting up a case, asking prosecutors what evidence they needed and all that he was still allowed to 

continue his employment while we kind of build our case and then (he came one day, found his door 

locked with a chain, police coming for arrest) and we made sure it was a scene because we needed to 

send a message to the others too. 

Youssef: (To confirm), you said he was embezzling money, right? 

Mr. Nasser: Yes, he was. I think embezzlement is the right term. 

Youssef: And then you had to make a scene and show the rest that this is not a joke anymore. 
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Mr. Nasser: Exactly, that we will take very aggressive actions to recover any fraudulent activity. (After 

that) this kind of sent shock waves across the company that there is a lot of new scrutiny and then we 

kind of started putting in the internal controls that we need to have in place to prevent this from 

happening again. The problem for a company like MENA Tours is propagating those internal controls to 

18 different offices across like 16 different governments/provinces. So (it was) very decentralized (the 

operation is very loose), people did not feel like they are under that much scrutiny when they are sitting 

16-17 hours away by car. So we started investing in technology that allowed us to have more control (on 

out branches), some more basic features like centralized time-keeping system (so now everyone in all 

branches today, in any province) they check-in, they check-out online so we have very central (control). 

(Then you start realizing that people were not going to the office and weird things going on). (And the 

problem, one of my friends has a company in MO2AWLAT. He tells me the machine for the finger print, 

he installs it on the site, he then goes back 2-3 days after and it would be broken. He asks what 

happened and they come up with excuses such as “a car hit it” etc. He tells me every time he buys a 

machine, it breaks after 3-4 days. In the end, he announced that the if the new machine breaks he 

would deduct the total price from each employee’s salary on site. He tells me now he finds them 

protecting the machine). So we went through a duration until we figured out the right formula which 

was to have some sort of a system on the computers, so they have to open up their computers and log 

in online kind of a check in and then we kind of started repositioning the company. The travel industry is 

one of those industries that is kind of dying and it’s not dying. The dying part of it is kind of the small 

individual traveler who can use booking.com/expedia etc. kind of get all their travel needs taken care of; 

so that’s dying. But at the same time, corporations will always need a travel agency, they need someone 

to handle their travel, they need someone to handle their travel policies, they need someone to prepare 

reports about their travel activities. They need someone to give them credit for their travel needs and 

then bill them at the end of the month so we started internally, at least in Egypt, really positioning 

ourselves to become more of a business travel agency and it also made sense because over 60% of the 

revenue the company makes comes from corporates. So that was one direction. The other direction was 

okay we partner with companies abroad in the U.S. gets us clients from the U.S. So for instance they sell 

the trip in the U.S and then they call me saying “Youssef (for instance) bought from me trip A and is 

arriving on the 10th” I know what trip A is, I meet Youssef at the hotel, I get everything in place from 

booking the hotel to providing the guides and arrange transportation and under their name – so using 

their brand. So essentially they outsource the entire thing to me. So we realized okay if we are providing 

that level of service and we are realizing a fraction of the returns then why not try and grab that 

customer directly from the start. So we actually set up an entity in the U.S. and we created a new 

website and we are hoping to launch it in the next few weeks under a different brand. We are setting up 

a new sales team just for U.S. travelers and eventually (inaudible) when we start with European 

travelers as well. We have got a huge price advantage. In the U.S. he is selling trips and he needs to 

make a margin on top of my margin. 

Youssef: You are cutting the middle-man, that is awesome. 

Mr. Nasser: Exactly! Which is the trend all over.  

Youssef: Of course! You’re referring to technology and blockchain? 
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Mr. Nasser: Exactly, yes! And that is really only been allowed because of technology. Today, I can set up 

a website and I have set-up a 1-800 number as if I was in America exactly but (located) in Egypt. So I am 

incurring Egyptian labor costs by providing an international level of service.  

Youssef: Perfect and you have the American accent as well, so you fool them right off. 

Mr. Nasser: Hahah! That (the American accent) is harder to find here.  

Youssef: I am sure. But I am wondering actually, you probably have a challenge of reputation because a 

lot of them are worried about you are going to Egypt and the provider of this service has to be very 

trustworthy. 

Mr. Nasser: Exactly, that is a very good point. When you are working with an established U.S. provider, 

that is the one thing they have got, that we don’t. They have the track-record, they have the history of 

operating with U.S. tourists so they have got that going for them. In my experience, its something you 

can still get. For me, I want to buy reviews and I want to buy positive feedback and I will do that by 

offering subsidized trips. I have no problem, offering trips for half price, offering trips with 100% 

satisfaction guaranteed (so come and if you did not like the trip, take your money back). I actually 

started when I was at Citi in New York, I started a bus company. 

Youssef: Wait while you were working as an Investment Banker? 

Mr. Nasser: Yes.  

Youssef: So it’s safe to say you got no sleep for a couple of years? 

Mr. Nasser: Yes, that is a very fair assessment. I would come back from work 12/1 am. I’d work (on my 

own things) until 3-4 am and then sleep. Then, I’d wake up for and be at the office by 9 am. It was (hard) 

especially in the first couple of months but of course I had a GM that I hired full time, I was just 

overseeing daily operations. But when I started, it was a brand new bus company, operating from Ithaca 

where Cornell was locate (…college) to New York City. It was a four and half hour trip and we provided  4 

trips a day, 6 days a week. And I essentially decided I will not spend a dime on marketing, I just went to 

local newspapers and said guys we are starting a new bus service, it is going to launch on this date, the 

website is going to be open in about a month before that and guess what, the first 5 days are free so let 

your readers know, they should try to get their tickets for one of those five days, absolutely free. 

Naturally, all the papers heard about it in Ithaca and the day the website opened, it crashed. We had to 

upgrade our hosting plan because there was so much traffic. That was the best marketing we could ever 

do. People were telling each other (Oh Wow) there are free trips, free rides and people were going 

crazy. From my end, I did not even own the busses, I was renting the busses. So I turned around to the 

company that renting me the busses and told them the first five days I am running a promotion for free 

to get our business off the ground, so you need to cut me a better deal for the first five days. So they 

gave me half off the rental rates for the first five days. So everything was (actually) willing to kind of take 

a hit (a small one) for the first five days but I think that it is the way to get over the trust (issue). People 

will take the risk if it is free. 
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Youssef: Sure, I think it is a brilliant strategy.  

Mr. Nasser: Yeah better than trying to convince them to not believe the news (about Egypt not being 

the safest location). It is what it is, it’s a free trip. 

Youssef: Take it or leave it.  

Mr. Nasser: Exactly!  

Youssef: Nice. I am wondering (about) something if we step back a bit, when you bought it out and you 

had fresh capital in. I am sure most of the capital went to the existing shareholders – yeah, for a buyout.  

Mr. Nasser: That is correct.  

Youssef: Then I assume there was fresh cash in the company as well (or) was there no supplementary 

(cash), if I may ask? 

Mr. Nasser: No of course it’s okay. The good thing about it (the company) and the reason why I was 

saying it was a prime PE candidate was because they actually had a very decent cash reserve for their 

operations of USD 100 million. 

Youssef: That is 2016? 

Exactly! 

Youssef: That is after the float right?  

Mr. Nasser: Actually, that was before the float and when the float happened that was a huge issue 

because suddenly you’ve just made a lot of money, but you did not really make any money. Technically, 

you just made a lot of income from currency inflation but its all fictitious income – nothing really 

happened. (But then there was a lof of issues and arguments with the tax authorities and here is where 

you face problems that are inherent to Egypt. As all of your Balance Sheets have to be filed in in EGP, 

today you had EGP 7 million and suddenly tomorrow you have EGP 18 million. The authorities then 

claim you have gained EGP 11 million so you will pay your taxes of 22% on the EGP 11 million and you 

are left there thinking, are you crazy or what is going on?) 

Youssef: It is almost as though they did not live in the same country (and) they didn’t see there was the 

floatation.  

Mr. Nasser: The problem is that the right hand does not talk to the left hand. The decision comes out of 

one end but there isn’t a body or institution that is fully charged with kind of analyzing all the second 

and third order consequences of what you are about to do. We (in Egypt) take the decision and action, 

and then let’s deal with the after-math. So back to the previous example, the tax authorities attacked 

the companies right after the floatation asking for the tax on the differences (EGP 11 million) but then 6 

months after, a law comes out saying: “Ah okay, they can be excused from those taxes for a period of 

one year”. Then comes out another law kind of modifying that. All of this should have been thought out 
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before you floated the damn currency. This is the problem with frontier jokes of a country. They take 

decision and then deal with the after math when it comes firing in our faces. You get s*** like that.  

Youssef: It sounds like a series of laws that do not complement each other either. So you never know 

what direction it is going to take.  

At all, that is exactly it.  

Youssef: I had a friend who wrote about regulatory arbitrage. So, if you know how to deal with systems 

like that you can actually have a competitive advantage but I do not think you can in frontier markets 

because you have no equation to understand after some time, I guess.  

Mr. Nasser: Look, honestly when I first came back to Egypt, how unclear things were, was just 

astounding to me. I thought it was simply incompetence but when you take a closer look, it is not just 

incompetence. It is the precursor to corruption. If the law is fully clear on what needs to be done and 

how it needs to be done, how can I as an official extract value. If the law is vague, which is the case in 

countries such as ours, that is when officials can extract value. This law can go one way or another – it 

depends on my interpretation in this specific case.  

Youssef: Makes sense and there is no accountability (as a result). 

Mr. Nasser: Not at all! Other than the fact that you have corruption on the level of judges, you have 

some that are very unethical and work on bribes. It is a whole different story. You have something like 

the VAT, this was just a typical example of how regulation is introduced with just zero thought about the 

consequences or how things will pan out. It is insane. Sometimes you just wonder how this country 

holds it together. So the VAT was introduced, and as a company owners you’d ask “what is this VAT 

going to be on?” “this will be on everything starting last year” “what does that mean, you want to collect 

taxes on revenues that were made before you announced this tax?” “Yes, we would like it 

retrospectively” Laws are applied retrospectively. So you already made investment decisions, you have 

already allocated budgets and then “hey, by the way this law applies from last year”.  

Youssef: There is nothing to do? You have to pay it, right? 

Mr. Nasser: Yes, but they will be good about it, they will allow you to pay over installments, they will be 

flexible. So you get such ambiguity. (I will tell you another interesting story) as a travel agency, we deal 

with (such issues). The army/state has decided to venture into the hotel industry. Today, the Egyptian 

Army is the biggest owner of Hotel properties in Egypt – over 26 properties across the country. I am a 

travel agency, which by definition is pretty much a broker. You come to me saying I want to book one 

night in this hotel, which happens to be owned by the army. (I say) sure, absolutely – the room costs 

EGP 100. If you go directly to the hotel, they will charge 100. When you come to me, the government 

will come saying: “I want VAT on that. They will want VAT of EGP 14 on that EGP 100. I inform them that 

even the hotel tells me that he is exempt from this extra cost, when I went to talk to the hotel they said: 

“No, we are a Hotel owned by the army, we do not pay VAT tax, so when you sell our services, do not 

collect VAT tax”. 
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Youssef: So you do not collect (from customer) but they (authorities) come and ask for it at the end? 

Mr. Nasser: Yes, they come and ask for it. We then tell them that we were told not to collect VAT. They 

say, “We do not care. Everyone is subject to VAT”. We respond by asking “What does that mean?” and 

they say that “You either pay that or you will find a case against you from the tax authorities. Your 

problems are to be solved with the hotel, we want the money”. I met with the second ranking guy in the 

taxation union and said to him: “we sit with the managers of the Hotels that are owned by the army and 

they tell us that they do not pay VAT, so they do not charge the customer VAT. Well then why would the 

customer even come book the room through me and pay 114 when he can go buy it from him for 100?” 

Youssef: They’ll run you out of business. You must have sorted it out. What did you do?  

Mr. Nasser: Yes, we did! We don’t take the money, we don’t book it as revenue. (We tell the customer): 

“You’re here to book two nights? Sure, we will just have you pay at the hotel.”  

Youssef: Oh, I see.  

Mr. Nasser: With those Hotels we’ll just have you (the traveler) pay at the hotel and we (the agency) will 

take our commission from the Hotel. So, we never record it as revenue so there is never any VAT to be 

paid. When shit is always that vague, when it’s unclear, when there is room for corruption, (and) there is 

also plenty of loopholes – when something is that poorly laid out and that poorly thought out, there are 

also going to be ridiculous loopholes that okay, we are just not going to record the revenue – pay the 

hotel. Of course, this is not ideal for us. I would like to be paid in advance. For me, to go get my 

commission from the hotel that is two or three weeks, maybe later. I would like to be paid. Especially 

when the guest comes to me maybe a month before the arrival date, maybe a month before his arrival 

date, I could have taken the money a month before. Instead, I have to wait three weeks after his 

departure to go collect my commission. 

Youssef: So, two months? 

Mr. Nasser: Exactly! So, is it ideal? No. But it is one way to kind of deal with that. 

Youssef: Interesting, that is a very good story to have. Also, when you went in then, you did not have an 

exit strategy then? You do not have LPs to answer to. 

Mr. Nasser: Look, our exit strategy has always been, personally speaking; we want to sell the company 

but worst case scenario from the liquidation perspective, we would make more money than we put in if 

we liquidate it. So that was a main driver behind this (entry): if we actually shut this down and we paid 

all severance to 130 employees we have left, we would still be making money on that. So that was why 

it was why a common-sense kind of investment. But realistically, we are looking to try and flip it, we 

have had couple of close-calls to be honest, especially about three months ago. Just because we live in a 

frontier market, (the country-officials came and said): “ah by the way, the ‘Old-Rental’, is no longer valid 

for corporates”. I don’t know if you are familiar with the ‘Old-Rental’?  
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Youssef: I am not sure, (but) if you had ‘Old-Rental (agreement on the property) you could stay with the 

low rates, right? 

Mr. Nasser: Exactly! It is essentially what you call ‘Rent-Control’. Rent-Control is essentially where 

(contract is made) at a certain time period and essentially you can only increase rent by let’s say 2 

pounds per month. This has been the corner stone of Egyptian Real Estate and something that people 

just dealt with to the point that if you owned an apartment building and it was all rented out under this 

Rent-Control, then you can have an apartment building (in the middle of Zamalek) and only getting paid 

50 pounds per flat (which is very cheap, especially for Zamalek area).  

Youssef: It is one of the reasons people have remained to be not-homeless (in Egypt) I think. 

Mr. Nasser: Exactly! So if you are making 50 pounds on the apartment that you are renting and there is 

really nothing you can do about it, what people do is to offer it for sale for the current residents for half 

price – just to get some kind of cash-flow. Essentially, you are de facto owners – you guys are occupying 

it till you die for nothing essentially, then just give me half its value and you can call it yours and pass it 

down to your children. 

Youssef: But there is zero bargaining power because if the tenant had half a brain they’d know they 

could remain in the same situation, paying 50 pounds a month and that’s it. But maybe, they are 

worried about the fact that if anything changes in the law they could be in the street.  

Mr. Nasser: No, I will tell you what really drives people. This law was in effect sometime in the 80’s, 

early 80’s this law was scrapped, so a lot of the tenants that occupied properties under (the Rental-

Control) either had passed or are about to pass and the law states that the property only gets passed 

once to the next generation. (So if your grandfather had a contract for the apartment under the Rental 

Control), your father would get it but he wouldn’t pass it down to you. So a lot of fathers would opt to 

pay half the value so they can pass it onto their children.  

Youssef: Okay there we go, that it is the bargain. 

Mr. Nasser: There was some liquidity on the back of that. (For corporates on the other hand) when 

companies occupied apartments (under Rental-Control), there was really no end to it, it was in 

perpetuity. The company is not going to die so you have essentially lost that property and this has been 

the case for the past I don’t know how many years. (So then the government came) three months ago 

saying, “No, we just realized this is not constitutional – the Rental-Control for companies is 

unconstitutional because essentially that person (renting out the property) has lost the rights in 

perpetuity” I am inclined to agree (but) out of my 18 remaining offices, I have 4 that are under Rental-

Control. (…which of course meant that) the next day I got law suits from the owners asking us to vacate 

and renegotiate rent. (Of course) the exits we were negotiating were put on pause (buyers saying: “let’s 

see how this process will be pan out first”). (Before), you considered those (properties) as assets, you 

owned them in perpetuity. Suddenly, they are no longer in perpetuity; it is a regular rental contract. So 

the regulatory environment is in constant flux. It is a challenge.  
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Youssef: It is a shame because as you said, you are inclined to agree. It makes sense that they think of 

this but it is sort of the system is trying to fix itself and you are the liable one and this is the good 

example.  

Mr. Nasser: Exactly, they do not care who gets caught on the wrong side. 

Youssef: Yeah, and the worst thing is (that) this is the good example because 10 minutes before you 

were talking about the bad example where the officials look at where to rextract value for themselves, 

which is corruption. So this one sounds like it’s not corruption, it’s for bettering or fixing the broken 

system but you are the one getting caught in the cross-fire. Interesting! When you came in with the new 

cash, or I guess in the beginning you said the company had a lot of cash-reserves, how is it when you are 

working with banks to let’s say…  

Mr. Nasser: Sorry, could not hear, line broke.  

Youssef: Sure. (I’ll restart) One of the problems you mentioned earlier was the debt they had on their 

balance sheets. Did you negotiate refinancing deals with the banks or maybe paid some things upfront 

and got a… What did you experience with that process? 

Mr. Nasser: No, what happened was A, we actually had a fleet of busses/coaches that were being sold 

and we got lucky where somewhere around 2011, (because of the revolution the government) was 

trying to kind of reduce the burden on some businesses they said that if you had late taxes, you pay 

1.5% per month on that outstanding value (as an added penalty). The company had unpaid taxes from 

before and those unpaid taxes had accrued a lot of penalties. Circa, 2011 the government said we are 

being generous: if you pay the initial outstanding tax balance, we are going to waive the accrued 

penalties. So, the company at that time had jumped that gun, they sold assets in order to be able to 

make the payments and the governments waived the penalties. So they got off lucky. The other thing 

was that when my dad joined he said look, you have to face the music: you either let almost 40% of the 

workforce go, you lay them off, or you cut down their salaries. But to convince yourself that you can 

continue, especially given your financial position and in light of the Arab spring, this is not feasible. They 

then did something admirable, they brought together the majority of the employees and they put it to a 

vote: do you want to take pay-cuts or do you want to take lay-offs? And (of course) people just voted to 

take pay-cuts. So we were able to significantly cut-down on the amount of wages they were paying. It 

was (also) easier to negotiate that with people after the Arab Spring because it was just obvious that 

they entire country was just at still. (So we told them) “look everyone else is being let go in the tourism 

sector, we are giving you the option: either take a pay-cut and keep your jobs or some of you are going 

to go home”. 

Youssef: Yep, simple as that. Okay so the reason I was asking this is to try and direct towards capital 

shortages in frontier markets and I do not want to call it preferential treatment but if I am coming into 

Egypt as a fund, and I bring in USD 100 million and over the next two years I am going to be investing 

them into Egyptian companies and the cash will be held at Egyptian Banks and it will flow through the 

Egyptian economy. There must be, at least I am guessing, for example a company that is a bit distressed 

and has accrued penalties like you mentioned, and you got off easy, do you think there would (then) be 
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recurring instances where portfolio companies could get of easy because of the fact that there is a major 

currency coming in from the private equity investor? Just as a last point to wrap up the question, I have 

talked to several people, a bit like your cousin, sitting on public securities and they say that the major 

form of foreign investment in Egypt is actually in liquid assets, its hot money, it’s portfolio investments 

so it can be taken out any time. But if it is in a company, it is also a form of a direct investment, so it 

could be a little bit more attractive.  

Mr. Nasser: So, look, preferential treatment I think is too strong of a term. I think you can get some 

incentives to bring in your money, we can talk about tax holidays (for instance), we can talk about the 

one thing that is present in Egypt and is not necessarily present in a lot of other countries is that we 

have got a ton of state-owned banks. So, let’s say you want to come in build, or invest in a company, we 

can entice you by offering certain financing packages from local banks, that would otherwise be 

unavailable (and that would be through a direct/official order - so, the government will say give Youssef 

this bond). 

Youssef: Otherwise unavailable for local players is what you are saying? 

Yes, exactly! That is, for example, when I worked for Modco, after my Masters in Engineering I worked 

for a fertilizer company here (which was called) Modco. It was basically a JV between a Canadian 

fertilizer manufacturer, now the larger fertilizier manufacturer in the world, and the Egyptian 

government. And one of the things they did, to kind of entice the Canadians to come in was first of all, 

they gave them a very good deal on the natural gas they are going to need to buy to supply the fertilizer 

plant, natural gas is a raw material for fertilizers or for that kind of fertilizer. So they gave them a very 

good deal on the natural gas contract, they also essentially promised them financing like no other 

companies has ever received and they gave direct orders (for all banks in Egypt) to come together, and 

naturally a few of the private banks piggy-backed on that too but they all came together under the 

direction of the government. They put together the largest ever syndicated loan for a foreign company, 

for any company in Egypt. At that time the loan was for USD 1.05 billion. So these are the tools they 

have at their disposal to entice foreign money coming in (but) to your later point which is investing in 

companies, I wouldn’t say investing in companies is a kin to portfolio investments (in Egypt) because it’s 

never going to be as liquid, never. (for instance) Agrium has actually been trying to exit their position for 

the better part of the last five years and they have not been able to do that.  

Youssef:  Sorry, I think we are (actually) on the same (page) because I was saying that when they invest 

in companies it is better than the portfolio investments that are now in abundance in Egypt. So I am 

saying when you invest I the company, it’s a direct investment, you show commitment because you 

can’t just exit it now especially when it is not publicly traded.  

Mr. Nasser: Look of course you get a lot more support, naturally, you get a lot more support from the 

government that is, you can make use of all those perks that we talked about but the other side of that 

coin is (that) exiting is not as easy. 

Youssef: The bottleneck thus far is exits in my research, for sure. They will have to settle for less exciting 

(avenues). You know, if it is an SME, then it is definitely too small for an IPO and the number of strategic 
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or trade sales that have happened in Egypt from what I have now gathered is not exciting, it is pretty 

bad. Then, the next best option is (where) there is no new cash, there is no fresh cash coming in – so it’s 

a management buyout, probably like a put option or something, which I guess is fine but not as sexy or 

exciting as the other exists.  

Mr. Nasser: Exactly! Your equity margins here is so small. At the end of the day (the market is very small 

here). (I have a friend who worked here for a) brokerage and (he tells me) he did the math at some point 

and do you know the traded volume for the New York stock exchange for one day, how long does it take 

for Egyptian stock exchange to trade that same volume? 

Youssef: A year?  

Mr. Nasser: Three! Three years to trade the volume that is traded for one day on the New York stock 

exchange. So, there is a night and day difference. But to your point, you stand to make more on your 

money but the risks, or you are more entrenched and by being more entrenched you are subject to the 

whims of the Egyptian government for better or worse.  

Youssef: Yeah, very well said. 

Mr. Nasser: Today, (when Agrium came the government promised many things to help their business) 

but then the revolution took place, and the new government raised cases against Agrium, these 

contracts are all fraudulent. (Fights and cases for so long) that is what you are gonna get sometimes.  

Youssef: I mean it comes down to political instability.  

Mr. Nasser: Exactly! And actually we have a front row seat in that argument because my father’s shop is 

Agrium’s financial advisor in Egypt. So we advise Agrium and have helped them get over this over the 

last decade and my father sits on the board of Modco, representing Agrium. We have had really a 

unique front-row seat into all this S*** that has been thrown on them since they’ve made that 

investment (in Egypt). Another comical example, you have the Kellogg’s acquisition of Bisco Misr that 

was a few years ago. Kellogg made this stupid idea, I do not know how someone convinced them of 

doing this but they came into Egypt to buy Bisco Misr. In doing so, (they transferred some money to 

Egypt) to complete the acquisition, (they bought the company and asked please return the remaining 

money that has not been used). (The response they received: “no, no, no, it’s done, the money is in and 

we cannot take it out again”). They had to buy, (there is this company called Kinni’s, corn flakes 

provider, they bought it with the remaining cash). (The government already told them this money came 

into Egypt; it will simply not come out. So they had to adapt and bought another company with the extra 

cash).  

Youssef: So, (between us), you would advise against raising a fund in Egypt? 

Mr. Nasser: Look, right now I think the appetite. First the rally in the U.S. has kind of drawn back a lot of 

money that has otherwise been earmarked for PE in frontier and emerging markets – they’ve just done 

so well in the past couple of years. The more specifically, the vocal act of Abraaj – that shit show – has 

really shaken up the people’s confidence in the region. This is not (even an Egyptian player, they’re from 
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the Emirates, which are supposed to be the pioneers of the region). I think a lot of the feedback that I 

have gotten recently, is if there is appetite it’s slowly kind of eroded because of the rally in the U.S. and 

it was all but extinguished with the Abraaj Shit show. So I think it is not the right time, give it maybe a 

year or so.  

Youssef: A year or so? That’s not bad, I thought you would say a decade or so. 

Mr. Nasser: We will see. At the end of the day, it’s supply and demand. When you have that shortage of 

funds, opportunities (will appear) that are just insane by American and European standards. You can 

make a lot of money (on these opportunities because) the funds aren’t there. (there is no capital 

entering left and right, so when the market becomes a bit thirsty, you will begin to see) opportunities 

that would otherwise have been captured early on. We will see.  

Youssef: That is a good way of saying it – I will definitely be using a lot of quotes by the way from you. 

Mr. Nasser: Haha sure!  

Youssef: You know because when you are writing a paper you have to keep it academic and with an 

unbiased language but I can quote you saying stuff like that and then it sounds sexy.  

(Some irrelevant Arabic…until 1:15) 

Youssef: I am going to ask you, I haven’t looked into it yet, but I have to take this opportunity. Let’s say 

you are going to create a sensitivity analysis on your yield from the fund vs. the Egyptian currency, let’s 

say we put it against the U.S dollar. I would like maybe two or three assumptions on the good side, so 

what would appreciate the Egyptian currency, and assumptions on what would devalue it even more.  

Mr. Nasser: Look the biggest problem with that is that I firmly believe, me and a large part of the finance 

industry, in Egypt and sure abroad, that the exchange rate is artificial. It is being manipulated, partly 

because (in 2016/17, the government collected more taxes than they actually budgeted) in the first time 

in history. They (were) milking the economy for everything its worth but the result is that you are drying 

up the private sector.  

Youssef: That means that the currency is better than it actually is, is that what you are saying? 

Mr. Nasser: No, for the currency to be better there has to be some structural changes. Either you are 

exporting more, you are importing less – you are doing something different. None of that has happened. 

There are no structural differences, you didn’t straighten out the regulations. Sure you (took away) the 

subsidy on the petrol but that would not really result in the continuous gradual improvement that we 

have seen in the past. (You raised the subsidies on the 95 gas and the things that) doesn’t really 

constitute the bulk of the usage. The bulk of the usage is the 80 gas, the microbuses, the diesel etc. 

(sure, the subsidy was also decreased abit on that) but I do not think it is near enough to justify the 

constant improvement (that) we have seen in the currency rate, the exchange rate, I think it is an 

artificial manipulation. In light of that there would still be some factors the rate would be sensitive to, 

despite their (manipulation) efforts, I would say the number one factor that would influence the 
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exchange rate negatively is terrorist attacks. (I) am especially operating in a part of the economy that is 

very susceptible to such bullshit – if we get a terrorist attack, it immediately takes a toll (on the tourism 

flow). And when (tourism) constitutes 20-30% of your GDP, that should under any scenario negatively 

impact the exchange rate. Again, because it is manipulated, the extent of the impact may be muted 

somewhat (but) I find it very hard to believe that if there was a terror incident that they would be able 

to fully contain the impact, it would negatively affect it. I think that is the main driver (for a devaluation 

of the Egyptian currency). The other think is political unrest. I would say that even though they have a 

very firm grip on the country, it wasn’t too long ago – I want to say it was over a month or a couple of 

months ago – even it was just for one night, we saw tens of thousands of people walking the streets 

calling for Sisi’s removal.  

Youssef: That was a month ago? 

Mr. Nasser: Yeah, that was a month ago, a month and a half ago, something like that. It wan’t too long 

ago. And to think that this happened despite the grip that they have on the society, I think that’s a feel 

in itself, I think they responded very aggressively (some of my friends warned me from going to certain 

‘hot’ areas as if they see you on the phone they confiscate it) and go through it to see what you have 

been posting and what you have been saying. (So) they obviously felt they were on very shaky grounds 

and retaliated very aggressively. So sure, they were able to quash it back then but again you are not 

taking any steps to make it better. (So) inevitably it is going to get worse, which means in 6 months time 

– maybe you won’t be able to quash it. No amount of censorship is going to be able to stop it when 

people can’t feed themselves. (So) this is one of those things that no amount of regulation will be able 

to mitigate – political unrest. Honestly, the third… You know if we are talking about an exchange rate 

that was not manipulated, like a real/true exchange rate, I would be focused on more natural indicators 

i.e. what if the flow from abroad increases etc. (but the problem here is that) this is all artificial. Factors 

(of importance are the ones) that can be beyond what they can control or mitigate. 

Youssef: Ali, this is exactly the point. I love it, because there are no fundamentals to look at. 

Mr. Nasser: Exactly! 

Youssef: I just have to look at what to not expect ….. 

Mr. Nasser: The one other thing, that I have not looked at or read much about, is turmoil from Libya 

spilling over here. That is kind of in the news few days ago, honestly I have not read that much into it but 

if it grows bigger than it is, then it kind of stows over – that can screw things up. 

Youssef: I think this has been good, you do not need to dig deeper for more factors. It is all crisis modes, 

its terrorist attacks, political unrest, its Libya turmoil. 

Mr. Nasser: Exactly! In the background, the manipulation in the currency is driven by the fact that they 

are flush with cash. They are flush with cash because they are milking Egyptian businesses. We have a 

Boutique Financial Advisory (and) in the last year, we have had five restructuring clients and we do not 

usually get that many (especially that the smallest one of them was liable for EGP 500 million).  
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Interest rates on the bonds were extremely high, people were paying 25% interest. Army makes them 

work, that is directly ordered by the official state, then at the end – oh there is no money to pay you, 

you will have to wait. At the end of the day, the real economy is in shambles. One really interesting 

indicator, that when I first came back here  (for me) it was scary, look at the appreciation in residential 

prices vs. the rental prices of residential and commercial. The appreciation in residential prices has been 

insane, because they are a hedge. People are hedging against the shit show that they have seen in the 

future of this country so they are parking their money in an asset that they are hoping is not going to be 

valuated. What has that mean? That there is a such an oversupply in residential units, residential rental 

rates have. If you own a residential property and you rent it, you should make just above the risk free 

rate of return – that is basic finance. Why would I then buy a house and rent it out when I can make 

more by just putting my money in the bank? Here, you were making 15% in the bank and if you own a 

residential property, you were making 3-5%.  

Youssef: Yeah, I remember my dad had a lot of his money in the bank and I remember we were actually 

a bit worried about a default, it just did not make sense how they were paying 15%.  

Mr. Nasser: (yes, and then) the commercial prices, people were saying that the economy is getting back 

on its feet and the currency is improving. Okay, the first thing we should see if the economy is really 

recovering to the point where it is pushing the exchange rate back to where it came from, then these 

businesses should be growing and occupying new commercial building. (You know) we have nothing 

being built here other than (residential) compounds, that is it – the whole country is compounds. But to 

see new office buildings left and right? Yes, there is a handful and half of them are empty. But we have 

not seen near the surge in commercial RE as you would expect with that kind of recovery with the 

exchange rates. That is my two cents. 

Youssef: …Interesting. (more talk until 1:29) If we break down sectors, maybe a bit broadly, so industrial, 

looking maybe at target companies you could help with exporting or high-tech, that would be a VC 

(target). 

Mr. Nasser: I think tech is one of those industries with real potential because one of our cheapest raw 

materials on an international climate standard is labor and it’s just a statistical formula this one. When 

you have 100 million people you are going to get 5% that are pretty smart folks and those smart folks 

don’t necessarily reside in Cairo – they reside all over the country. I think there are some start-ups, there 

are some businesses that are showing up all over the country, especially in tech, that may be very 

attractively valued for a tech investor given the expertise and the know-how they could offer. I have had 

personal experience with this, for my bus company in New York I actually commissioned a company 

from Asyut (poor province in Egypt) to build a website for me, it cost me a fraction of a fraction of what 

it would have cost me in the U.S. (the founder of this company is) the head-professor of the IT College in 

Asyut, (his two kids were in charge of the daily operations). Two things: number one, the guy being the 

head-professor of the college means that he got the cream of the cream of IT College in Asyut and no-

matter where you are, the cream of the cream of anything is usually decent. (Other than that, the man’s 

two sons, who’ve also graduated from the IT College in Asyut) were really well educated and really 

bright individuals. The guy, one of his sons who essentially oversaw the website, kind of the lead 
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engineer on the website, and I had a pretty complex website – I had spent two years already running the 

company and I had a lot of ideas on analytics, on marketing schemes that we wanted to build in so it 

wasn’t just your typical straightforward website. The quote I got in the U.S. was about USD 40,000 for 

what I wanted to do (they made it for me for USD 7000). To give you an idea on the quality of work: the 

project manager (that was overseeing my website) is now completing his PhD at Brown in Data Analytics 

and he is working on projects for Amazon and Darto, which is the U.S. military intelligence. (So) that is 

the quality of people you kind in Asyut, you are going to get Asyut pricing and you’re going to get some 

amazing talent. I would say in tech, there are some very attracting opportunities and you would need to 

scout them. Industrial, there is less. I think in industrials you really start running in the regulatory mess 

that is Egypt. In tech, (people still do not understand the space so) you need one or two licenses to start 

working. Industrials no, they have been doing this for a while (so they know how to milk money out of 

you through regulatory pressure) – industrials is a much less attractive space I would say for Egypt. That 

being said, we are pioneers in cement manufacturing (because) we allow our country to be polluted. So 

we have one of the world’s largest producers of cement, which is an industry that makes a lot of money. 

So, its not like it is not lucrative (but do not be surprised if the government comes next day and says, 

we’ve introduced a new license that costs EGP 20 million). This is actually an actual thing that happened 

on a cement facory in Sinai (the army came to them and said they will need to pay EGP 20 million for a 

new license to operate). The factory makes EGP 500-600 million in profit per year (so the State said: “so 

what you spend 20 million?” Either do that or face…) with tech, they (regulators/state) do not have that 

much leverage yet. I hope that address your (question). 

Youssef:  Yes, it does. There is only one other area that I would like to discuss  

Interview with Ms Minoush Abdel Migued, Managing Director, Union 

Capital 
Youssef: I was looking at Union Capital and I see it’s a perfect PE company to have involved in the 

interview process because you focus on SMEs primarily, right? 

Ms. Abdel-Migued: Yes. 

Youssef: You also had several senior postings abroad as well? 

Ms. Abdel-Migued: Personally, yes. 

Youssef: Yes. So if we potentially could go into discussing also some of the differences you have seen 

between for instance UK and Egypt. 

Ms. Abdel-Migued: Okay. But my positions abroad were more on IB rather than PE. 

Youssef: Okay, you had no involvement with the PE sector abroad? 

Ms. Abdel-Migued: No not on the transaction side. 
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Youssef: Okay. I would like to start first with the ticket sizes that Union Capital invests per portfolio 

company. 

Ms. Abdel-Migued: Okay, look it depends on the fund. So every fund will have a certain investment 

criteria in terms of size. Our first fund had a certain investment criteria that was slightly different than 

our second fund. So its very much linked to the size of the fund and how much you want to invest in a 

single company, in a single industry etc. So it varies. There is a definition (now) but when we started 

there was no definition. What defines SMEs? What is an SME? When we started in 2008, when we 

started operations, it wasn’t clear. What would be an S company and what would be an M company etc. 

But then there were several entities that kind of issued guidelines for what is an SME, what defines and 

S, what defines an M, what defines a larger company based on topline, number of employees, paid in 

capital etc. I think that definition is available. There was several entities: the social fund for development 

(El Sandoo’ El Egtemaay), the Central Bank, and then a couple of other ones such as a USA program that 

had their own definition that were involved with defining what is an SME. After that what happened was 

the CB undertook an initiative 2 or 3 years ago, possibly 2016 as far as I recall, and this initiative was 

mainly directed towards the corporate banks and commercial banks in Egypt to provide lending to SMEs 

at preferential rates in order to enhance the basis for access to finance for SMEs. In that regard, what 

happened was that the CB defined clearly what is an SME and it was very much linked to topline. So a 

company with on average revenue of 150-200mil and above that is more of an M. Anything below that is 

considered an S. Of course anything below 1mil etc. that is more, not Micro, it is still an S in general. 

Youssef: Maybe Angel investors, (which) makes perfect sense. It sounds that there has been good 

institutional involvement in Egypt, at least recently. 

Ms. Abdel-Migued: Yes. In particular where the SMEs are concerned. It has been on the agenda of the 

President when he was elected. A couple of years after his election, I think it was a part of the 

presidential program. When the governor was appointed in Nov. 2015.  

Youssef: You said for the M, medium sized, if it was above 150-200… 

Ms. Abdel-Migued: Yes 200, on average 200-250million, anything above that is more or less M. Mind 

you, end of 2016, a major devaluation of the currency occurred. That changed a lot of parameters. It 

changed so many things. Companies went through, especially companies that imported a lot of their raw 

materials and needed to source local dollars vs. local currency, went through liquidity squeezes in terms 

of foreign currency sourcing, which affected their performance in one way or another.  

Youssef: Actually this brings me to one of the questions I had at the end but I think it fits in here quite 

well. 

Ms. Abdel-Migued: Sure.  

Youssef: This capital shortage and the liquidity squeeze that happened, you are referring to the floating 

of the currency and the repercussions.  

Ms. Abdel-Migued: Yes.  
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Youssef: There was capital restrictions at the time with what kind of investment a company could 

undertake. If for example they needed to buy equipment or material abroad. 

Ms. Abdel-Migued: Officially, there in fact were capital restrictions before the floatation occurred. It 

was a year before that, there was a huge difference, significant difference, 20% plus difference between 

the official rate of the exchange rate within the banking industry and the unofficial rate within the 

exchange bureaus that were operating in Egypt. For instance if the exchange rate was 7 egp, it started at 

10 at a certain point in time, and just before the floatation of the currency, it reached a 10 egp (08.06) 

differential. So at that time it was clear there was a currency crisis. This opted the CB as the regulator to 

put certain restrictions because there was certain capital outflows; people were transferring money 

abroad, people that were travelling were withdrawing because they were unable to source dollars so 

they would travel to lets say Beirut for instance, the ticket would be 2000 egp and withdraw dollars from 

ATMs in Beirut or in Dubai, even in Greece. That would simply imply that they were putting a lot of 

pressure on the banks to cover these obligations in foreign currencies internationally through the 

international banking system. Then you would find lot of restrictions and ceilings on daily transactions 

abroad, transfers abroad and especially on the retail side, on the individual side. Because this was 

happening more on the individual side. On the corporate side, transfers were very much linked to 

needed documentation but the most important problem was in terms of dividend repatriation. A lot of 

MNCs which had dividends that needed to be distributed to the parent outside of Egypt, we were talking 

about millions of dollars. So if you’d have a MNC, there is certain dividend repatriation that is required, 

and the currency was not even there, the dollars were not even there and a lot these multinationals are 

unable to source dollars outside of the system. They cant because they have a lot of corporate 

governance regulations etc. because sourcing it outside of the system means it is undocumented, and 

there was a huge price differential so they could not do it. They had a lot of money inside the companies 

here (inside the banks) that was queuing, literally queuing, for dividend repatriation allowing to source 

the dollars within the banking system to transfer it abroad. So, all of that mainly happened within the 

year and a half before the floatation happened. There was a time-lag until everything kind of fell into 

place. Officially, effectively when the floatation happened, it was less restrictions, they started easing 

the system but there was still priorities that were given let's say to people who wanted to transfer 

money for education. You had to identify the reason for the transfer. Like your parents probably, I 

assume they are paying for your education, if they are based here in Egypt, they had to actually have a 

legitimate request to source the foreign currency. 

Youssef: Ok, then in regards to that. Let’s say foreign capital would enter Egypt through the private 

equity industry, do you think they would have an issue with repatriation of when they liquidate for 

example or on the other end, would they have any preferential treatment in regards to capital 

restrictions at the moment? 

Ms. Abdel-Migued: At the moment no. It’s completely different and it depends on the amount. If it is 

billions of dollars, I don’t think it will be that easy. But if it is a couple of millions possibly. If it is linked to 

something SMEs, I don’t think it should be an issue. If it is like the transactions that were conducted and 

executed by Abraaj, billions of dollars, maybe that would put huge pressure on the system. 
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Youssef: I’d like to step back to the SMEs then. If we take for example a 200 million top-line, how would 

you typically go about valuating such companies in Egypt. What I know the typical would be, I guess the 

multiples top-line or EBITDA multiples.  

Ms. Abdel-Migued: It depends. Every company is different, every company is unique. It is usually most 

PEs will have different types of valuation techniques. The problem in Egypt is that data is not widely, as 

widely available in other mature markets. So, you will not really have let’s say guidelines for industry 

comparables. Still, it will never be dependent only on the multiple. You will probably do a typical DCF 

pre-money valuation and then the multiple is like a guiding valuation. Basically, what you would do is if 

you come up with a share price valuation or an enterprise valuation or an equity valuation from the DCF 

using the pre-money valuation, you will compare that to what is the multiple that you are buying this 

company at. Because the pre-money typically should indicate a normal multiple, unless the company pre 

money valuation is very high growth, or it’s an extremely optimistic projection, it shouldn’t be neither 

too cheap, nor too expensive on a multiple basis, it should be normal within norms. Internationally, 

there are usually guidelines. So, you will find that a lot of the PE will use (one of) the quickest ways is an 

EV/EBITDA and there is usually a threshold and a maximum or a ceiling. So the threshold will be 

dependent if the company is very high growth but it is quite unlikely and most of the PEs will not buy 

beyond the ceiling that is determined within the PE. It is usually guided by the industry and guided by 

the typical companies etc. and it will be linked to – for instance, if we are looking at 2019 at the 

particular year, we will use that year, the closes year, and annualize it, rather than go historically. So that 

we will account as much as possible the potential future growth of the company and this is the norm 

internationally because we worked with a lot of private equity firms and we’ve looked at companies 

here in Egypt with them and we’ve participated with them and it is more or less what we have seen and 

it is more or less what we do. Because at the end of the day, what PE does is that you need to buy at a 

low valuation, grow the company, create a lof of value post-acquisition and then exit at a much higher 

valuation. The ability of PE to create much of that value is different than from what a strategic will pay 

for a company. So a strategic buyer usually will buy that company possibly at a higher multiple, on 

average, than the PE.  

Youssef: Because of the synergies, right? 

Ms. Abdel-Migued: Exactly. Because the ability of strategic buyer to unlock more value out of a 

particular company is much higher than the PE, unless of course, there is also synergies within the 

portfolio. So for instance, if you have one of the larger PEs that i.e. specialize in investment across retail 

of restaurant chains etc. so acquiring another company that is involved in food processing or food 

supplies for restaurant chains. Then, in that particular instant and it’s very case-specific, it will be able to 

tolerate to pay a slightly higher multiple.  

Youssef: Brilliant, and thank you this is very useful because I want to go back to the DCF you mentioned 

because one of the concerns or areas I would like to get some insight on is information asymmetry. For 

example the financial statement in Egypt, how do you usually deal with it? For example, with income 

statements I heard there are multiple income statements in Egypt sometimes. 
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Ms. Abdel-Migued: Yes, well no, it is double books. 

Youssef: Double books, right. Tax purposes and internal, right?  

Ms. Abdel-Migued: Yes. Welll…. 

…shift convo (17.55) 

Ms. Abdel-Migued: Sure. No no no. The problem… I will tell you something, double books exist 

especially with the smaller companies, definitely. The larger companies, meaning the M companies, 

have less of double books. But the challenge is the following. The challenge is how can you trust that the 

double books, the books that are presented to you are accurate, and always the company will want to 

present the books with the higher profitability because it will impact their valuation and hence the 

dilution of the management and entrepreneurs, the founders – whatever you would like to call them. 

But to be honest, I mean we know that double books exist. But we have always discredited other than 

the official books presented for tax purposes. Because to us, it is simple as that: how can we trust that 

these are the real books? This is the first thing. Some other other PE firms have used them. The majority 

of the top professionals, especially the internationals, completely discredit it and part of what we 

require in a term sheet and a lot of other firms do the same is that there is an undertaking that ok, once 

we are in, there will be no double books. CFO will report to the board, you will change your auditor – we 

have changed the auditors – whenever we have entered. And then, it is about trust before anything else 

because if you don’t trust the entrepreneur, there is an issue and we have learned that the hard way. 

But the second problem that we have seen, and we have witnessed it several times and several 

instances – where we did not even go through with the transaction – the challenge is not with the 

double books. The challenge is with something else. The challenge is with the official books. So usually 

you will enter into the DD process, we have a DD process and we usually bring in the top, one of the top 

8 firms to do the DD. Sometimes top 5, sometimes top 8, depending on the size of the transaction and 

how much we are willing to spend as the percentage of the size of the transaction – on DD. We never 

brought in financial DD except from a top firm, to make sure that they are very thorough and a stringent 

DD will be done and we also have our own internal financial department that have built a very extensive 

experience by doing DD of SMEs and they go in hand in hand with the audit firm to do their own DD as 

well and to ensure that everything is done properly and they have learnt what to look for, what to try 

and find and what to kind of confirm and what to test. What we have seen is that if you start the DD 

process during the financial year, especially during the second half of that financial year, the 

entrepreneur and founders will usually want to annualize the performance of the company so that it will 

factor in the half of the year or three-quarters of the year etc. in terms of the multiple that will be stated 

in the term sheet that the transaction will be executed on. So what happens is that there is some 

inflation of the performance in the interim that will allow them to inflate the company, increase the 

valuation because it is very easy to play with the interim, and after the transaction is executed and the 

financial year is closed and they have to issue financial statement they can then rectify it. It is easier that 

way, because after you have executed the transaction after you’ve actually possibly invested money or 

executed most of the documentation that is needed, the definitive agreement that is needed to execute 

the transaction, so we have seen that happen and we have seen interims that have been plaid with that 
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will simply imply an annualize-ation that will give them a higher valuation. But we always refuse to take 

double books, we have discredited them and it is very difficult to submit a financial statement to a third 

party because they would never trust if we would give that. I mean, also the financial firm that is 

conducting the DD, they also have fiduciary because they are top firms to report if they see double 

books to the tax authority. So to us, that has not been the main challenge. The main challenge is to 

maintain double books after you have actually done the transaction because then they can hide a lot of 

profits from you and we have seen that happen.  

Youssef: Okay, very interesting because I can imagine this process is quite complex and needs I guess 

some trial and error like you mentioned and trust as well. I was wondering, I can see you have minority 

or significant minority positions.  

Ms. Abdel-Migued: Yes. Our first fund was a minority. Usually above 15% and up to 25%, within that 

range. Our second fund was more workouts and turnarounds and personally we have developed an 

understanding that in Egypt, you need to have 25%. You need to be a blocking minority to be able to 

pass a lot of things.  

Youssef: Yeah, that is what I was going to ask because if you have minority – significant minority is 

probably better – but even if you have for example an agreement such as veto rights. Are you usually 

able to enforce contacts or your position when there is a disagreement?  

Ms. Abdel-Migued: Most of our contracts in the first fund have been UK Law and forcibility is not an 

issue because you have SPVs that are governed by the UK Law and then you can enforce there. But at 

the end of the day, even if you are able to enforce on an SPV level, the underlining investee is an 

Egyptian company so you have to go to Egyptian law anyhow. So again if you don’t have the right 

partners in place, it’s just… this becomes really a nightmare.  

Youssef: Very interesting! Once last question on the pre-investment phase before we go into I think you 

already touched upon post-investment and I would assume that this is your favorite based on your 

profile as this is where you are involved a lot, right (the post-investment stage)? 

Ms. Abdel-Migued: Yes, we have been hugely involved. It is not our favorite, we do not like it but with 

SMEs you are forced to do it.  

Youssef: Yeah and that is why I was glad to see that because it is one of the areas I wasn’t sure what 

questions to ask so I am sure, like you have done already, you will lead the conversation. But then one 

last thing, regarding sourcing of the good investment targets: is there a way that you have found more 

useful in Egypt or is it still challenging because immature markets there are a lot of institutions that 

support? 

Ms. Abdel-Migued: It is still challenging because if you do like cold-calling or if you source within your 

own network, especially with SMEs, the problem becomes that the companies are not that experienced 

in dealing with PEs. It is too sophisticated for them and they do not have the right finance department 

and they’re not as organized to build a business plan and they have unrealistic expectations about 
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valuations etc. But this is a good source of transactions. The second source, which has got its own pros 

and cons, is if they have hired an advisor. Usually if they hired an advisor, it implies they are bigger 

companies or they’re offering a minority stake or they’re offering a complete buyout and we don’t like 

doing buyouts. Our fund is growth capital, it is not a buyout and the minority that is being offered is 

usually minority with larger companies and the good thing about an advisor in place is that they manage 

everything, they create the business plan, they give us the info memo, they manage the due-diligence 

process – it is an organized process. But it is also a competitive process. So, there is a major issue with 

valuation – and the advisor’s vested interest is to enhance valuations because their fees are linked to it. 

So, the challenge becomes an organized, well-structured, efficient process vs. an unorganized, 

inefficient, totally unstructured, hectic process and the main challenge is the valuation, the realistic 

expectations and how competitive is the process. Then when the process becomes competitive, we have 

seen, especially with SMEs, that it is quite unlikely that the transaction closes when there is an advisor. 

Although, the advisor should help but because all the other PEs within that space are competing and 

everyone wants to take it so everyone starts putting on the table unrealistic valuations – not unrealistic 

but generous valuations.  So these generous valuations then, what I have seen is that, some of the other 

people withdraw and then there is one player there (remaining) who managed to get everyone out from 

the race, they sign, they start with the DD process and then they realize what the hell did I do? This 

company is not worth that valuation what so ever, I was just bidding out of ego and the transaction falls 

through. And I have seen a lot of SME companies on the market for a couple years. And they have gone 

through so many rounds, I mean excuse my French, they have been prostituted because exactly that. 

Youssef: Wow - it’s very interesting. The reason I ask that is because in academic terms the institutional 

theory, where lack thereof in frontier markets such as Egypt. I guess you mentioned the two main 

channels either 1. cold-calling or your own networks or the company would come to you through an 

intermediary. 

Ms. Abdel-Migued: There is a lot of other channels, there are a couple of people that have a couple of 

clients that are looking for partners for mezzanine funding etc. that you can hook up with on a referral 

basis on a fee basis, etc. This is part of the network as well as, whether your network as the firm, or your 

extensive network as an individual and as a team within the PE. It is still part of the network. I mean 

cold-calling…never worked. We tried doing it but it doesn’t really move much, because at the end of the 

day this is partnership. Unless the company is extremely desperate!  

Youssef: Yeah, which is probably not the best sign?  

Ms. Abdel-Migued: Absolutely.  

Youssef: Unless they are desperate for financing, which could give you a good valuation because it 

would be cheaper if there is value – but how often does that happen? 

Ms. Abdel-Migued: It happens a lot. But I have learnt that these companies usually have… the 

management is not the management that I would want to back unless the management has changed. 

Because if they have taken the company to that level to begin with, they will take it again. So unless 

something radical changed, unless the management has been deceased or there was an existing 
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management that was, there was theft and embezzlement and then the shareholders changed the 

management and brought someone else but they’ve already supported the company extensively 

financially and they can’t do it anymore and they need someone to support them – something of the 

sort. It is also very specific case – its this is not the market that you read about, not the PE market that 

you read about within the US, or within EU – where the company is facing a major liquidity crisis and 

then a PE will go in and turn it around. This can happen if it’s not a minority acquisition – it has to be a 

complete buyout: remove the existing management, they take them out, they remove the existing 

shareholders that have been causing the problems etc. and then they turnaround the company. But, if 

the company needs just some cash and its because it is running out of liquidity etc., unless the company 

i.e. has a completely new contract and they need to buy raw materials and they’re unable to finance 

that contract or something of the sort, something that will guarantee that this cash will not be burnt.  

Youssef: Okay so something that will guarantee that this is a one-time off, not behavior that will be a 

recurring issue – this cash burning. Because this is what I wanted to reach, the importance of networks 

in Egypt and its seems quite crucial especially compared to mature markets where there is more viable 

avenues for deal sourcing. 

Ms. Abdel-Migued: Networks are important everywhere in the world.  

Youssef: Absolutely, but… 

The difference between networks here (Egypt) and abroad is that this is, there is more family business 

cultures here. There is still family business cultures abroad but even the corporate companies operate 

with a family business culture (in Egypt). So network is important because there is someone who knows 

someone who knows someone that will give you DD about this person. It’s exactly like that.  

Youssef: Thank you very much for that. That’s my pre-investment segment. I would like to move onto 

the post-investment segment.  

---Recoding malfunction--- 

Paraphrased (Ms. Abdel-Migued): “Post-investment is absolutely necessary in Egypt. You have to start 

with the finance departments and work your way from there.” 

Recording malfunction 

Paraphrased (Ms. Abdel-Migued): “We have tried syndicates before and we will not do it again. There 

will always be a difference between different funds in or more of the following areas: fund size, fund 

strategy, risk appetite etc. So, one of the PE funds will have to compromise at the end.” 

Paraphrased (Ms. Abdel-Migued): “The acquisition activity in Egypt has been low, so exits through that 

avenue are difficult. If it is an SME then its typically too small for an IPO.” 

Recording malfunction 

---Back again in min 51.00--- 
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Ms. Abdel-Migued: With VC it is a little bit different (than GC funds). Because there are a lot of strategic 

(buyers) that come to acquire some of these start-ups as they start maturing because most of these 

start-ups look at a niche tech company so in that particular area, several of the exits are there - this is 

the first thing. The second thing is that you have VCs more along the different stages of a start-up so you 

will have seed funding, you will have start-up, you will have beyond start-up etc. So even if it’s not really 

a direct exit, a partial exit can happen along the line of the ecosystem and the different PEs at the 

different stages of financing and development of the company. But then, you have a bottleneck when 

the company starts growing. First of all if it’s a start-up and it’s usually a tech or tech-related of a new 

identified niche, that’s the whole definition of VC, it’s a completely new thing. Okay? 

Youssef: Yeah. 

Ms. Abdel-Migued: …This is what VCs look at, they don’t do project financing. They do start-ups that are 

high-risk, unique, innovative products etc. So then at that particular (area) either the company dies 

(where) the project fails, it doesn’t happen, the VC will bite the bullet and write it off. But then 

(otherwise), it will make it through different phases and then usually if it succeeds and its sustainable, 

either the VC will continue its some kind of a preferred agreement at that particular point, the 

instrument will expire and the exit – self-liquidating. Or, they will all sell to a strategic, the PE will sell to 

usually a larger international PE or they will take it public. Like fawry for instance, that it will be taken 

public. So, this is a completely different thing. Then you will have the industrial companies, the services 

companies that are business as usual, they are not really considered VC, they are not considered high-

risk, innovative, they’re just a restaurant or something like a textile manufacturer, something of the sort. 

This is growth capital or buyout, okay. Then who will do these and if they do them, okay – how will they 

exit. Especially with SMEs, with the larger tickets its very simple, it’s very easy… with SMEs, so your exit 

becomes a put option, mainly that is your safety net. Otherwise you have to wait for a strategic to come 

and buy it, which so many other factors that will influence that. It has to be the right market condition, 

the proper economic cycle, international investors or local investors are in acquisition mode. So many 

external factors that neither the company, nor the private equity can control. Correct? 

Youssef: Yep. 

Ms. Abdel-Migued: Okay, so then the exit becomes a main challenge. A certain point in time, a couple of 

years ago the government started something called the NileX, which was the Nile stock exchange which 

was something kind of like the Nasdaq: smaller stock exchange for mid-cap companies. And then it kind 

of disappeared, no one really knows what is happening there. There are a couple of listings (that took 

place), like 5 or 6 companies, but then… Seriously, I don’t think it even exists right now and I don’t know 

what happened with these companies and then there talks like within this year, there statements by the 

Chairman of this exchange that they want to revive the NileX again. 

Youssef: Very interesting, because we have a couple of minutes left and I do not want to step overtime, 

I know you are busy, so I just want to ask two final questions. 

Ms. Abdel-Migued: Sure, go ahead.  
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Youssef: One was the syndication and you already answered in a sense because VC’s are already known 

to invest in a syndicate and in growth capital, also, it happens often. 

Ms. Abdel-Migued: Yes we have done syndicates. We’ve joined other private equity firms. 

Youssef: And have they been foreign for the most part or local? 

Ms. Abdel-Migued: We’ve done local and foreign. And we will not do it again btw. 

Youssef: It has not been successful?  

Ms. Abdel-Migued: It has been successful but it was not the easiest thing. Because interests do not 

necessarily align, (due to factors such as: You can be at a certain point of the life of your own fund that is 

not the same within the life of the other fund, it can be completely different sizes of the fund, you would 

be willing to take certain risks (that) they wouldn’t be willing to take it, they will be willing to take 

certain risks, you won’t be willing to take it. And it is not that easy in certain cases. I mean we have had 

smooth relationships but personally I have found that it is not the easiest thing to do (because) you do 

not necessarily need to see eye to eye and if there are differences it will always affect the relationship 

and it’s sometimes not very easy. I mean management is different, paces are different, strategic 

objectives are different, visions are different – everything is usually different (from one fund to another). 

And sometimes you want to do something, they will have a completely different strategy and to me 

personally, I have come to realize that if you want to get something done, just go out there and do it 

because otherwise you will regret it down the road and in hindsight when I look at it, there are so many 

things that I’ve seen as wrong decisions that we were unable to oppose, because we valued the 

relationship with the PE so much and we wanted to develop a consensus and we have done 

compromises that in hindsight if we would have stood up for what we though was the right thing, our 

vision was the right way to go and we could have saved ourselves so much more money.  

Youssef: I love the fact that it was one my hypothesis going forward and it is different in practice, it is 

one of the things I really like to encounter: going forward with an academic conclusion and then having 

it challenged so that you for that. And then the last thing is, regarding holding period, I reas your typical 

is 3-5 years. 

Ms. Abdel-Migued: We have never had 3, I wish. Actually we had one. Only one, but it was a very small 

amount.  

Youssef: Because then I was going to ask on the other end then, how often is it that you extend beyond 

the 5 years? 

Ms. Abdel-Migued: Yes we have, we had to, unfortunately. I mean Egypt has been an extremely tough 

and challenging market in the past 10 years and our fund… I mean imagine this, I think our first fund was 

a typical Greek tragedy (as) we were established two weeks before the collapse of Lehman and then we 

made our first investment a couple of months after our establishment and it was in the building material 

and there was a whole global recession thing and it affected us. And then a couple of years down the 

road as we were operating the new factory, the expansion, 2011 happened in Egypt and we had 
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foreigners who were operating the company and they boarded a plain, I mean I think on the 26th of 

January and then 2 years down the road our partner PE exited to a Turkish investor on the 27th June 

2013 and then June 30th happened so the Turkish investor for 7-8 months down the road was unable to 

come to Egypt and he never actually set foot in Egypt. I had to travel to different citieis in the world to 

meet him and we had our board’s done via Skype. So, I mean things happen, in Egypt there were bits of 

all of these agreements talking about the ‘force measure’, where there will be earth quakes and floods 

and revolutions and Kudditas and I don’t know martial law being implemented and since I have started 

in this industry, we always ahd this section within most of the agreements that we did/signed. Even as 

an investment banker, I was involved with clients signing shareholder agreements with all of these first 

‘force measure’ clauses, I have never actually seen any of that (measures) happen surprisingly in the 

past ten years, most of that have happned and Ive seen it. So it’s extremely unfortunate events and it 

happens and you have to face it, you have to deal with it and you have to extend and our LPs 

understand it, I mean they were there, they’ve seen everything, they’ve seen all of what has happened 

and the problem is that at the end of the day, what really matters is that how caring you are and how 

much you feel obliged to ensure you have done your best to protect the interests of your investors and 

so long as they feel that and understand it and they know it – at the end of the day, it’s the only thing 

that matters. You can achieve a lot of high returns and unless, and Abraaj has done that to be honest at 

a certain point with that particular fund, they’ve achieved high returns, but unless your investors always 

feel that you’ve done your best, and its not only about the returns, you’ve done your best to give them 

the highest returns and you’ve put their interest above and ahead of your own interest as the manager, 

this is the only thing that really matters in this industry. It’s about that.  

Youssef: Just one extra question then: your LPs then are they..? 

Ms. Abdel-Migued: They’re local. 

Youssef: Local of course, but (was it) majorly institutional? 

Ms. Abdel-Migued: I’ve not had any individual. 

Youssef: No individuals? 

Ms. Abdel-Migued: Yes, it is very difficult to have individuals. I mean we have talked sometimes of doing 

some co-investments with the individuals but it has never gone really through.  

Interview with Mr Mohamed El Nabarawy, Head of Asset Management, 

HC Securities 
Skip to minute 1.50 

Youssef: Initially, (if you could share) an introduction into what you do or your background then it helps 

me decide on the path of questioning. 
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At the moment, I am heading the asset management department in HC Securities. HC Securities (is) an 

investment bank. I am responsible for the asset management. I asset management, we are talking about 

portolios and funds in listed Egyptian equities and money market and fixed income instruments. Other 

departments (in the company): brokerage, investment banking department (or) cororate finance and 

recently, (we initiated) a unit for private equity. (We have separated) the private equity (from) the asset 

management. Private equity (unit has only been set-up for a year). My background, I worked before at… 

Masters in LSE 2018, MBA from the US in 2003. That’s briefly (me). 

Youssef: Super, and very relevant – so thank you. I have a question about the new PE unit in HC 

Securitites because it sounds interesting for me because one of the main concerns is in the pre-

investment stage of a fund, is the deal sourcing and finding the prime private equity targets. How has 

the department gone about finding the right deal target for a PE investment? 

The challenge in HC’s situation is that we were late in initiating our PE activity. The main obstacle in fund 

raising, the most important thing – other than having to find the target investment – is to get source 

funding. To get source funding, it is really contingent upon who will manage the fund, what is their track 

record and experience they have. On their track-record, you will be able to raise funds. There was a lot 

of good talent that worked in PE but there was not really one person that had the whole cycle under his 

belt – closing deals, managing investments and able to exit with proper returns. So, it took time until we 

found someone with experience in this area – the obstacle was finding the right caliber with the relevant 

experience that has gone through the whole cycle, including the exit part. Once you identified this 

caliber, it makes it much easier to raise funds and talk to clients. So sure there was a bit of a delay but 

things are going well now. 

Youssef: Interesting and do you know what the focus of the fund is? Is it buyout or minority stakes such 

as VC or growth capital?  

The fund is I think minority stakes and it is made in such a way where every investment separate. It is 

not the typical fund where I enter into 5/6 investments. No, it is actually that every investment could 

have different shareholders. So there is an investment and I have certain investors for this one and then 

another investment where I have different investors for it. It is structured in that way – I raise funds on 

each investment on a deal by deal basis. First you identify the investment and then you gather the 

investors. It is also an offshore fund. 

Youssef: I know this strategy funny enough very well because this is the same as the private equity firm 

that I work for – we call it raising capital on a deal by deal basis and it is incredibly difficult so my job is 

to always ensure that our pool of investors is larger because at some point your initial investors sort of 

say I want to diversify with other fund managers or with other securities or I want to have a bond 

portfolio and I want to have a stock portfolio. So good luck with that! 

Exactly! And by the way, if you like I can set you up with the guy in charge of the PE unit.  

Youssef: It could be interesting because one of the areas I would like to discuss is the exit strategy 

because in Egypt I think it is one of the issues I have found in my research is that if it’s an SME its too 
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small for an IPO in most cases, unless it’s a unicorn maybe. And trade sales have not been very 

promising so the exit avenue is the most worrying because you need an exit strategy where you pay 

back your LPs. So I am wondering what strategies he has in mind and what duration. So it could be 

interesting to go into depth. 

Yes, I think that would be a good idea because he will have worked on the detail. 

Youssef: Okay, so I have another part where I talk about capital shortages in Egypt.  

Sure. 

Youssef: I say that this is an opportunity for PE investors because for them its about going in cheap 

when there is some liquidity squeezes or when companies face issues such as that. So I was talking to 

another financier who said that Egypt is flush with foreign currency but I think he was referring to 

portfolio investments which is of course ‘hot money’ so its not the definition of flush because it could be 

taken out at any time. Because of your position you might have knowledge in the area.  

Okay so I think these are two different points by the way so first when he said that Egypt has an 

abundance of foreign currency and that is true. It is projected in the fact that Egyptian currency has 

been appreciating. Actually, Egyptian currency has appreciated in 2019 in a year where all other 

emerging market currencies saw a heavy depreciation in Brazil, Argentine and Turkey and a lot of other 

other counties. And the dollar has actually strengthened against major currencies but the Egyptian 

pound has actually appreciated and (granted) this was because it was coming from a low base – due to 

the devaluation (floatation). In any case, definitely by definition we do not have any problem of hard 

currency as the currency has appreciated but this does not mean that we have liquidity. When we 

discuss the matter of liquidity, I can characterize the Egyptian market to entail a liquidity shortage 

because of the high interest rates. Sure, there is liquidity but where is it stored or placed? Today you 

have the dollar flows that come into Egypt in the carry trade, which is the ‘hot money’, where it gets 

sold in the process of purchasing EGP to use this EGP to buy Egyptian treasury bills and gets before tax 

15% and after tax it amounts to around 12.5% or so. So where does the liquidity go? It goes into the 

Egyptian Treasury Bills, which the government then uses in whatever spending (they see fit) such as 

public projects etc. One can say that this is the crowding out repercussion of the high interest rate and 

the high interest rate environment is making a big liquidity issue in the Egyptian market. So yes, the 

borrowing cost is high, the opportunity cost is high, etc.  

Youssef: I am glad you did this distinction because I also discuss that LBOs would not make sense as the 

cost of borrowing would be too high. Potentially they could do… it would be difficult with a fund 

because it is a standalone but they could potentially have their balance sheet broken down where they 

have their liabilities in their home countries and then invest it in Egypt but then they are also very 

exposed if something happens so it is not a good avenue.  

Exactly! I want to shed some light on the real estate market. Today, the real estate market is suffering, 

the secondary market transactions are almost non-existent so the idea that cash, or the availability of 

cash where someone is willing to pay cash is important, because there is of course a liquidity issue in the 
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Egyptian market. This is also visible in the Egyptian stock market, which is always a proxy for liquidity 

when the Egyptian Stock Market today makes an average daily trading of EGP 400-500 million, which in 

dollar terms is nothing. Before, you (Egyptian stock market) use to make (transactions) in dollar terms 

significantly higher value. So the liquidity issue is visible in the Egyptian real estate market and visible in 

the stock market. You will see, when looking at the balances of the banks, such as the CIB (which is one 

of the biggest) a huge portion of about 40% of the asset side is booked in treasury bills so it is not even 

lending it out to the private sector. Neither does (it) want to lend the private sector, nor does the 

private sector want to borrow from him (the bank) at these high rates. It is not feasible, it won’t be 

profitable – just as you said. So the idea is that I have to tie the connection between the level of interest 

rates in an economy to the size of liquidity in the market. Today, as a PE if I have cash and can make a 

transaction (with it) then of course I have an advantage. Whoever has cash is able to get good prices – 

good transaction prices. So I am confirming this view that there is shortage. But the dollar flows is a 

whole other thing, the dollars exist but not attainable because it is blocked or tied in high interest 

earning assets, it does not circulate and it is not used for anything essentially.  

Youssef: I am glad you say that because I want to break it down in two. You said the private sector is not 

inclined to borrow because the cost of borrowing is too high, then when I come with a pool of cash in 

dollars into Egypt and I am ready to put the cash down for let’s say minority stakes for the target 

companies then there is potential to find companies that need financing but are struggling to find it at 

reasonable costs for their businesses. So the second part, I am wondering about the government 

support and the regulatory bodies and how to maneuver in Egypt because it lacks institutional support. 

When I come with this, will I get hostility or support – or what do you know about this area? 

First, we have to talk about government policy in general terms. The problem that happened in Egypt is 

that, in the last three years is very different and is not comparable to Egypt as we know it from the 90s 

and early 20th century, approximately until 2010, because Egypt witnessed fundamental shifts in its 

economics and the structure of the economy. The idea that Egypt historically depends on cheap energy 

(as it was subsidized), today this does not exits. Usually, the Egyptian economy heavily relied on cement, 

steal and other productions that benefit from cheap energy. Today, the reform that has been 

implemented, you became a buyer of energy at international prices, coal at international prices, gas at 

almost international prices – you I mean as private player whether you are an SME or large or small. Any 

player today in Egypt, will receive zero subsidization. Today, this player will pay tariffs at par prices, he 

will pay for gas and any other raw material at the international prices – exactly the same to any 

international competitor, like ones in Turkey or anywhere. As an Egyptian player, you do not have this 

cost advantage as before. So, as a private equity player I have to look to the opportunities that exist in 

the Egyptian economy. So, you say support… well, other than the VAT, which was introduced in two 

stages. Actually, it is important to notice that Egypt has faced contractionary fiscal policy and a 

contractionary monetary policy, the two together as the interest rate levels have been increased 

significantly and the taxes have increased. Furthermore, subsidies have been revoked while tariffs on 

many goods have been increased. So of course, all of these maneuvers are not in the best interest of the 

private sector, and these policies are not supportive of economic growth. When you see the TMI, which 

measures the growth of production on non-oil private sector in Egypt, this has seen for the past couple 
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of years in contractionary mode. Technically, the private sector is in recession and has been in recession 

for a while because of the aforementioned factors. So, the idea of the government support is not an 

idea that I can justify or foresee. Perhaps in the last month, or recent period, there has been mention 

that Egypt will approach the IMF once again. And the IMF said that if they work again with Egypt, there 

is nothing else to do but mainly look at and discuss the private sector. This is because the main issue in 

Egypt is the private sector and in their last announcement, the IMF highlighted that if they enter into 

another program with Egypt, it will have to be focused on the private sector. So I think that the 

economic policies are not supportive of the private sector at all in addition to that there has been a sort 

of crowding out as a way to increase the state-owned enterprises and started to enter as competitors to 

the private sector, which could be a bit worrying for a foreign investor. 

Youssef: This is a new perspective, I have not thought about it like this yet, so it is very good to have. I 

guess it is also a question of the assumption going forward. You said the IMF deal going forward could 

be supportive.  

Yes, if there is another deal, the IMF was very clear that this one will be focused on the private sector, 

which means that the government will have to do some concessions or sacrifices or a retreat from some 

of the policies that it is currently holding on to. But in the general sense of the economy, there have 

been some initiatives implemented for the benefit of SMEs such as subsidized loans at about 5% and 

some other initiatives. In my opinion, this is not the main… the main thing is whether government policy 

values the private sector or not. I think that this competition from the public sector as well as the 

governmental policies that were not necessarily targeting the private sector, but rather to fix the 

economy in a general sense. The problem is of course it had a negative impact on the private sector and 

today as a private equity entering to see opportunities in Egypt, I would have to understand that Egypt 

2019 is not the same as Egypt 2009. There are many things where I use to have advantages historically, 

that I will no longer have and never will have. Production is suffering, you see for instance listed car 

companies, which publicly disclose their statements, they are suffering big time. Today, they lost all of 

the support and they face competition from abroad. Today, these companies are facing very high 

interest rate scrutiny. For instance cars coming from Al Maghreb into Egypt do not face this but an 

operator in Egypt is paying interest of 18% on his working capital for example, so they are suffering. In 

any economic sense, he is loss making and will remain to be so unless the rates fall again. The idea that 

this operator is paying very high rates, he is purchasing everything at international costs, he is not going 

to be able to maneuver. There are sectors that are doing well on the other hand where there is high 

barrier to entry and there is a low competition, such as e-payments, education, healthcare etc. These 

are the usual things that are very attractive because it has not reached the level of competition that 

makes it suffer. Healthcare, for instance: the number of hospitals we have now needs to be multiplied 

by at least 2x or 3x. You are undersupplied. It is in the sectors where the government has not fulfilled 

their role, such as Education too. Inversely, it is an opportunity for the private sector here. No matter 

how much you do, you will have very high demand. However, the sectors with high competition or the 

areas where the government has entered to operate, where you have a high supply relative to the 

demand, these sectors are suffering. The idea that you have two types: some areas you will have very 
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good opportunities and other areas where the image has changed from being attractive before to no 

longer so. Maybe I have pushed you into another topic…? 

Youssef: Not at all, I have been discussing this severely actually. The sectors to choose from and actually 

asset backed sectors, like healthcare and education, where you can have a recurring flow of income and 

then you have the assets themselves that work as collateral. Further, you are not the first one to say 

that these are the good sectors to go into because of the supply and demand equilibrium so, it’s 

actually… 

Yes, it is all about the supply and demand. It is all about supply and demand. The risks that you have is 

the government or state involvement in sort of a regulation. For instance, we saw in education that a 

law was introduced where foreign control cannot increase over about 20%. Then you ask, what is the 

point of this law? This is a form of a risk, where you enter and then the regulation will take what actions 

and how will it affect me.  

Youssef: If I enter and take a majority stake for instance or a significant minority and I have own 40% 

then they introduced this law where I can only own 20%. This 20% outstanding, will they take this from 

me by a form of force or what is going to happen? 

No, you have to see what happened in the past as there are live cases. Take EMAAR properties for 

instance; they had to pay fines or a sort of settlement fees. You will almost never enter a stage of a 

stand-off, you will reach a settlement for the deal in return for a price. But this at the end does not give 

a good image or reputation (of the country), and these things make you reluctant to make further 

investments.  At the end, these things can be case by case which can sometimes leave you very confused 

as to what is really going on but in general, this is the key risk that you have.  

Youssef: I want to enter Egypt as a private equity player with not one but 2, 3 or 4 funds and let the 

government know that I will be a key player for FDI into Egypt. That surely, or I am wondering if it, could 

help with issues risks this? Say if a decision comes up that affects my business negatively, then I am sure 

my negotiation capabilities can be better as the government will want to preserve the relationship or 

will no matter what you will be too small to care? 

No, (I think no matter what, your investment will probably not be) significant because you are speaking 

about some things that are much bigger than this. This is not the thing that will give protection, what 

will give protection is that the government policy inhabits a pro-private sector view from the beginning – 

not dependent on foreign investment or not. 

Youssef: What is your view on the currency going forward? 

I do not (think) there will be pressure on the currency because the currency is a function of interest 

rates, and relative interest rates. Today, the whole world is 0 and negative yields – so in an environment 

where you have interest rates very attractive, you will keep on attractive portfolio flows, which is 

carrying you. As balance of payments, current account you (Egypt) are making a deficit, but this deficit is 

covered by FDIs so you are breaking even on this balance of payments. What can enable you to create a 
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surplus is portfolio flows. So even in the absence of portfolio flows, you are probably breaking even on 

the balance of payments. You do not generate a surplus but you are not generating a massive deficit 

either. The downside is that the foreign debt will not decrease but it will not increase much either from 

here so you are more or less stable. So, as long as oil at these levels, without increasing, as long as 

competing currencies remain at these low rates and with the intense easing that happened in the 

monetary policy by central banks in 2019 – that is of course very supportive to the Egyptian Pound. So 

even if it does not appreciate from here I do not think it will depreciate. The only risk is in shocks, 

something in tourism, instability, oil goes up. Of course these shocks will make you very vulnerable and 

much more vulnerable than before because you never had foreign debt reach USD 100 trillion. This 

never happened in Egypt’s history so this makes you even more vulnerable to any currency movements. 

This never affected you before, any crisis, like the Asian one in the 90s for instance, Egypt did not really 

feel an impact, and there was no foreign debt. Now Egypt has foreign debt so you are more sensitive. 

The default case is that there is no pressure on the currency but the only thing that could affect it is 

unforeseen shocks.  

Youssef: I do not want to touch the flow, I think you are touching upon all the important points for me. 

There is no need for questions, if you are done with this track of thought I have questions in other areas.  

Sure. You can ask other questions. 

Youssef: It might be a bit funny, I heard about NileX but that showed up and then disappeared. No one 

knows what happened to it, maybe you do? 

Oh yes, the NileX Exchange failed of course. It was created for companies with certain sizes and it was a 

special story but now you have the main exchange facing major liquidity issues so of course this smaller 

exchange was not going to survive. Liquidity is the problem.  

Youssef: It’s just difficult to decide how to enter. Maybe this is not the best time because the Egyptian 

government at the moment is showing that it is not necessarily pro-private sector. Potentially, after the 

IMF deal.    

What you are saying is already answered. Look at the FDIs in Egypt. They have significantly decreased. 

There is about 6 trillion and its almost all directed to oil and gas. At the end of the day, this is the real 

vote or real reflection. The flow is coming into the economy in ‘hot money’ in the treasury bills, but 

there is no flows in FDIs. FDIs are all oil and gas. So FDI excluding oil and gas is extremely low. So you’re 

not able to attract real foreign direct investment because of the government policy, the high interest 

rate, the structural changes that have happened in the Egyptian economy where many areas of 

production are not attractive anymore. This could also be a combination with general slowdown in the 

global economy – which is not necessarily Egypt related. Look at FDIs and number of FDIs excluding oil 

and gas, you will see there is no appetite.  

Youssef: I want to share an assumption with you that is regarding this. I compare private equity funds to 

FPI and FDI, because it is similar to both. If we take Egypt, FDI inflow to Egypt is mainly for vertical 

integration, so it is mainly to get cheaper raw material and cheaper labor to improve the overall 
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corporate earnings. For the private equity fund, it goes as a standalone so it does not benefit from this. 

So I potentially say that the motives are not the same as FDI.  

Okay, so they do not have to be correlated is what you’re saying?  

Youssef: Yes, exactly. So I am looking at the Egyptian economy itself, particularly the private sector then, 

what opportunities do I have of undervalued companies because of liquidity squeezes in the private 

sector – that is number one. Number two, the potential for growth – when I acquire, I have four to five 

years – how can I grow the company and work with the business owners? And umber three, is my exit 

opportunities. I think the first two, I have seen good results. The last one is where I am worried, I think 

the most PE operators in Egypt work on a MBO or put-option, so they just sell back the stakes to the 

initial owners, which is not the most attractive option. So, I don’t know, do you have any other ideas? 

Like, does the government potentially go in and buy-out businesses or is that a very rare case as well? 

It did not happen. So for example I saw in cement, they had a chance to instead of build the factory in 

Beni-Suef, we already have an oversupply in cement. So he (El-Sisi) went in to build factory of Beni-suef 

with 12 million tons. The market does not need them, there is an oversupply – big time. So there was a 

question mark there, why are you entering to start from scratch? Why not take from the existing players 

(by buying them out) instead of increasing the capacity of production? They did not do it. Of course, this 

made things even worse. 

Youssef: What about the hotel industry? I know they (the state) now owns the majority of hotels.  

Again that is real estate. He entered as a new player, he did not buy from anyone. Citi Edge for example, 

this is a new player. There is no precedence that the government can act as a buyer. Maybe there is 

(examples) that I am not aware of but from what I can see, he enters as a new player. 

Youssef: Brilliant! You know uncle Mohamed, you have given me so much information and I know you 

are busy so unless you have any extra points I have what I need. Any extra points?  

There is a point on the acquisitions. Look at Cleopatra Hospitals, they were under Abraaj capital initially. 

In any case, the company itself, what it does is close to the idea that they capitalize on the fact that they 

have extra cash. They were first Cleopatra Hospital, then it bought ‘El Sherouk Hospital’, ‘El Qahera El 

Takhasossy’, then they bought ‘the Badrawy Nile’ then it bought ‘El Kated’ then it bought ‘Queens’ – all 

of those are acquisitions. This I consider as a PE strategy, where I have hospitals that I buy in cash, and I 

can then capitalize on the fact that the previous owner did not have the financial (or other) capability to 

develop the hospitals. So this shortage of capital, to your initial point, is the route of this. You can look at 

this mentioned example, where this player went from one company to now six or seven and is still 

going. Why are all of these people selling? It is because, in my opinion, he has capital to pay cash-down 

while for the existing owner to be able to make their hospitals on a competing level, they have to spend 

on it and they do not have to spend and are also likely unable to source the funds to spend. So when 

they get a buyer with a somewhat decent amount of cash payment, they sell.  

Youssef: Cash payment will carry a lot of weight? 
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Yes, of course.  

Youssef: I like this buy-and-build model but when you grow too much, who would buy Cleopatra or is it 

an IPO? 

They are already listed actually. They are moving into something else now where are looking to partner 

with. This is where there is concern, “you are expanding so fast, why?” it is becoming a bit worrying this 

speed of growth, which is beginning to exceed normal levels because of discussions of mergers and 

collaborations with regional players. They are growing too much. But I was mainly referring to the fact 

that the (Cleopatra rep) was mentioning in a meeting that the hospital owners are selling because they 

are not developing their hospitals and they are not doing so because they do not have the funding to do 

so. The whole point is because they do not have the funding or there are is a story where thy bought out 

someone who was building a hospital but was not able to complete the project. The idea is that in 

periods of dry liquidity, or periods of times like this, when a buyer has cash, they can command the right 

price to their benefit. 

Youssef: Very well said. Thank you very much! 

My pleasure. If you want that I connect you with the head of Private Equity, let me know. I’ll be able to 

help.  

 

Interview with Mr Amr Kamal, Integra Chairman 
Youssef: You recommend that when an investor goes in( Egypt), (they are) to take a majority and not a 

minority. 

Mr. Kamal: Yeah, (take a majority) something above the ceiling of 50%. It should be 51% and above. And 

control the financial aspects of the business, this is the second condition. So first condition is a majority 

stake, control the financial aspects of the business from A-Z, and there should be a very well defined put 

option and the tenner for the exits based on the business plan and strategy before entering into the 

investment. Usually it should be something that would will enjoy what I call an asset backed business 

because definitely an asset backed business is something that.. if there is a valuable asset behind the 

business that is a collateral that could sustain or support the exit strategy later on. 

Youssef: So potentially, looking at more industrial businesses than high-tech where there is less tangible 

assets. 

Mr. Kamal: Actually, the high-tech is a different story. There is no (broad way) for everything, meaning 

every case has its own merits. If you talk real estate for example, then we talk assets and this is the real 

growth in Egypt now. On the growth pattern, I am talking real estate business and when I talk real estate 

I don’t talk residential only. I talk logistics, I talk hospitals, clinics, schools, universities etc. This is 

something that would generate the cash, future. I mean it is a medium to long-term a little bit because 

that could be very attractive to private equity in the field of real estate not necessarily the residential 
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part, I’m talking also malls and what I call entertainment shopping, e-shopping, this is a very attractive 

sector we can capitalize on. Since it is asset-backed and generates cash continually that would support 

the exit strategy. So normally, when you talk, you talk assets that generate cash – this is the third aspect. 

And whenever inflation goes up, the cash stream would also (value-wise) would grow – along with any 

inflation.  

Youssef: Yeah are you talking about the capital gain at the end of the period? 

Mr. Kamal: The capital gain and the cash flow that this business is generating for a secondary market. 

So: 

1. Majority stake 

2. Maneuvering and controlling the full financial aspect of the business (if there is technical 

assistance that would be required from a PE that would be fine on top of the financial 

maneuvering)  

3. Asset backed 

4. Assets that generate cash 

Youssef: You are talking more commercial real estate, not residential. 

Mr. Kamal: I mean commercial and medical, educational. Away from the residential because this is 

becoming a very fat business and it does not generate enough cash to support the exit later on. It’s a 

fatty business now-a-days, many players, the supply is exceeding demand now-a-days more or less and 

the profit margin is not that high.  

Youssef: When I go to Egypt on the rare occasion, I see a lot of RE development. 

Mr. Kamal: Mostly residential. 

Youssef: Yes, and I often wonder who is buying all of this. So it makes sense what you say.  

Mr. Kamal: But there is very high demand and also very low supply for the commercial for the medical 

and for the educational. 

Youssef: When you say supply, you mean PE would go in and… 

Mr. Kamal: Projects.  

Youssef: Yes, projects. 

Mr. Kamal: They (the developers) lack the financial means for such magnitude of business and also they 

lack the technical and management. 

Youssef: To that point then, I am wondering are you referring to development from scratch, greenfield? 

Mr. Kamal: Greenfield or it could be existing businesses. 
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Youssef: (So,) existing real estates? 

Mr. Kamal: Existing projects that are not completed.  

Youssef: Okay and then a PE would complete it, because that would fit better within the mandate of PE 

investors. And then the duration, I imagine it would be a bit longer because you said it is also about the 

recurring cash-flow as well but also it would be the magnitude of the projects that would take quite 

some time. 

Mr. Kamal: The moment the business hits the break even and then starts generating cash, it becomes 

attractive for the secondary market.  

Youssef: Okay, understood.  

Mr. Kamal: So that depends, there is the completion risk that must be mastered by the PE that is why I 

am always recommending majority stake, there is also the marketing skills and techniques. So, there will 

be the completion risk and the marketing of the commercial units etc. the design, the focus on what I 

call entertainment shopping. These are quality of life needs many project here in Egypt.  

Youssef: Let’s take for example the education sector, say you initiate a project to increase the supply of 

RE that can be leased out to educational operators, you are saying there is high demand for that? 

Mr. Kamal: Yes, and international curriculums etc. to support the educational… 

Youssef: Yes, what I am wondering is, the operators exits? And they just need the real estate? Or does 

the PE also need to find the operators?  

Mr. Kamal: Yes, operators (are) scarce here, in terms of know-how and skills. On top of that, add the 

management for commercial projects, managing malls, commercial malls etc. It is a very poor market for 

operators. We do not have local operators at the right international standards. They do exist in the Gulf 

as a matter of fact but the PE can outsource this business. 

Youssef: Ok and what about longevity of a PE firm coming in and putting in the right international 

standards, once they exit (potentially), do you see a way for the business itself or business management 

to fall back to old habbits for example without the right PE management. 

Mr. Kamal: It depends on your partner. Any PE coming to any market, they must do very careful 

screening to join hands with the local partners and there must be a very well defined selection criteria 

for the right partners. We don’t stay in bed with the horse traders or cowboys, you need to stay in bed 

with partners who have the commitment to this particular business and the continuation for the 

business in terms of quality, standards etc.  

Youssef: Which then brings me to my next question, which is one of the core topics I discuss is the fact 

that networks are absolutely crucial, everywhere in the world of course globally, but potentially, 

networks are ever more important in a less institutional country:  for example, Egypt. What would you 
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say about networks how important they are and also how to acquire the best networks as fast as 

possible as a foreign operator in Egypt? 

Mr. Kamal: Ah, you mean your local/domestic network for the PE fund, and how crucial it is. 

Youssef: Exactly! 

Mr. Kamal: Well, usually a PE fund to become effective they have to seek the knowledge and the 

connections of what I call indigenous financial advisors, management etc. This is exactly what I talk often 

about, if one group of PE funds that have appetite for investments in Egypt, they cannot talk at arm-

length from abroad, they have to have their own domestic presence here, like a rep office, local 

management that they trust and that follow their criteria for finding the right business and the right 

partner and the right scale of operation. I normally do not encourage a PE fund, if you are talking 

Denmark or England whatever, to talk to partners by coming back and forth and try to make visits here 

and there without the domestic knowledge. So the networking can be created through a local 

representation here. (It is about) joining hands and see(ing) if there is an appetite for specific Pe funds to 

come to Egypt that we represent them and manage their business here.  

Youssef: I think that is one of the most crucial points because I think it was in the late 1990s was the first 

wave of PE investors going into foreign markets, emerging markets, and most of them failed because of 

the fact that they thought they could do it in the way you said, where they would travel back and forth, 

without going local. So I am happy you say that because I would like to get into a bit further depth on 

this point and maybe ask you how you would set-up a partnership like that? So, potentially, between the 

foreign PE investor and their local management, to align interests for example. 

Mr. Kamal: We can through them actually, they can come and set-up their own office here, they can 

send their own rep and we can manage together the penetration strategy and the selection process etc. 

and from there once they are in for a specific business we do our DD as a requirement and then if we 

are in in the business, the local representatives here would follow-up on the business, the growth 

pattern, etc. etc. and I mean it is a continuous process but they have to have a domestic hand. Then, we 

can establish an office. For example, let’s take Bankinvest, I take it as an example; Bankinvest should 

have an office here. At the beginning, it would be a small office for the exploration stage.  

Youssef: Some of the findings that I have reached at this stage is that this going local is absolutely 

crucial, however way they do it. So one of the recommendations I have discussed is investing in 

syndicates, so also typical for a lot of VCs it is very normal to invest alongside other VC firms. 

Mr. Kamal: That is true, but that does not take from the fact they have to have a local office here.  
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Interview with Mr Walaa Yassin, EFG Hermes 
Youssef: But I think we can still discuss potentially some things about maybe the macro environment in 

Egypt. If you can share with me some of the thoughts you have (for example) if we take it incrementally 

from the time where the Egyptian pound was floated until now.  

Mr. Walaa: Egypt is about private consumption. Population of 100 million, increasing potentially but the 

drawback is that there is a lack of quality education and a high level of poverty, (these things of course) 

create problems. Most investments, whether private equity or public, most appetite comes in sectors 

that are defensive and related to the population in general terms (such as): population, healthcare, IT in 

a way or another. (These are sectors) that are very promising because Education, you are talking about 

100 million – despite the poverty even. The 100 million in Egypt, more than 70% of them are youth. 

Check the numbers through the world bank, you will see that the age bracket from 15-25 and 0-15 is the 

majority of the population so you will find that education is a very hot topic in Egypt. If you are for 

instance, targeting 20% of the population, then that is 20 million individuals. There are countries in the 

middle-east that are richer than Egypt but their population does not make up 1/10th of the 20 million. So 

the education, healthcare, consumer (food and beverage) all of these sectors are very hot spots in Egypt 

and the preferred sectors by foreign investors. Things that are consumer related in food and beverage, 

healthcare and education because you can see there is a high demand in these areas that depends on 

the local private consumption of the country. You are not, for instance, exporting a certain commodity, 

which you are then vulnerable to its price. Here, you have demand that is coming from the local 

consumption. If you try to Google this, you will see there was an IPO for Fawry, which is an E-payment 

solution – these things that are IT (that depend on new innovations) and targeting mass population – 

these things are always looking very interesting. (4.17) 

Youssef: Interesting! I think you are maybe best suited to… it is not a big part of my research but it is the 

issue of capital shortages, foreign investor coming into Egypt – would they get any preferential 

treatment? That’s one. Two, would they have a problem with repatriation when they liquidate the fund 

in the end? 

Mr. Walaa: I’ll tell you. The cases differ. It depends on the time and how he wants to get his money. 

There is an example in 2015/2016, where the Q&D in Qatar came to buy the subsidiary of Societe 

Generalle in Egypt. Okay, this was approved by the regulator – there was no problem with repatriation 

because Q&D paid money for Societte Generalle money from Qatar to France. The deal was executed on 

the Stock Exchange in Egypt and then left, but you sourced the dollars from outside. If Soc Gen wanted 

to source the dollars from Egypt at the time, it would have been a problem because there simply was 

not enough money. There is also a similar example where Barclays sold their Egyptian unit to the 

(inaudible) from Maghreb. So there is difference between if you are a foreign investor and made an 

agreement with an external party, where the funds were transferred in a closed deal – there would be 

no problem. The problem is if there is a local buyer who will need to source dollars – it will then depend. 

A time like today where there is an abundance or availability of U.S. dollar (it will not be a problem) but 

if it is a time where there is a dollar crunch (then it will be a slight concern as to where they will attain 

this dollar from). Similar to the dividend, there were MNEs in a point of crunch that were unable to pay 
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dividend to the parent because there was no dollar in the country – when they went to the bank, they 

were unable to source it. Preferential treatment (was your second point). This is the problem in Egypt, 

as there is a high-level of bureaucracy. A lot of people will discuss corruption in this instance but I will 

exclude it to look at the problem that we have in the bureaucracy itself, in the red-tape. The idea that it 

is not easy to take licenses and even sometimes there are conflicting licenses (where you will get a 

license from one authority but then find a problem with another authority). The bureaucracy here is one 

of the major things that is hindering the growth of FDIs in Egypt. So, you can see growth potential and a 

lot of other good signs but the bureaucracy and red-tape will repel you.  

Youssef: So, the two biggest challenges for FDI is bureaucracy and red-tape in your opinion?  

Mr. Walaa: Yes! 

Youssef: How would you propose for a foreign investor to mitigate those challenges? 

Mr. Walaa: It differs. Some have a local partner. They will enter Egypt with a local partner, where the 

local partner, in a way with connections etc., knows how to conduct business in a better way from the 

ground. There are others that will not go with a local partner necessarily but argue that if you hire the 

right people and candidates from the local market – they will be able to handle it. In any case, you will 

need a local component with you. The strategy and the top-management will be from abroad, but you 

will need key local people either in the management or in partners who understand things from the 

ground to assist you mitigate this issue.  

Youssef: Absolutely and I am glad you say this because it is one my hypothesis that in countries where 

there is a weak institutional environments, you need networks. Networks are important everywhere but 

you need networks especially more importantly in countries with less institutional support, which is 

Egypt and other emerging and frontier markets. So I always talk about having the right local partners can 

make or break the deal.  

Mr. Walaa: Yes, exactly. 

Youssef: I was then wondering how important it is, if it’s a private equity fund with say a five year 

duration, how important is it for them to work with the government or with authorities and legislative 

bodies to ensure they do not get scrutinized. 

Mr. Walaa: You need in Egypt, in order to live a smooth life, you need to work with the government and 

have things clear between you. It does not mean that you obey exactly what they want etc. but you 

need to have good terms with them across everything by the way, even charity. If you decide to start a 

charity or a foundation for instance, and decide to go into a poor province in Egypt to pay money etc. 

you will be asked. You have to do it through the right channels, it has to be under a certain authority and 

they have to know the about the source of the money etc. to ensure this is actually for charity and not 

another cause e.g. political agenda. So you have to be in the right, the government understand who you 

are, what you’re doing and what you need etc.  
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Youssef: Okay because on this point, how easy is it and how long will it take. I discuss the factor of okay 

going with a fund into Egypt – the first fund could potentially be the one where you create your 

competitive advantage compared to your foreign competitors. If you go in and create the right 

connections and understanding of the market, I want to know: how easy is it to attain? 

Youssef: Here, I am not sure. I did not establish a fund before but there is the FRA and you will have to 

work with the financial authorities etc. Things (in my opinion) concerning things like the FRA etc, 

although bureaucratic and you cannot compare it to abroad, however (they) are improving. Yet, (there 

still occurs) drawbacks, (like for example, Egypt was improving then when the revolution took place, 

there was a period from 2011 to 2015 where it was not) corruption rather than they don’t want to sign 

any paper (because there are a lot of problems and concerns in the country, and people were weary – 

what if) I sign? Will I be jailed? Etc. This is another issue in the country. But when establishing the fund, 

there are steps and procedures with the FRA (that take time) – longer than the usual in developed 

markets. (But) it is a process – (here I will not have as much knowledge as I never created a fund as such 

myself). 

Youssef: No problem. Staying general is perfect. Already we have discussed a lot of the points I needed. 

Thank you. If we could discuss some of the last remarks, if I could get your opinion on the let’s say the 

macro environment or the currency. What you believe the currency to be going towards since the 

floatation. There is a divided opinion, so it would be interesting to get yours. 

Mr. Walaa: Sure, I will tell you. Egypt (if you exclude other noise, simply) has a trade deficit. This is a 

chronic disease This is a disease that has been available and (will continue to exits) in the foreseen 

future – nothing to change. Simply, there is a gap between the imports and the exports (that is) related 

to the I made earlier about the population. The larger part of the import is related to medicine, wheat 

etc. (Actually) the Egypt is one of the largest importers of wheat worldwide (and) you have the 

population (that needs things and) you do not have the agricultural land (to make you) sufficient. (So 

you) will keep importing wheat, you will keep importing medicine, you will keep importing raw materials 

and all these things increase in need with the increase in the population and you don’t have the capacity 

to export that much stuff. So this deficit is covered by four sources:  

1. Stable generally: 

a. The revenues of the suez canal 

b. The remittances from the Egyptins living abroad (14.00) 

2. Variable  

a. Tourism  

b. FDI 

Mr. Walaa: (The reason) the Egyptian currency is strengthening and improving (is because) tourism is 

doing very well in the last couple of years and FDIs are increasing. However, ‘FDIs increasing’ is to be 

(underlined) because FDI is increasing in the last two years not long-term investments but short-term 

hot money in Egyptian treasuries. 

Youssef: Ah portfolio investments?  
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Mr. Walaa: Exactly! So this is very (inaudible). So if anything happens in the equation and the portfolio 

investments flee the market, the currency will be under pressure. If any occurrence takes place that 

affects tourism negatively, the currency will be under pressure. As long as those four rules are doing 

well, if three rules (only, we will) be doing not that great, but (still) okay. If two rules, it will be suffering. 

Consider Egypt is someone who has four flats, as long as he is renting the four flats, he is living well. If 

for some reason the flat is not rented, the income is slashes and he has no other source to compensate 

it. (So) these are the four issues. What is the outlook of the foreign currency? It is the outlook of these 

four issues. What will happen in FDIs, whether portfolio are exited but there are other (in)flow of foreign 

direct investments – its fine. So, it’s the total FDI. (So, it is) the total tourism, the total Suez Canal, the 

total remittances from Egyptians abroad.   

Youssef: Thank you so much for those four points, I love it that you structure it like this because I am 

going to do a case study as an example of going in and I am going to create a sensitivity model, very 

simplistic model, but you know it is all about the assumptions. To have it structured like this and see 

okay, what are the assumptions going forward – it would be interesting to have these four pillars. This is 

very interesting, I like it.  

Mr. Walaa: (Inaudible until 17:52) (there are) non-essential imports but those are not major, the major 

are food, medicine and raw materials for factories. In food for instance, if you are able to increase your 

agriculture land, you can decrease the imports. The problem is that agricultural land is decreasing in 

Egypt as result of the population. People are living more or less in the same areas, so they build on the 

agricultural land. So agriculture (productivity) in Egypt in the 60s, when the population was about 30 

million people, was higher than agriculture (productivity) today with 100 million. People are building. 

People say try to make things… (take notice that) Egypt (land-size) as a country is very big, but the living 

density is in a very small area, some people say you need to go to certain places, to deserts (and get into 

agriculture etc.) but this is costly. Egypt is a poor country. Forget money. Where are you going to get 

water from? Etc. Your hope as what you can do, you can promote some industries so make better 

export, can change Egypt into a service hub. Service hub is attracting FDIs and attracting tourism, all 

these things are getting a foreign currency. You need to see something if you can increase agriculture, if 

you can promote exports for factories, this would be good (and) you need to try to play a service hub.  
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